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,SPEECH AND WAYS. OF SPEAKING .

INA BILINGUAL. PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY

I: Introduction

1.0 ',Background

The Language Policy Task Force of the Center for.

Puerto Rican Studies lies long been interested in

questions of language choice, 'distribution, and use among

Puerto Ricans in the United States, especially as these

relate to education and culture. Over the past eight

0. years we have been investigating language .behavior in

El Barrio (East Harlem) in New York Cityj one of the oldest

Puerto Rican communities in the U.S. Our work has been

based on ethnographic observation of language use_in its

social context within the community and until recently

concentrated primarily on the examination of attitudes

held toward languages and their sociopolitical implications,

'arid the quantitative sociolinguistic analysis of certain

linguistic processes and features.

Our first research project (Language Policy Task

Force 1980) indicated that this is .a stable, non-diglossic

bilingual community in which Spanish and English are viable ,

in all domains of interaction, separately and in a mixed-
.

form known as code-switching which maintains the structural

integrity of both languages (see also Pedraza, Attinasi,

and Hoffman 1980). Residents value their bilingualism and

see the oral maintenance and literate elaboration of

5



Spanish, along with the acquisition of similar skills

in English, as a desideratum for their community, with

bilinguhl education serving as a primary tool in the

attainment of that goal (Attinasi 1979). Members of

this speech.community also recognize that their varieties

differ in certain regards from those of other. Hispanics

and from those of other English-speaking New Yorkers..

Our quantitative research into plural. marking (Poplack

1980), code - switching (Poplack 1978, 1979; Sankoff and

Poplack 1980), and verb system structure (Pousada and

Poplack 1979), characterizes Puerto Rican Spanish as a

distinct variety existing in a language contact situation

but nevertheless retaining the essential structure of

standard Spanish.

While there does appear to be a shift in prefererice

toward English on the part of the younger generation of

this community, the functioning of a language revitalization

life cycle appears to prevent such shift from resulting

in language loss or death. In the course ofthis cycle,

young adults temporarily abandon Spanish in adolescence-

only to revive it once they begin raising families of their

own. In addition, the circularity of the migration process

between Pilerto Rijo and N.Y.C. plus the migration and

expansion of other Hispanic groups points to the continued
p.

maintenance, of Spanish. A bilingual community with a strong

Puerto(Rican identity seems likely to continue at lehst until
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the end of this century.

011 second project (Language. Policy Task Force

1982) ,furtheredthe'inquiry by consideringin more detail

the intergenerational dimensions of bilingualism in this )

community via the linguistic bthavior of the children

of these adults. It was primarily concerned with four

mutually independent issues which confront the bilingual

individ4a1 as she/he passes from infancy to childhood and

then to adulthood - language choice, language change,

language use, and language learning - as well as their

ramifications for the community's educational future.

The report confirmed among other things that this

is definitely a stable bilingual community in which

individual bilingualism is increasingly the norm. While

there is interaction between English and Spanish, the

Spanish linguistic system has not been destroyed in this

language contact situation, and both younger and older

speakers. agree for the most part in the 'way in which

English words are to enter Spanish monolingual discourse

(Pbplack, Pousada, and Sankoff 1982).

Further evidence of this intergenerational

continuity can be seen,in the way in which the children

have acquired the linguistic norms of the adults at a

very early age. They know how to choose appropriate

language varieties for particular interlocutors and

situations and haiie also made choices as to how to present

\themselVes linguistically. The report singled out a
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3. What relationship do different linguistic and

social levels of analysis have to each other and the

goals of the research?

The Rapers included in this volume respond in

different fashions to these general theoretical issues.11

3.0 The, papers
.

All of the papers are based upon and informed by the

corpus of data collected ethnographically over the eight

years of the Language .Policy TaskTorce's research in

East Harlem. This data ba'se consists of over 300 hours

of speech tape recorded from interactions of community

residents, young and old, in a variety of situations,

along with copious notes on.language usage, distribution,

and transmission.

The papers represent various surges in the intellectual

development of the Language Policy, Task Force over the past
4

few -years. We had originally, in planning this project,

focused upon three major areas which we felt required

attention if we were to arrive at a complete portrait of

the sociolinguistic-situation in El Barrio. These were:

1. the Spanish of English domlnant adults;
2. the English of Puerto RiCari adults of varying

language abilities; and
3. the discourse of English and Spanish speakers, in

particular conversational interaction,, speech
events, and narratiies:

The first was postponed due to difficulties in obtaining

the,data.: The second is addressed in the two papers which

ly

8



being related to who people were and who they were

addressing, might also be-related.to what they were

trfingp) communicate .. ,Trying.to make sense of what

a person says and how he tommunicates brings together

in the 'same analytical framework the immediate context

and.the bfogder social context, Investigating what

members of'a community are saying to each other gives

one insight into what they think of each other, the

world around them, and their 'community. For those

interested in politically organizing the community, the

variation, complexity, and factors influencing consciousness

are more important to know about than the articulation of

speakers in slow or rapid, casual or formal, group or

individual speech.

Examining speech as diScourse would permit us to

address these issues fruitfully... This raised for us

several theoretical problems. buring the pfoject, we

attempted to address these problems in akintensive summer

institute to which we brought, outside researchers, to

di4cas a number of issues confronting us allin our work.

0 The problems were identified as:'

1. What theory of meaning are we utilizing implicitly

or explicitly when we analyze communication and how do we

develop one that will fit our needs;

2. How can the problem of variation be tackled/

treated in a non-correlational manner, and
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related to theditrion of forms,and had broadened

our appreciation of the cultural and lingUistic complexity

of the Puerto Rican community which had so confused many

scholars because of its apparently anomalous language,

retention when compared to European immigrant groups.

In the project reported here, we did not let go

completely of our past analytical practices in that we'','

extended our structural linguistic studies of the

language varieties spoken by Puerto Ricans. This was so

because our previous work had provided us with part'of

the picture of the language reality we were trying to

construct,and there was some merit in continuing to

accumulate information about other pieces. However, we

were becoming increasingly aware of the limitations of

this form of analysis. Although such linguistic analyies

could be correlated with other social factors, this

approach resulted in a mechanicil view of the language

world of Puerto Ricans. It did not pehetrate into the

fundamental sociat-pro-desses. which (either as adaptation,

'innovation, or resistance) constituted the sociolinguistic

reality of Puerto Rican life in New York City.

In particular, we had-a strong sense that much of

what was in our data was not being touched by our analytical.

procedures. There was nothing that addre.gsed what was

being said, only how it wa being said, We began to see

that the way in which people communicated, in addition to

10



number of factors involved in determining the child's

language choice, among.these the most important being

degree of inVolvement,in peer activities on the block

and gender*(Pedraqa, and PQusada 1980;. .Pousada 1982);

Other factors such as school program, personality,

family language patterns, and broader community norms

appear to be secondary, although each child is an

individual case:,

2.0 The present project

When the Centro began this research project, we

were at a crossroads in our thinking about the-role of

language in the life of the Puerto Rican community.

While we had come to understand rough the concrete

daily experiences of individual members of the .community

what linguistic forms existed in the communicative

repertoire of the community, it was still unclear what

they signified in political, social, and histOrical terms.

46
We al knew something about what people in the community

thought about their language'practices. These attitudes

were useful to some,extent especially when compared to

those elicited frOm Puerto Rican. 'intellectuals/professionals

'-(Fishman, Cooper, and Ma 1971), but not enlightening in'

terms of the connection these beliefs had to broader

ideologicZframeworks1 understandings,, or consciousness.

In`addition we had come to know a considerable amount.

about the diversity within the community and the factors
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attempt to characterize structurally Puerto Rican English

vowels and probody,
.4

The third area was given the greatdtt attention and

indeed came to be the most-crucial part of our work as we

proceeded (and continue to develop).:,Our concern with

this area is deflected in .'the paper ori discourse practices,

cUltural formationoiconqciousness, and social change; the
I ,

papei on narratives cat the embodiment and transmitter. 'of

cultural and personal Ideology and concept of 'self and the

paper -on discouxseConscioushess,- and ltteracy.

In addition tO,these'is'theepaper which opens the

volume.. It deals. with theJarge011etion of the theoretioal

assessment of linguistic.and tUltural variability, an issue

pertinent, to all three of 'the-areas-
is
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II. Language and mature variation

Human-kind has been able to manipulate a finite

number of natural resources and physical attributes in

order to produce an almost infinitely varied and complex

tapestry of linguistic and cultural practices, The

variability is unquestionable, yet much of social science

practice has been directed toward a denial or ignoring

of the variation an attempt to 'emulate the apparently

lesp variable practices of the physical and natural.

sciences. The drive toward idealization, generalization,

and uniformization has resulted in a failure to deal with

the variation which is an integral part of -life and

in fact ilobablymore characteristic than the homogeneity

usually posited.-.As the anthropologist Wallace (1962:6-7)-

proposed:

The magnitude of individual differences within
cultural boUndaries'is recognized as being so
large that the ,valytical problem would appear:

ti to be the elucidation of the processes of the,
"organization of diversity rather than,the
mechanism of inducing a supposed uniformity.

A leading socia and ethnoinguist, Dell Hynes,

concurs. in this assessment when he states that:

The future of sociolinguistics lies in...the
explanation of the origin, maintenance,,change
and loss of specific means of speech...the
structure of variation, Alot for its own sake,
but as part of human.44aptation. (Hynes 1973).

15
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The paper included'here in this section is a

12

critical review of the treatment of variation within a

number of language-related disciplines and a consideration

of a number of key issues necessary for the development

of a social theory of language variability. It also

serves to lay out the kinds of questions whiCh, have

concerned this research group in its pursuit of the

knowledge necessary-for the formulation of socially

adequate, responsible, and responsive langUage policy.



TOWARD A SOCIAL THEORY OF LANGUAGE VARIABILITY

Alicia Pousada and Mel Greenlee

There is no intrinsic reason
why science should not learn
to deal with the novel elements
in the universe' which, after
allio are as characteristic of
4t as the repetitious and
regular ones...If we are to
master and direct our world,
we must learn to cope with
the orderly but also with the
novel aspects of the universe,
even when their novelty is of
our own making. (Bernal, The
social function, of scienar.

13'

So long as we do not know
how to-reconstruct through
scientific thought, the
limited number Aof.possible
changes which any particular
structures may carry out,
history, as of yesterday and
tomorrow, will stand over us
like an imM6pse mass of faots.
pressing with. all the weight
of its enigmas and consequences..
We must therefore go.further
with our analysis .in brder.to
explain the possibilities which
depart.from.the norm, their
occurrence or lack of occurrence
in other Aspects of social life.
We ourselves have not been able
to go so far, but we have at
least recognized he problem.
(Godelier, Perspectives on
Marxist Anthropology).

Introduction

Human social organization is typified by an almost

infinite variety of cultural and linguistic manifestations,

which are in constant flux. This variability is both

societal and individual?, (if the two can be discussed apart),

a result of the 6neral, unevenness which characterizes

social development,
4

situations of .social or ethnic contact,

different life stages and their accompanying activities,

and individual choices made from among different cultural

possibilities.

r
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All communities are full of socially-produced

Variatign which is actually merely a cover term for the

constant negotiation of conflict, consensus , cooperation,

and contradiction within that comMI)nitY. Language

diversity (or "heteroglossia" as Bakhtin calls it) both

reflects and responds to contacts with outside social

forces and groups it is a response to changing

historical conditions.. In44act1 this linguistic

variation is Rrobably necessary in. order to deal with the

multiplicity of social forms and currents (some destructpe,

some productive) which affect individuals and communities,

Linguistic variation is utilized to a great extent by
, . ,..

.

speakers to reflect and reprodut.e diversity tithin social

structure (as well as modify an reconstruct it) and to
A !c

'

maint
)

in existing social differences. This can be seen ,.

in fhe consqlous or unconscious selection and4manipulation

of linguistic forms,be they phonological or morphological

segments, prosodic fbatures, rexical items, syntactic .

41
permutations, or even entire language varieties, and in

ying sociolinguistic norms for personal address,

entation, and conversational structuring. Individual

speakers vary in linguistic strategies, skills, and

experience, and groups of speakers (defined, for example, by

sex, age, class, ethnioity,- and other sociodemographic

features) exhibit recognizable patterns which contrast with

and set them off from members.of other groups. In short,

18
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language (like all cultural behavior) is characterized

by constant heterogeneity which is regulated or constrained

by social processes and human agency.

In an absolute sense, all social situations are

unique and non-recurring; however, people treat some

situations as so minimally different that they are seen .

as the same,_ Despite. the variability present, humans

perceiveand utilize commonalities and even universals

in daily practice. Invariant categories are abstracted

and used to organize and classify events and states of

existence. The production of categories appears to lend
a

a note of stability and continuity to life, permitting

the linkage of presently existing phenomena with those,

of the past. and the unravelling future. Categories act

to guide all of"consciousnesso However, once constituted

as social reality, categories are generally taken for

granted and unalayzed. Reference_is made to the 'normal,'

'natural,' and 'standard,' and that which fails to fit into

the categories is seen as 'variation,"deviance,' 'error,'

'i4iosyncracy,"performance features,' or perhaps even

'creativity,' depending on the attitude and ideology of

the analyst and the purpose of the analysis. Rarely,

however, is the process of creating the categories or the

social' significance examined.

A socially conscious and radical linguistics like

the one we, at the Centro de Estudios Puertorriquefios,

are attempting to forge is necessarily interested in

19
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examining how variance and invariance are produced in

their societal contexts. The social reality of variability

is that cultural forms and features are differentially

weighted, and people are judged and treated accor9ing to

the manner in which they use such forms. A radical .,

linguistics must interest itself in the ways in which

this social determination of what counts as variation

interacts with the ways in which individuals constitute

themselves socially and the opportunitibs available for

livihg out their social potentialities. of particular

importance is how the categories on the basis of which '

variation is identified are produced, who has the power

to produce them; aliktoward what ends they are produced.

As a'Language Policy. Task Force, we are also concerned .

with policy questions. If we are to frame appropriate

research questions and utilize our research findings ter

formulate policy that reflects the needs and concerns

of the people upon whom it will impact, then we must

face squarely the variable nature of the consciousness,

social prectices, and language patterns of the community.

We must find the means by which to incorporate the richly'

variegated data of day-to-day existence into

generalized statements that in some sense embody the

experience of the people we work with, as well as help

them better understand their situation and see isTays to
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improve or change it.

Although variability is particularly visible in

language, linguistics as.a science has tended to skirt

(or at least play down) the issue Traditionally, language

has been 'Viewed as a oode or self-contained system of

elaborate rules and patterns tb be examined with minimal

reference to social activity or meaning.' Linguistic

forms are fixed into statitexts which (according to

positivist (land empiricist precept6) permit "objective,"

decontextualized scrutiny, and actual language use (git1411

% all i;s variability) is avoided or cleaned up in pursuit

ofithe description of underlying grammars and universals.

While diferent schools and sub-areas of linguistics,

along with related disciplines, have varied in their

rigidity with respect to what is deemed .the appropriate

object of study, there has been a general consensus that

variability pres nts an obstacle to understanding language-

as a ?system, an that a,great many human phenomena are

best defined a not constituting data for science, for

social science, or for linguistics..

To justify this rather large generalization, it would :

be helpful to examine exactly how 4gferent areas of,

linguistics or language-related disciplines have treated

the notion of variability.) In this essay, we will

critically review the areipil of phonology, quantitative

sociolinguistics, theoretical or transformational

21
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generativist linguistics, language acquisition, and

ethnography
2

in terms of:

1. How the concept of variability'is articulated

4414 how it has deyeloped hiStorically.

2. How variation (once defined) is described

methodologically:

What value (scientific and social)'it is acdorded.

4.. How, if at all, it is' explained, and

5. What, if anything, is done about it.

We will fficu /particularly on the problems we see in the

tratlitiona tre iments and attempt to outline the necessary

components 4. an alternative, socially-based approach'to

the analysts of language' variation. Among the notions

which will be discussed are the segmentation of a continuous

reality into discrete and invariant categories, tile functions.

of idealization and abstraction, the determination of

soeness vs. difference, and the relationship between

and change.

yp order to illustrate the kinds of issues we feel

theory-of language variability must address, we

wig also examine the relationship between the scientific

paradigm and social ideology and its implications for the

study of variability,the social creation of categories

on the basis of which variability ip identified, and the

manifestation of social significance through variable

22
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linguistic forms..

2.. Variation in phonetics'and phonology

Phonological variation is one of the most readily

obvious. and has been the.object of considerable attention

and theorizing. Such variation has been seen as the key

. to understanding sound change and its spread both over

time (see Jeffers and Lehiste.1979) and gross different

social' groups (cf. .Labov. 1978, Trudgill 1974, Hudson 1980).

It has also been 'observed that speakers are able to7ignore

this variability in order to undestand one another when

social barriers are not imposed (see Locke and Yakov 1982,-

Studdert-Kennedy 1976).

Critical to the treatment of sound variation has.been

the relationship 13etween phonetics and phonology and the

status of the phoneme as a'generalization or idealization -

of different variants.

The level of.phone.tics is often viewed as the most

concrete and least problematic, since there are agreed-

upon universals or tendencies dictated by the physical

capabilities of the'speech production mechanism.- Within

these limitations,'there is diversity across the inventories

of the world's languages with. respect to what sounds are
!!1

uta d and, of these, which become.significant or meaning-
.

bearing within the sounsi system or particular languages;

however, there is little concern among phoneticians for.

variability per se.
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Despite the seemingly objective nature of phonetics

as_a descriptive science, there is a process of idealization

which takes place in the artificial segmentation of a

(semi)continuous flow of sounds. Acoustically-speaking,

there is nolbreak between what.we refer to as one

"smind".and'another, and some of the acoustic properties

of one sound will be realized on the surrounding sounds.

Despite this, all native speakers are *ble to identify

discrete sounds: Even the closest phonetic transcription

represents a necessary abstraction from the actual physical

record since no two utterances are ever exactly alike and

all of the physical prOperties of any given utterance

J
cannot be captured in writing. Given the universalist

interests of phonetics, the failure to capture all this

variation is not considered critical, and the variation is

treated primarily as produtt of the physical characteristics

of the articulatory organs and the bound waves.

Variation becomes much more salient within phonological

analysis. Phonology examines the function of sound segments

in a given language and the physical, grammatical, and

vpsychological properties internalized by the native speaker.

Key here is another idealization of the concrete phonetic

realizations-of sound. Phonemic status is traditionally

accorded after consideration of the distribution of particular

. segments in lexical items and through some recourse to

speakers' perceptions of sameness/difference and meaningfulness
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of contrast. 3

Among structural linguists, there was a division of

.

opinioriabout the criteria for pftonemic status. :Whereas

Sapir believed.that the phoneme constituted a.mental
0

category for native speakers, Bloomfield considered

psychological reality irrelevant and unscientific for

phonological analysis, despite the fact that one of the

I

cornerstones of his analytic method was the commutation

test in which informants were asked tojudge the phonological

similarity of. items (see Labov 1978).

European,phonologists Trubetskay and Martinet, as

well as others of the Prague School, accorded some value

to speakersi mental treatment of phonological variation

and to the-categorization process of native speakers.

Jakcibson (.1941) went so far as to explore sound symbolism

and synaesthesia (feel*ngs generated by sound) in a study

directed toward ascertaining univeYsals. The possibility

that individual speakers could have distinct mental grammars

was not, however, seriously entertained.

In generative phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968),

mental operations of native speaker/hearers took on a

central role, although the phoneme of the structuralists

was replaced by distinctive feature bundles and the

sytematic phoneme. The mentalist position described

in The Sound Pattern of EngUsh has been criticized in

recent years, with generalagreement that the relationship

25
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I

between the linguigst's proposed rules and the speaker's

conception of ph9nology was too close for comfort. Anttila

(1974:3) described this relationship as a "photograph"

since the underlying forms and rules hypothesized for the

Language could be found as a "photograph" in the speaker/

hearer's mind.

The interface between phonetics and phonology has
.
been of interest to students, 'of Second-language learning, /I-

d

since .the difference between the. phonological status of.

similar phonetic material in different languages was
,

believed to be a source of learners' error's (Briere 1967,

Eckman 1977). For example, it was hypothesized that a
a

speaker of Spanish, for "whom (4 and [J are (phonetically

conditioned tari.4ntsof /d/, would experience difficulty

in hearing t)le difference between English /b.and id/ when

the distributional characteristics of.these two did not

match those ofSpanish, e.g. in word-initial contexts.

Contrastive analysts believed that second-langAagelearners

were likely toimriose the phonological system of-the

native language on the second in both speech production

and speech perception tasks (e.g. Stockwell and Bowen

1965).

However, it was found, that conflicts in phonological
4

status or distribution of speedh sounds did not predict

the pronunciation of second language-learners.
o

Moreover,. second language learners were able to detect
A

4
1
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others' faulty'pronunciation while remaining far from
N.

perfect, in their own L2 pronunciation (Neufeld 1980).

A Observations of bothvfirst and second language learners!
0

phonological
.

'errors' have led to questions about the

relationship between speech perception and speedh.,

production. They have.also raiseefundamental Issues

Concerning. the process by which speakers and listeneis,

.-come to regard quite .different sounds ds 'the same'--

a processiKuhi (1976) has called ',solving the invariance

problem,

Rece experimental studies of infant speech ".

A perception have shown that .the extraction of, invariance

in the very early stages of'exposure to language may be

O

aided by the inherent salience of certain 'acoustic

differences, a psychoacoustic sensitivity perhaps shared

with other mammals (Kuhl and Miller 1975). Young infants

already judge the same consonant-vowel-syllables said

by different talkers to be 'the t4ii,' just as adults do..

In other ways, however,.,infants' listening is distinct

from adults' in their speech community. For example, .

'Trehub (1970 and Eiiers, Gavin, and Wilson '4979) have

tin atefound that infants can discr nate between speech sounds

Which.adults from the same community cannot differentiate.
. .

As the infant acquires skill in'producing.the phonology

of his/her native language, it appears that a certain amount

of attention to. phonetic variation. is lost.(see MeKain

I41
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1982) . Neverthele s, the ability to attend to just

thosi parameters of e speech stream which are

linguistically relevant is a feat of normalization

which eludes even.the most sophtstictited speeCh

. -recognition system6 of computer technology (Gupta and
4

Mermelstein 1982, Remez et al 1981).

2.1 The ride of variation in sound change

That sound changes is nd discoveryobservations of

such changes have existed since Panini (and probably

before). The process is generally. described as slow and

gradual. .(though abrupt discontinuities are aCknOwledged .

in situations.. of great social upheaval) , and 'suggested

causes have run the gamut'from ease of articulation. to

imperfect learning to systemic pressures.

The basic problem in -understandiresound change was

the difficulty is seeing it in action, of analyzing, change

in progress. Historicallinguists, working primarily from

written texts, were able to compare languages at different

chronological pol.nts and see the change' which had transpired.

Their comparative mythodology enabled ,them to posit "laws"

like Grimm's Law, which describes consonantal shifts which

took place in thrdevelopment of Germanic from Proto -Indo-

European. 'However, only rarely were they able to explain

how and.1,4hy particular changes arose.

The American structuraliits (along with the early

generativists) took the position that sound change in
progress could not be observed (Hockett 1958) and that a
single change occurrin4 over a period of time had to be

treated as a succession of lesser chiinges taking place

28
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instantaneously (Sommerstein 1977:249 ff). This

instantaneous view of sound shift hhs given way in

25

recent years to more detailed sociolinguistic studies

of forms which wouldbe candidates for an on-going

change, and to explorations of the'social factors

,1- responsible for advancing or impeding EOiound change.

Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog (1968) demonstrated how'

the competition of phonological variants leads to the

replacement of old forms and adoption of new forms over

time, and the work of Labov (1966, 1972a, 1972b) and

Trudgill (1972; 1974), among many others, has elucidated

the nature of the synchronic variation which over

relatively short time spans evidences change in process.

'What remains unclear is why particular variants are

selected by-speakers for this competition, and for what.
lb

purpose, and why this competition arisesat certain times

and not others, .'in%aridition, the fact that .there .is

variation which does not lead to change has yet to tie ,fully
o .

confronted. What is its function,and why does it persist?

In short, phonological theory does not provAde many
a

clear solutions to thesentral questions concerning

variation and the origin.and spread of sound change.

This theoretical disarray may be attributed to competing

models of individual speakers' roles in the promotion of

sound shifts as well as to the analytical methods Which

have been applied to the continuously variable stream

of speech. More important, perhaps, is- the failure to
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account for the active role.of the speakers in

initiating and carrying through the changes.

3. Variation theory in quantitative sociOlinpistics

The notion of variability has been central to the

development of sociolinguistic research. In fact, one

-114

definition of sociolinguistics could be that area of

linguistics which takes as its focus the analysis of the

variability found in daily speech. As Trudgill aptly

observes:

One of the main factors that has led to tjte
growth of sociolinguistic research has been
the recognition of the importance of the fact
that language is a very variable phenomenon,
and that this variability may have as much
to do with society as with, language. A
language is not a simple, single code used
in the same manner by all people in all
situations, and linguistics has now arrived
at a stage where it is both possible and
beneficial.to,begin'to tackl this complexity
(1974:32).

4

While we'would disagree with the assumption implicit in

this statement that language and society are somehow

separate (and by extension, that linguistics and tiocio-

linguistics somehlm deal with different, phenomena), the

overall chronology presented is basically correct. Variability,

being the elusive phenomenon that tt is, was avoided

(particularly in the days before the tape recorder) by the

early linguists who 'emulated procedures within the so-called

"hard" sciences by accounting for linguistic phenomena

with categorical rules or laws.

30
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This is not to say that the early linguists did not

know about variability. In their phonemic analyses, they

often included frequency data on the occurrence of supposed

"free" variants. As. Labbv ('1978:344) has argued, the. -

inclusion of such information showed that they realized the

skewed distributional nature of these forms arid the loss

of information which resulted from relegating these variants

to the 'free" category.

In one sense, quantitative linguistics has dedicated

itself to chipping away at that "free" category,. showing

time and time again that what appeared to be unmei4vated

variation was actually strongly correlated with certain

social factors and processes. Taking es lead from the

work of Labov, Cedergren, and Sankoff in the late 1960's

and early 1970's, the fiep has developed a` formalistic

procedure for dealing with speech variation, namely

variable rule analysis. We will theiefore explore this

area in an attempt to underitand how variation is perceived,

identified, treated, and explainld within a particular

conception of what language theory ought to be.

3.1 Variable rule theory

Wolfram (1973) identifies three basic.premises for

Nariable rule.. theory. The first is the notion that

language is inherently variable, though not all variation

is immediately traceable to contextual (linguistic or

social) changes. The second is that variation-is systema-
-x

tically patterned or replicably regular, which can be

31
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demonstrated by isolating the constraints upon variables

and sh&tring the consistent distribution.of variants.

This regularity has been shown repeatedly by.independent

studies of the same phenomena (e.g. for BlackEngligh

Vernacular, seeoLabov et al 19t8, Wolfram 1969, Legum

et al 1971Fas9ld 1972). Finally, these actual variational

patterns are'specific tO a particular language. variety'

and require description apart frOm any universal grammar.

These fundamental assumptions are not accepted by all

sociolinguists.' Inherent variability (especially that which

appears non=contextual) mmacks of the traditional 'free'

variation, a category which quantitative sociolinguistics

has done much to undermine. 4 &pie sociolinguists (especially

those involved in Creole studies Bickerton,. Bailey,

De Camp) point to' dialect mixture as the source of

variation rather than inherent variability, and Center4

their analytid efforts on cpating .pan7 or polylectal

grammars rather than,variable,rules.P

However, these basic assumptions can be viewed as the

foundation of quantitative sociolinguistics, and along with

the notion that variation Can.be quantified in *some manner,

constitute a rationale for variable rule analysis. The

variable rule concept was developed..to incorporate into

generative grammar _the obvious variable element present in

spoken language. Variable rules .go beyond generative

rules by including quantitative rpeasures which specify the

32
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linguistic and 'extra-linguistic' environments in 'which

rules apply and .by incorporating, weighted optionality

intoothe formal notation. For each set of contexts

(linguistic/social), a probability of rule application

is associated with each rule.

Variable rule analysis was first done.with phonological

variables and theft' extended to syntactic features. More

recently, the approach has been applied to functional

variation (Shuy et al 1977), semantic variation. (Sankoff

et al 1978), and 'discourse' (Dines 1980).. Code - switching.

.has also been examined via variable rule afialysib (Poplack

1978, 1980, Sankoff and Poplack 1980).

The variable rule model is predicated' on the notion

that variation can be expressed quantitatively in. terms

of probability of occurrence of 'alternating ,features.

Procedurally, this involves isolation of all variants tied

41196-

to an'underlying form. An.exhaustive list of all the

realizations is necessary in order to establish clearly

the non-occurrence of a particular variant and so be able

to express its frequency of occurrence (and probability-of

reoccurrence) as a proportion of all potential occurrences.

The processof ascertaining all the variants can be

exceedingly problematic. While there is relatively little

difficulty in identification when, one looks at gross

phenoMena like the alternation of language varieties in

cOde-switching, other types of alternants maybe more

J
33
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elusive to catalogue. Continuous variables-have to be

reinterpreted as discrete categories. Vowel qUality, for

example, varie continuously on at .least two dimensions.

Sociolinguistic studies have,coped with' this.continuous

variation by assigning a single vowel. 'score' to speakers

based on approximation to discrete points along this

continuum. Thifiv score is then related to other similarly

continUous lingUistic and social phenomena which are

idealized into discrete categories. "At each stage,the

method imposes a structure on the data which may be more

rigid than was inherent in the data, and to that extent

distorts the results" (Hudson 1980:167). Added to this

are the transcription decisions which result in loss of

information, and the final question of knowing when all

variants have been accounted for .6

Once the variants are isolated, the environmental

constraints are specified--i.e. the linguistic/social

factors which are thought to condition the occurrence of

the variants. This may be relatively easy to do with the

linguistic.(pr system internal) comistraints on phonological

and motphosyntactic features (e.g. negation); however, with

syntactic and discourse structures, the relationships

among the variants may be more dbscure. Showing the

social contexts and populations presents further problems,

as there is little known about the workings of 'extra-

linguistic' co-occurrence constraints.

34
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After these basics are accomplished, the analyst

begins to make claims, about the similarity of variants

and posits common underlying forms. The taxondmy is'

considered complete and ready for quantitative treatment.

Variants, are coded, counted, and inserted into the variable

rule formula. This mathematical fortulahas.evoWed from

the simple additive equation suggested by Labov (196.9), to

'the multiplicative model of Cedergren and Sankoff (1974),

to the currently preferred logi^stic (or log-based) model

of Sankoff and Labov (1979), which takes the fo/1M:

_EL x _EL X EL_ .

1-p 1-pb 1-pi .1-pj

P is the probability that a given variant will occur in

a specific'context; po is the average probability over

all contexts; and pi, pi etc. are effects produced by

various contextual featuies.

Without going into the mathematics of the variable

rule, suffice it to say that once a set of datd has been

collected and counted, and a statement can be made about

the frequency of use of the variants in spedific environments,

then the analysis moves to determining the amount of influence

each environmental feature exerts upon the selection process.

Such calculations are made via a form gof multivariate

analysis utilizing a statistical method known as maximum

or log likelihood which measures how well a set of estimated

influences correspond to the data set. The significance

of the differences of likelihood of two analyses is

3g:
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measured by chi-square tests applied in multiple regression.

More Simply put, Variables are coded as being potentially

affected by a number of lingdistic and other. factors.

Then statistically the.significant factors are determined'

and ranked, and a final statement is made about'the

contribution of Specific constraints to the realizations
r

of specific variables.

In brief, then, we'have the basic approach of variable .

.rule analysis, a statistically-based, presumably 'scientific'

way of dealing with variation in speech behavior. However,

there are a number of unsatisfying aspects to this approach

which must be considered here.

As mentioned earlier, the approach is clearly taxonomic

and correlative. Contextual factors corresponding in some

way -to linguistic features are selected, catalogued, and

correlated within grammatical rules without evaluation

of the phenomena involved or the criteria for selection,

Thire is no Scrutiny of what any correlations: reveal'about

social organization, nor why certain categories are,used

in the first place and not others. Furthermore, the

approach is At dynamic or historical. ,While it does

indeed have the capacity to describe some kinds of language

change by positing rule changes, in the attempt to arrive

at abstract rules there is a freezing of socialtprocess.

Underlying all of this is the question of 'how theory

and science itself are viewed. An intricate Atahs for



describing language variation and representing certain

changes in the language has been developed, but no truly

substantive theory-of variation as a. social phenomenon.

And there seems to be little inclination on the patt of

quantitative sociolinguists to go beyond replicating

Labov's work and results for countless other features

and social. groups. In their conviction that an empiricist
A

and positivist conception of science is.the only 'Scientific'

one And in their acceptance of the conventional wisdom

that ideology has no place in science, these scholars

appear to have confuSed'heuristics with theory and side--

stepped that which should be the primary focus of their

attention--social process and consciousness. .As a result,

the 'socio' part of .sociolinguistics is tremendously

under-developed ana.eheoretically. inadequite, resting on .

antiquated categories and a. conciliatory type .of relativity

which accepts rather than&questions social inequalities

and crass contrasts (Dittmar. 1976).

As we shall see throuout this essay, this is a

general problem in language- related (and other) science

and can only be confronted by a radical reassessment of

the nature of scientific inquiry.

4. The treatment,,of variation in theoretical linguistics

,s Transformational generative linguistics,(which.is

tellingly considered by many to be the only 'theoretical'

'linguistics) represents a dramatic change in linguistic

7 37
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'theorizing from the behaviorist/structuralist model

which predominated before the publication of Chomsky's

Syntactic Structures in 1957. While still essentially

'structuralist' in that language is seen as a blerarchially--
r .
designed structure whose description and explanation is

achieved via the accumulation of information about

constituent elements, the transfol-mational generati;le

(TG) approach does not rely on 4 stimulus-response model

of language acquisition or transmission. Rather,emphasis

is placed upon the innate and creattve aspeets of language

as A cognitive entity:

From a TG position,, the goal of linguistic analysis

\is to represent the regularities of language as internalized

rules of ,grammar whi9h are used by speakers to generate

utterances, a goal 'sare4 in part by sociolinguistics, as

we have just seen. .Howei, the TG approach is -based

,

upon the premise that Illowledge of grammatical rules is

completely different froM the act of speaking, and, in fact,c,

that speaking represents a deviant and degenerate form of

language. 'Thus, in contrast to sociolinguistics, generative

linguistics sees as the object of study the competence or

innate human ability to produce and comprehend sentences,:,
MN,

rather than the performance, or actual production of'speech

in daily interaction.7

This has -tremendous implications for the way variation

is viewed and treated by the generativists. Chomsky

(1968:52-53) describes his position as follows:
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...to account for the normal use Of language
we must attribute to the speaker-hearer an
intricate.system of rules. that involve mental

:operations of a .Vety abstract ntiure, applyihg
to representations that are quite remote from
the physical signal We observe, furthermore,
that'knowledge of.lahguagets 'acquired on the .

basis bf degenerate and restricted data and
. that it is to a large extent independent'of
intelligence and of wide variations in
individual expeiien8e. . 3-

Pahl'

In other words, the-TG grammarian completely pulls away

-from any treatment/vbf language as it is spoken (considered

to be "damaged goods") and.thus away. from dealing with

the variation embodied in it. The variability of

cultural and social experience is.dismissed as irrelevant

to the development of language in the individual; instead

there is vague reference to snorml' language and a concern

with the underlying cognitive system or universally

internalized system-of rules which makes human language

possible.. (Thts is consistent with Chomsky's personal-

view of linguistics as a.branch of cognitive psychology.)

Language va iatiwor diversity is merely a phenomenon of

surface st uctures-and not the critical deep structure

which re ins `stable despite variations 'in human intelligence,

learning conditions, ability to use language, vocabulary

V deVelopment, etc.

.tr

ChOmsky.makesvery'clear:his opinion of.the study of

language as a social phenomenon'(1968:87):

One cannot quarrel 'with the desire. of some
investigators to study 'the acquisition and
maintenance of actual occurrences of verbal
behavior.' It remains to be demonstrated,
that this study -has something to do with the

39.
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study of language. As of now, I see no
indication that this claim can be sub-
stantiated. 0A

r 1
.

While the TG position has softened somewhat over thq

years and Chomsky himself has acknowledged the contributions

of sOcioliftguistic research ,to, our'understanding'of the

nature of 'language,' there is still a sropi/aversion

to dealing with language as anything but atiPabstract,

self-contained, a-historical phenomenon.

In order to efeCt this distancing from language

as it is spoken, the generativists 'idealize' or abstract

language as they experience it. This involves eliminating

. 'ungrammakical utterances or 'deviations' which they

at ribute to memory_ lapses, inattention, psychological
,

aalfunctiOts, etc. In their view, the data must be

cleaned up before they can be analyzed, in actuality, they

do not consider such. phenomena as data and therefore do

not'includejihanintheir analyses. In this respect, the

generativist's are still very much in the Bloomfieldian

structuralist tradition which limited linguistic analysis

to invariant,language samples. The BlooMfieldians avoided
p'

universal or abstract. explanations and emphasized taxonomies,

whereas the Chomskyans pbait underlying abstractions.

.However, the two approaches
.=.

eased upon a doctrine of
9

linguistic homogeneity.

Chomsky explains ..the pro f idealization in an
,

o

exceedingly candid and even humble moment:

40
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,d
ividently, knOwledge of langUage--the inter.7,
nalizgd system of rules - -is only one' of the
marly,filctors which determine how an utterance-

,be used or understood in a particular
situation, The linguist who is trying to
determirte what constitutes knowledge of'a
language--tOconstruct a correct.grammar--

studying one fundamental factor that is
involved in performance, but not the only
one. This idealization must be kept in
mind when one is considering the problem
of confirmation of grammars on "the basis
of empirical evidence. .(1968:23)4

0

In his discussion of Chomsky's work, Lyons.(1970:39)

defends this idealization yet recognize some of the

prbbleme inherent kn,such an approach:

Chomsky is clearly right to cliiiMfor linguistics
the' same right to disregard some of the 'raw'
date ass is accepted as normal in other sciences.
There are, of course, serious pfoblems, bath
practical and theoretical, involved in deciding
what constitutes extftneous or linguistically
irrelevint 'factors; and it may well be that, in
practice, the 'idealization' of data advocated
by Chomsky does tend to_intrnAuce_s_ome,of the
normative considerations that marred much of,
traditional grammar.

Lyons evokes support for Chomsky from the practice

of other sciences and suggests that the approach taken

toward variability -and deviation may have come to

linguistics during its search for scientific legitimacy.
8

This possibility warrants consideration as it reflects °

the larger question to which we, keep returning in this

essay - that of what constitutes science and s4entific

data. jr

To.summape, we have seen that as far as so-called

theoretical linguistics is concerned, language variation
ti
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is really not on the agenda at all.. If this section

has been somewhat sparse, it accurately reflects the

amount of attention given to the question by the TG

grammarians. It is interesting to note in closing- that

although the concern of generativists with the innovative',

creative, and potentially infinite aspects of languige

could bring them to the study of variation and divemity,

these attributes are seeR as aspects f che rule-generating

faculty of human beings than an socially and

attitudinally determined or influeted manipulation of
. ---

linguistic resources.

This concern with creativity does emerge in the

recent work on language acquisition, Which is the focus

of the next section.

-5. Nem a lity-tn-language-acquisittm

Up until the 1950's, the pre;ailing conception of

children's language (wi the exception of Piaget and

Vygotsky) was as a scattere nd imperfect collection

of mistakes made in the process of imitating
t,
adult

language. In the 1960's the field of child language

study advanced considerably' under the impetus of two

hypotheses put forth by generative grainmarians: (1)

children's language reflects a system rather than a

collection of random errors, and (2) the child, like the

linguist, constructs the 'mopt economical and general

rules possible to account for the'input language data.

42;
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et.

Although considerable variation-was evidgent in children.'ii

output, much of this could be attributed to performance

.factors,, i.e., limitations of the young organism in

productive speech. The very great emphasis Chomsky (1965)

placed on the innate endowments of the child for choosing

grammars doubtless diverted attention from crucial ways

in which differences in children's internal...make-up

(preferences or styles) .or external, environment (including

patterns of interaction with older speakers) could

influence the 'acquisition process.

Current trends in first language acquisition research

show a reaction against universalist, genetic explanations

for language acquisition, which are now viewed as'overly

deterministic. However, like the research of the 1960's,

present iimms-thvrtAxmm7tend to retain a strong cognitive

interest, although this is tempered by growing evidence

of differences in adults' expectatiOns about children's

language in different-curRires (Cf. Schieffelin 1979).

For example, a recent Ikext on children's language (Bloom

& Lahey 1978:.1) stetes that'it is probable that "....

variation in child speech.is a function of individual

cognitive development in interaction with a variety of

different/experiences that children have with aspects

oftheltriguistic,code...".However, within the variability

evidenced by children still lies, for these researchers, 0

an underlying conformity:

43



Ifregularity in variation is not immediately
apparent it may be that too few behaviors have
been observed', too few children have been observed,
Dr the ;analysis of behaviors and the.tndices used .

to compare behaviors may not be sufficiently.
sensitive. (I67).

Regent studies of yoling.children acquiring the

same language under similat conditlons have pointed up

intOand intra-subject variability at all levels of

language structure and language use, e.g.,, phonology

(Macken-& Ferguson 1981; Leonard, Newhoff & Mesalam.

1980), morphology and Syntax (Bloom, Lightbowrt & Hood

1975), semantics of early words (Nelson 1975; Bloom

1973), and in the child'sinteractiOn withjlis or her

caretaker (Heath:1982).

The extent of variation uncovered by these studies

is somewhat remarkable given the relative homogeneity

of the populations studied. Counter to' the expectations

of Bloom & Lahey, it seems that the more closely one

looks at any population of children, the more likely it

is that variability will be found.9

At ptesent, the long-range implications of variation

in language acquisition are tar from clear. Studies of

children's varied strategies foracqutring aspect& of

English structure have generally focussed on quite limited,

discrete structural components as indices of development.

In Bloom & Lahey's terms, 'these indices are not, in fact,

very 'sensitive' to variation. Wel s (1981:112) points

out that "the type of variation that has received most

attention so fat is the rate at which language is acquired,"
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perhaps because of its easily quantifiable and therefore

'scientific' nature. From this product-oriented interest,

some acquisition strategies are vl.ewed as more efficient

than others, since they appear to bring alohg with them

a larger vocabulary or a longer mean.length of utterance.

The Most well-known of these styles are those .

identified by Katherine Nelson (1979, 1975, 1981) in

examining childreh's earliest vocabularies. She found

that some .children produced mostly names for objects and

people, while oy(ers tended to pickup on social

expressions (greetings, leave-taking etc.) and include

these in their early vocabulary. In a follow-up study

(1975), children who produced more names tended to be

more advanced in the rate of language acquisition.

However, subsequent reviews of Nelson's data have

often ignored the fact that these styles are a matter of

degree. Peters ( 1583 ;43) notes, "these extremes are

generally considered to define the end-points of continua

along which most children are ranged, very feW being

clearly at one pole or the other." Peters also raises

the important-possibility that children may use both

strategies, but at differen;points in the acquisition

period or for different conversational contexts.. Since

analysts have been oriented toward the product rather

than the,process.of acquisition, it can be argued that.,

they have made questionable assumptions about how



children go about the task of language learning, one

of the more damaging being that children carry out the

task in thesame way a linguist would. Specifically,

Peters believes that child language researchers'have

falsely assumed th4 (1) children use the same units

of 'analysis as do linguists, and (2) developmelit, for

the most part, is additive and linear.

Drawing together data from very young children

acquiring a number of typologically different languages,

Peters shows that the first language units of the child

are likely to be much larger than the linguist's, with

differences remaining as late as five years,of age in

matters such as morphame boundaries. Factor& influencing

the child's process of extracting adult ize units are

the type of speech'to 'which he or 'she is xposed,'

community expectations about the child's knowledge and

use of language, and hose individual factors of neurological

and psychological development which the child brings to

the task,

Since the language acquisition strategie4 of the -

'normal' child are clearly variable across time and across

individuals,
10

the exceptionality of learning or languab

disabled children can be regarded as an extreme .of a

familiar phendmenon. rather.than a typologically different

process. Learning diabled children are exceptional "not

in having access to totally different 'strategies, but

4
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rather/ in the relative degree to which. they can use the

same/strategies' (Peters 1983 :68). As an. example
. ,

'Peteis cites Weeks' (1974) subject Leslie, a cognitively

prelocious child. who nevertheless.learned English more

slo than usual. Leslie apparently "had limited access

to certain strategies while making fuller use 'of others"

ktl.nd of'compensation' by which she eventually )gained

co trol of the linguistic code.

To summarize, .major limitations of variability in

child language data seem to. have come about through an

unwitting conspiracy among methods of donceptualization,

data collection, and analysis which systematiCally

excluded certain sorts of Felevant information.

First of all, the majority of studies have been

concerned with a particular population of children,

sampled cross- sectionally. thus, major.socialand

temporal.variation has been left out.

Se ondly, in sampling children's language, specific

studieslaave focussed on only one\ discrete aspect of

language at a time, obscuring the synergistic' nature

of interaction among different strategies or different

components of the child's developing system. In addition,

coding procedures have generally excluded unintelligible

or seemingly stereotypic utterances, thus leaving out

many of those utterances which would provide insight

'into a holistic or gestalt production strategy such as
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that Peters has suggested young children may use.

Further omissions have related from the way, in

which subjects are chosen for study and speech is elicited

and recorded.. A great many studies have exclUded very

young children, since they do hot often coop rate well

in experimental settings. Yet these childr may be

those for whom variability is most apparent/. Also, in:

sampling caretaker-child speech, the setting and

instructions have often been such as to entourage

picture.naming-or other types of elicitatOn interactions

which are geared toward a 'referential' cbild style

(Peters 1983).

Perhaps even more critical is the l'ck of resesi.ch

addressing the reality that children ar agents, or in

the process of bedoming agents. 'They d velop "strategies,"

not to acquire a linguistic system, but Ito participate

'actively in their social pcisitioning. The predominant

trend within acquisition research ii.

)

to see children

4,gs learning machines without consid rink'how issues of

power, resistance, and accomodation come into play as the
.

child learns. The variability in language acquisition

which has been so Well-documented is never related' to

the social needs and 'struggles of the child as s/he'attempts

to survive-in and understand the adult world.

.In -.the next section, we .will) examine thedisdipline'

which is 'perhaps most-directly involved"nvOlved With such

48
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questions of variability of human social practice--

anthropology via ethnographic inquiry.

6. EthnovaphicTersepectives on variability

Anthropologists have always been concerned with

questions of diversity, and variation. One critical

goal of.the ethnographic approach, which is the backbone

of anthrdpology, is to delve deeply into everyday human

fife in order to reveal the rich detail specific to each

group, and by probing`this diversity, learn something

about the possibilities available to the species as a

whole.

The ethnographer encounters variability at every

step of the fieldwork .experience. There `is the variability

that arises from certain biophysical properties which are

defined socially as counting for differences among people

(e.g. sex, age, personality, ethnic or racial group', etc.).

There is the variation which is the result of differing

human activities, and there is that which is produced by

personal choices among the cultural options provided by

social groups. .Variability is also seen in the numerous

aspects of self that informants reveal under changing

situations or with different fieldworkers, as well as in

the contrast between reports of behavior and actual

behavior.

The'ethnographer's task is very difficult given

the wealth of experiential data confronting him or her.

49
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.There must necessarily be some kind of abstraction from

all of this richness, and yet the richness appears to be

one of the unique contributions of ethnography to the

stUdy of social life. This conflict of needs is clearly

visible when one examines theoretical developments over

.,time within the field of ethnography.

In his introduction to Reinventing Anthropology,

Dell 1-0Mes (1969) points out. the (Jitneys of focusing

exclusively on the general (common) or on the specific

(differential):

Concern with only what is common, with
similarities, with universals, may
constitute a philosophical anthropology, .

a psychology or biology, characterizing man
as an abstract being. Concern with only
the general gontour of development, general
laws, or a single level of explanation, may'
constitute a sociology or 'history of a certain
kind. Concern with only what is different
may yield precise ethnography and ethnology.
Neither kind of concern alone can constitute
the. anthropology of the tradition intended
here. And at their worst, the one-sidedness
of the one may lead to the impositionof a
priori notioas, distortion, and the rationali-
zation of injustice; that of the other may
never rise above exoticism or may devolve into
sterile empiricism. (12-13)

The conflict between the general and the specific

sometimes referred to as 'macro vs micro', can be seen

throughout ethnographic literature. The ethnographic

aproach attempts to avoid this conflict by emphasizing

holistic views'of culture. 11
In other words, an activity

ANIL

is seen in its ecological interrelationship with other

behavior within a functional system.
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Particular events are interpreted as integral units

of 'cultural-wholes' CKroeber 190) with cohesive internal

structure which arpadditionallx related to one anoither

Av An larger systems,

While holistic views are theoretically salutEmr in

that they foster a concern.withrelatlions of behaviors

and struggle against the atomization Of lc,owledge bo

common within modern scientific practic the holitic

perspective bas also resulted in a dency to over-

emphasize homogeneity within group: and focus excessively

upon order and coherence to the neglect of exceptions

and differences. Internal variation as until recently

"either simply dismissed or artificially worked into

the scheme-as.indices of.change, diffusion, survival,

innovation, dysfunction, abnormality, cultutal disintegration,

6

opportUnitiet for the exercise of.social control anA the

liXe. The only important variations were variations

between cultures" (Tyler1969:3).

,This failuie to. deal adequately with variation as

produced and manipulated by the individuals who together

actively constitute social groups has limited the

explanatery power of ethnography. As Agar (1980) points

out:

Variation like that is only a threat to a
social scientist committed to a monolithic
porttait of group life.. Unfortunately; the
quest-for the 'normative order', deepry
engrained in many social science traditions,
has sometimes blinded us to the many important
lessons for the ethnographer when confronted with
variability as will as.unifOrmity. (79-80)

;7
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In order to clarify the. different stances taken by

ethnographers with respect to intra and inter-group

variability and continuity, we will briefly review the

recent history of the field. As our over-riding concern

is with linguistic variation, we will focus upon that

anthropological work most directly related to language.

6.1 The treatent of linguistic and cultural variability'

within Thropology

As we have already indicated, anthropologists have

vacillated between documentation of the cultural detail

of specific Social groups and delineation of universal

patterns common to all groups. Within the first broa

category falls the work of Boas and the histOrical

particularists,
,12

as well as the configurationalist work

of Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead13 and Kroebee.s attempt

to detive trait element lists for particular groups. 14i

Within the second cEliegory falls the mentalist-oriented

research of/the English social anthropologists like

Radcliffe-Brown,.Firth, nd Malinowski and the French

styticturalists like Levi -S rauss

We cannot go into .the fiery important work of these

// schlolars because, with the exception of Levi-Strauss, they

were not concerned with languagwEer se. However, it was

upon the foundation of these efforts 'that ethnoscience and

the "new" ethnographyl7 were built, as well as their modern

off-shoots, all of which have emphasized language.
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Much of the impetus for the development of_ethnosaience

came (like structuralism') from linguistics, whiCh'duing

the 1950's'was a. thriving social science with seemingly

impeccable e hnologies. for analysis. The anthiopological

work inspired by the theoretical Controversies beginning

between the' behaviorist and mentalist conceptions of'

language,was. characterized by attempts to -formulate rules

by which cultural categories could be empirically ordered.

Goodenough's componential analysis is one such attempt,

as are the kinesic analysis of.Birdwhistell'and the

kinship analysis of Lounsbiry.

A major problem of the ethnoscientific or ethnosemantic

research is that variation is largely ignored or seen as

irreleVant.. The ethnoscientist searches for Immutable

categories which presumably represent the underlying

mental:apparatus of the entire culture; There is little

Onsideratian.of the variable exposure to cultural

phenomena and access to technical vocabulary Which is

-the case in many groups,:particularly'in.complex and,

hierarchically-ordered societes, and there is a tendency

to lean upon evidence provided by single informants.

One'area of ethnoscienceyhich developed during the

1960's, typical of much of the work currently done within

anthropological linguistics,.is the ethnography, of speakipg

or.communication. The focus of study in this new application

of ethnography (first articulated by Hymes in 1962 and

ii
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developed furthertin 1964, 1967, 1972) is the speech

event.. The approach is similar tothecomponential paradigm

which characterized other ethnoscientific effqrts in that

it is concerned with the structure :of relations among,

the various components of speech events ',the setting,

.participants, ends, acts, key, instrumentalities, norms,

and genre--and the'ethnographer's task is to test, - enlarge,

and revise this grid based upon the emic percepts .

of the speakers.

Studies in the ethnography of speaking have examined

such events as contrapuntal cotversations. (Reisman 1974),

geetings- (Irvine 1974, Salmond 1974),.narratives

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1974,.Darnell 1974), male and

female speech (Keenan 1974), and. even silence (Basso 1972);

and the'overall goal of the feld has been to continue

the proliferation. of .such studies so as to permit cross-

cultural comparisons of the diversity which exists in the

way's speech is manipulated and the uses to which it is

put in different cultures. This goal has only partially

been realized, but an even more important failing has been-,

the putting aside in many cases. of hOlistic thinking in

the"pursuit.of greater detail to description. It is

furthermore the exceptional ethnography of speaking that

does not fall into the trap of treating language apart

from society, and that does seek deeply within social

conditions for explanations of linguistic variation and

. A4
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its significance.
18

This has also been the case with the micro,
Y.

-ethnographic studies,of interactional events which

utilize linguistic and 'paralinguistic' analysis of

ideo-taped behavior to address very small units of

behavioral patterns in specific social settings, The

focus.Of work in this area has been on the fori And

organization of social exchanges, the sociocultural

competence underlying behavior, and the potential and

lilla1 dultu al conflicts existing among participants.

he great ulk of the research has involved school

settings (cf. Bremme 1976, Shultz 1976, Erickson 1975,

McDermott and Gospodinoff 1979,, Michaels 1981, AU and

Jordan 1981, Mohatt and Erickson 1981), and a good
0

percentage of these studiei have involved children or

°ethnically or racially different backgrounds, which has-

brought the issue of linguistic and cultural diversity
04.

and variation-to the forefront.

.However, few micro-ethnographies attempt to relate

the careful, detailed analysis of micro = structures to the

larger environment that shapes them, and indeed, the very

AfainctiOn between "micro' and 'macro' structures is

taken for granted and unanalyzed in terms of its

theoretical and social implications (spe Bennett and

Pedraza's papers in. this vollime for furt er consideration

of this problematic) Few micro -e nographers leave the

5
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school or 'institutional setting to examine the communities

that houde the Setting And the participants in the intv-

aCtions under study. There is clearly a severe lack of

social theory behind the evermore sophisticated

structural analysis.

Most recently have come certain challenges to the

traditional conceptions of ethnography and anthropological

theory, threads of which run through the other schools

of anthropology reviewed here, in particular the ethno-

scientific and the micro-ethnographic. Among these 4re

the symbolic or interpretive and the neo-marxist analyses.

Symbolic or interpritive,anthropology conceives of

culture as a systemrof symbol& or a web of significances.

Every artifact or event represents a coming together of

significances reflective of the collective mental life

of the people. The anthropologist is responsible for

deciphering the meaning of thede symbdls. Empirical

access to the symbols is gained through an examination

of culiliral events and the way they are spoken about.

The interpretation of what happens is rooted in the

context of the event7-how, where, when, why it took

place, What people say and do about it, and how it

,, relates to other events. As Geertz (1973:19) put it:
__

"anthropologiCal ihterpretation consists in tracing the

curve of a social discourse, fixing it into an inspectable

form."' In other words, the interpretatibn captures what
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is "said" (meaning) in fortes which. can be perused long

after the event is past and forgotten. Cultural

phenomena exa niclin this way by interpretive

researchers have included laW, politics, art, common

sense, the 'self,' etc. (cf. Geertz 1983, Wagner 1981).

The symbolic or interpretive anthropologists have

been concerned with variation in terms of'the question

of representativeness and'scientific verification of

interpretations. Geertz (1973: 22-23) correctly placed

variation at,the heart of the anthropological problem:

The great natural variation of cultural
forms is, of course, not only anthropology's
great (and wasting) resource, but the ground
of its deepest theoretical dilemma; how is
such variation to be squared with the biological
unity of the human\species? But it is not,
even metaphorically, experimental variation,
because the context in which it occurs varies
along with it, and it is not possible (though
there are those who try) to isolate the y's
from the x's- to write .a proper function.

, .

Geertz does not see any other way of dealing with the

variation*except through the standard positivistic/
AL

empir4cS1 approach of laboratory controls, which he

appropriately rejects as untenable in social science,

and he leaves it at that In :general, the symbolic

anthropologist eve not developed :a theory of cultural
. I

interpretation hichionfronts variation squarely. They "°

see generalizati n within cases asilecessary for the

'positing of symbolic -Me.4aning, but have not been
-...
, ,. ,

successful in. generalizing their findings across cases

or cultures. In addition, they do not relate symbolic

.tr

O
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meaning to any political or economic fordes.

Marxist and neo-marxist approaches to anthropology

have focused primarily upon such broader issues, in par-

ticular the effects of capitalism on social sand cultural

life in colonized nations and capitalist centers, with'some

recent work on,the structure and development of pre-capi-

talist societies (see Bloat' 1975 and Seddon 1978). This con-

centration on economics as the determining element in hu-

Man history is a misinterpretation of Marx, who actually

stressed that many other elements were involved and could

override the economic in their influence at times. As Lenin

(1960:.161-2) pointed out, Marx and Engels "were the first

socialists tQ raise the need to analyze all aspects of

social life and not only the economic."

:Bloch's (1983) account of the relationship between

anthropology and'Marxibm goes back to Marx and Engels' re-

liance on Lewis Henry Morgan's fieldwork and theory in their

development of an evolutionary approach to culture forma-

tion. Marx was genuinely concerned with social variation,

since this variability illustrated ifferent human' responses

to changing economic, technological, an social conditions,

and helped him prOve that capitalism s not the only way
,1

to organize society.

But Marx was most interested in proposing general

laws of social development which necessitated temporarily

putting aside much of the variation he acknowledgetl. This

concern with evolution and general laws wasreduced by many

58
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of hils followers 0.a conception of unilineal evolution-

ism :in which societies marched inexorably through fixed

stages toward communism. Lenin opposed this line of

thinking because of the complex cultural variation he

witnessed in his dealings with the Russian-peasantry;

however, the controversy between unilineal and multi,

lineal explanations continued for several decades in the

Soviet Union and elsewhere among Marxists.

In the 1950's and '60's, the multilinegl schemata

began to win out, and most present-day Soviet scholars

believe that although general principles may govern cul-

tural evolution, each case is distinct. Different evolu-

.tionary lines are followed in different locales, and not

all societies pass through the same stages.. Whilesthere is

a strong effort to establish the general unitary tenden-

cies, there is also a willingness to consider the variabi-

lity which exists, particularly in the examination of ar-

chaic or 'primitive' groups tradition/11y viewed as class-

less and homogeneous (see Seddon 1978).

Leacock (1982) examines four types of Marxist or Marx-

ist-inspired studies which have developed outside of social-
,t

ist countries since the 1960's--Third World and radical

critiques of anthropology, feminist research, French Marxist

anthroplogy, and the (non-Marxist) !cultural materialism'

of Marvin Harris: Because of the political climate of , 7'

capitalist countries, Marxist anthropology has only just

begun* to develop there. Different interpretations and

59
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reinterpretations of Marxism haVe been put forward.

(We cannot di suss these here, but see. Kahn 1974, Dia-

mond 1979, and Wolf 1982).

56.

The available literature on Marxist anthropology,

,both in socialist and non - socialist countries, in4i-

cates relatively little anthropological work. on language

variability. The reason for this is not entirely clear,

since as can be seen. in Arutynov (1980), there is also

widespread .recognition that language is critical in ethno,

differentiation and in formation and preservation'of ethnic

identity.'-However, there appears to be no explicit state-
,

Ment of theory about language variability.

This may be duel(at least in 'the Soviet Union and

China) to the preoccupation with practical problems like

national unification, multilingualism, development of written

languages, etc. It may also be that language variability

is seen as falling within the realm of sociology or social

linguistics, and indeed the work of sociolinguists of Ger-

many like Dittmar (1976) and the Soviet Union like Avrorin

(1977), indicate an appreciation of.the problematic.

Despite this apparen't lack, Marxist anthropolOgy

does offer a very impottant tool in developing a social

theory of language variability--and that:is its approach

to understanding human social organization and historical

development via dialectical d historical materialism.

411/1"This approach will be discuss more fully later in this

paper;

S
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7.0 Central issues for a social theory of language

Variability

Our review of the treatment of language variation

Within a number of language-related disciplines has

revealed .a kind of ambivalence toward the phenomenon.

On the one hand, the existence of variation at all
o

levels oflanguage structure and its relation to social

structure haibeen fairly well documented. The

development of tape recorders, spectrographs, computers,

video recorders, etc., .has permitted detection of fine-

grained variation and graphic comparison of different'

speakers' utterances. Variable rule analysis has made

possible the mathematical depiction of the variation and

its probabilities of occurrence. Sampling and testing

techniques have become very refined! In all, there has

been a good deal of technological advance with respect

to the quantitative treatment°of the variation.

On the other hand, most linguistic research proceeds

,on the implicit assumption that this variation doesn't .

really matter and that looking at language as g homogeneotis

entity divorced from social practice is productive,

convenient, and theoretically unproblematical. Even

among those who focus upon variation and whose professional

(and daily) practice tells them that language is nothing

if not a social construction, there exists a strong

tendency.to view language in opposition to social reality,
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an opposition that they describe (and claimito explain)

via a number of correlations between the two domains

of human enterprise.

However, this dualism of language.and society, more

than anything else) has kept linguistics from developing

real understanding, of language variation, why it exists,

and its function and role in language change and social

differentiation. Only by castingaside this .dualism and

seeing language as an integral part of society, created

and used by humans in.their social. ,relations, can the

scientific study'of language move beyond technological

refinement to a truly adequate theory based in practice

and capable of guiding that practice.

The kind of social theory of language variation we

envision, would be base&upon a unitary analysis of

language and society. It would; by necessity, be
ON

dialectical, materialist, and historical in order to
4

deal productively and concretely with'the relations

"among the forms, the constant struggles amortg them, and

the development of new forms according to social needs..

It would also have to he flexible enough to respond to

' the shifting nature of social' realit . And most important,

it would have to be 'self- aware' n that it would have

to recognize its owp social nature and its _vulnerability

to -social process.,

By way of illustrating.the kinds of issues with

which this theOry.would be'concerned in trying to account

62
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for language variation, we will examine three critical

areas which have-been neglected by traditional linguistic"

analyses:-

il; the role of the scientific paradigm or ideology

in. determining the way language variation is

treated

2. the social creation of categories on the basis

of which language variation is' identified

1. the social significance or meaning manifested

in language variation.

. 7.1 Science and ideology

The general perception .of science, especially by

lay people is as "an exact and impartial analysis of the

facts" (Conant 1951:22). The assumption that science is

objective and ideology-free is so accepted in/ our society

that many researchers retreat behind it and refuse, on the

one hand, to consider certain phenomena to fall within

the realm of science because they are ideologically

'tainted' (pd, on the other hand, fail to see the ideological

frame which encloses their own scientific practice. 19

This conception of science comes directly out of the

positivist and empiricist schooCs of philosophy which

were ,current during the 19th century when scientific

discbvety and industrialization were advancing hand in

hand.. In order to understand better theway variation
4,
has been dealt with; it is important to examine the

6'3
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positivist/empiricist.tradition and its implications
.

for the world-view and practice both natural and.

social scientists.

No 7.1.1 Positivist/empiricist philosophy
.

Positivist was first fotmulated by August Comte,

.a.19th century French philosopher and sociologist, as

a solution to the controversy waged between idealists

and materialists. 20
According to Comte's Course of

Positive Philosophy (1830-42), this approach is abovh

both idealism and-materialism.and repreSen6 'science.'

Positivism maintains that human understanding is

limited and that useless. to try and comprehend'

the 'essence' of things rather What understanding we

are capable of niust come solely from 'experience, -

which is defined as-that which is felt or observed by

. the senses.

-Comte, borrowing heavily from Condorcet and Saint-

Simon, described human social and intellectual evolution

as having passed through a theological and metaphysical

stage, and saw a new stage--the positive or scientific-- -

as characterizing the developments of his day and the

future.
21

"Positive' to Comte meant an orientation to

the actual, certain, exact, useful, and relational, all

of which ostensibly characterize that knowledge which is'

obtained via systematic observation.

Positivism, in the Comtean sense, did not acquire

4 much of a following; however, positivistic thinking, as
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'resuscitated by Durkheim (minus the social stages) and.

passed on to the logical positivists of the Vienna Circle.

in the early 20th century, survives today and forms the

philosophical base of current scientific practice.

Giddens (1978) dfscribes the general positivist. paradigm

as including the following:

1. Belief in phenomenalism, i.e. reality = sense

'impressions

..Aversion to metgphysics

View that philosophy. is apart from and foreign

to science

4. Belief in duality of fact and *value, i.e.

sdlence # ide logy
122

5. Belief in utytty of natural and social sciences

In addition, positivism'denies causal necessity, denies

the existence of objective reality, and denies the
1

possibility of a science that *an do more than describe

sensation. Although positivism appears to be a materialist

stance, by denying,objective reality anti clinging to

the idea that there are unknowables, positivism- leaves .

9

`open thedoor.to faith and theo2bgy, in other words,,to

idealism.

These posftivist,notions,are closely allied ,to

empiricist thining also current.during the sate period.

Empiricism iculariy the materialist variety of
i

Hobbes and LocIte) developed irkopposition to the

rationalist (hough religious) views of philosophers

65
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tike Descartes who belittled experiende and observation

misleading and wlio contended that knowledge/4omes only

hrough reasoning. Empiricism maintains that:reason cannot

e trusted'and that the only knowledge that exists is

that which we directly perceive via our.senses.
23

Idealist empiricism, typified by the work of the

agnostic Hume, and the empirIo-ceiticism of Mach and

Avenarius, concurred with Comte in the limitation of

'experience' to the sensations or impressions we get

about existence, without recognition of the concrete,

material base of these sensations. Following this line

of logic, Mach asserted

laws and connections of

forces.

Lenin made very explicit the severe drawbacks of this

kind of thinking in his Materialism and empirio- criticism

(1909). First of all, by .giving primacy'to sensations

that physics' is the study of the

sensations, rather than.matteroor

over matter and reducing 'thing' to 'mental symbol for a

complex of sensations,' the positivist/empiricist

philosophies reiterate Bishop Berkeley', subjective

idealism of 200,years previous which led him only to

solipsism, or-the position that since evefything is the

product'of any mind, I am the only thing that exists. As

Lenin pointed out, both scientific inquiry and common

sense recognize sensation as one of the properties of

matter--"the transformation of external excitation into
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the fact of ,consciousness'' (51). ItOttier words, practice

itself indicates that things do exist independent of our
.,

thoughts or sensations, and lay people and scientists both

organize their lives .around this fact: Secondly, the

denial of objecttve'reality of matter reflected by our

sensations goes contrary to scientific discovery and leads

only to,agnosticism and scepticism. Third, the denial

'of the.rple of human reason in the attainment of knowledge\

reduces Homo sapiens to a. mere receptor rather than a

I

'.producer of understanding and is an ~inherently reactionary.

p6sition.

Rabermas (1971), takes this 17ast pOint even further

and shows that a major problem with posiiivist/empiricidt

thinking lies in its claim to 'objectivism,' which gives

the. illusion of an 'independent world of facts a laws

and conceals the a priori constitution of facts. 'Facts'
\__

are social constructs and do not exist per se until humans

designate them. (This will be taken up further in the

next section of this paper.)

In the U.S., the positivist/empiricist paradigm was

further complemented by pragdatism, as exemplified by the

thinking of Charles Peirce, William James,. and John Dewey.

Pragmatism, the philosophical offspring of-capitalism,

denies that there is any real 'truth' or knowledge to be

found outside of the individual experience. Science is

valuable not as a reflection or explanation of any
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objective-reality but rather as a utilitarian instrument

for anticipating future experience and achieving certain

ends. 24 This attitude replaces 'truth( .with 'usefulness,'

UnderstoOd in terms of individual experience or conscious-

ness,.not social practice onr the general human scale, and

permits th\promulgation of different and even, contradictory

explanations of the universe, if these are what individuals

experience as true in their lives. Under this kind of

pluralism, individuals can profess tho6e beliefs which

are most useful to them. 25
,

It is thus a blend of positivist, empiricist, and

pragmatist notions that, as Habermas puts it, has held

a 'cognitive monopoly' in much of (non-Marxist) Western'

scientific thought. The predominant tendency within

science today can be characterized as'a generalized

skepticism with aspect '?(:) the possibility of finding

out why things happen, a disengagement from social issues,

and an overriding concern with technical questions The

emphasis on the accumulation of 'acts' and postulation

of theories to be verified and granted the status of

'laws' has created an intellectual atmospheretin which

it is very easy for the scientist (both natural and ,social)

to forget the larger social/ideological picture. Scientific

inquiry has become increasingly specialized and the focus

of work made smaller and smaller, all in the search for

ever more detailed deecriptions of ever more disconnected
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the development of linguistics is a case in point.

From,the broad philological beginnings of- the discipline
,

in 'Which language was-'seen as part of an overall social

dr.aim and unfolding of human potential, we have now

reached the.0oint Where many linguists explicitly or. .

implicitl} 'v, ew anguage as separate from society,

connected through Certain correlatiOns it is true, but.4

".
,

1 constituting,a game all in" itselftSe
. .9

,

. . Yet ;this is not the only way to view science nor
- 1

the world. There does exist an alternative, one that is1

a pai-ticularlr good candidate for a social theory of.,

language' variation because of its focus upon social processA.

S.

and change.

o :I 9
7.1,2 Dialectical and historical materialism..

Dialectical materialism was created by Marx and

Engels in the late 19th' century and further developed in

the beginning of this century by Lenin and other Marxists.
It is concerned with the general laws of Qvolutthn of

fr.nature, society, and thought. It approaches phenomena

dialectically, i.e., in terms of their, relation (or

ol

opposition) to `other phenomena within a. constant process

of. development and change. It is materialist' .in that it

sees matter as priMary and thought as secondary.

Dialectical .materialism maintains that nothing is

unknowable; it is merely not known to us at this time.
li
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Unlike positivist /empiricist thinking, it sees the

scientific method as a way of le4ming about the.nature

of things and achieving greater-mastery over the world.
bin

Dialectical materialism is empirical yet not mechanical.

It recognizes the relationship betWeen our reason and the

material world and considers sense experience, inferenp
41.

and judgment as inseparable from concrete reality,

productive processes, and social life.

Historical materialism is the application of dialectiCal

materialism to society. This approach sees production as

thmaterial foundation .of human life and the social

relations of production as the base- on .which rests the

ideological superstructure (the customs.; politics; religion,

ethics, philosophy, esthetics, etc.). As Marx said, "It

is not the consciousness of men that determines their

existence; but, on the contrary, their'Social existence

determines their consciousneSs"(Critique of political

economy, 1904:11). Thus ideas have their roots in material
-24110..e

conditions and are significant to the extent that they

react upon .these conditions and change them.

Dialectical and historical materialism are not just

concerned with how things are but how they are produced,

superseded, and further develo ed by humans,_ jia.ather

words, they are more concerned with understanding and

facilitating change than with merely interpreting it.

More specifically, they, are concerned with kinds of
.
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understanding that help the development of political

strategies,' and for this reason are of particular interest

to us in our policy work.

If we take a dialectical materialist approach to

language, we see that linguistic variation is a manifestation

of the contradictions experienced by humans in their daily

lives. The'material-circumstances or interests of

indiViduals lead to differences in language patterns and

these Linguistic differences are then utilized to perpetuate

social differences in a ,circular, mutually supportte

chain. Any variation or change in language (no matter how
ft

system-internal it appears) therefow stems ultimately

from changes in the social activities and relations of

people (of which language is a part) and in turn affects

the nature of future aetivities and relations.

What needs to be'investigattd then is the nature.of

this circular. process and the role of human agency in it.

Why do individuals:' experience of the'val world and their

expression of that world through language vary in specific

ways? Can this be altered in any way? More spedifically

if social differences cease to be operative, will language

variation disappear as well? We do not have the answers

to these questions nor (to.oui knoWledge) have- they been

adequately accounted for by Marxist linguists at this

time. Yet the dialectical materialist approach appears

to offer more. than the positivist/empiricist approach in
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terms of possible solutions.

7.1.3. Summary

As we have seen in this bection, the scientific

paradigm crucially alters the kinds of questions one

asks and the kinds.of evidence that are brought to

bear upon them. Beyond the selection of a particular

paradigm for research, the importance of this lies in

the demonstration that science is not impervious to

social reality and changes in thinking despite the

common misperception that scien represents ultimate

truth.

7.2 The social creation and function of categories

Human communication or social interaction would be

impossible without the utilization of categori ories

allow us to speak of things and their properties, of

processe,e, structures, an elements, qualitative states

and quantitative relations, number and measure, and

individual and collective entities. They are generalizations

out of concrete experience and afford. us a way of handling

that experience.

-Categories serve as a means of registering the

commonalities and unity perceived among phenomena for

;

given purposes and p ovide a kind of. shorthand ar_liagua______

franca for discussing nd acting upon 'issues about which

there are certain agree upon assumptions and understandings.

This is parti7cularly true when it comes to technical or
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theoretical terms; however the manipulatiOn of categories

is not confined to philosophical or learned dibcourse.

Categories present. an interesting philosophical,

problem which can be,seenin everyday interactional
N..

s

settings--that of their relation to'significance,or'

meaning and to ideology. While reflection may bring

about an awareness V the arbitrary nature of categOries

and their function asp symbols for a paatage of significances
t . .

and distidbtions, each appropriate to a given circumstance,

- daily practice tends towardan unquestioning acceptance

. of categories as having some precise, universal, a-historical

meanings, a fallacy which leads to numerous practical and

theoretical problems. Along with this, unquestioning

attitude comes a denial of the ideological nature,pf

categories, especially when scientific terminology, is

involved. This bringd us back to the issues discussed in-

the last section.

In dealing with linguistic and cultural variation, one

is obliged to confront at some level'the nature of categories

because it is via these categories that variation is

identified as such. Unless there has been some social

agreement on"norms, there can be no assessment of phenomena

crux

of the matter. How are these norms established and by

whom an for what purposes?

'Positivistic thinking assumes that the object of study
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consists of positively-given facts (observable, empirical

data), with analysis being the isolation and bringing

out of specific characteristics via controlled observation

, and measurement. However, these 'poSitively-given' facts

-do not actually come to us.directly--rather, they are

mediated-thrOUgh. fixed, unanalyzed categories whicp

structure our experience, often without us knowing it.

These categories are produced by humans just like the

societal relations which they express, and they are. just

as subject to change and historical conditions. They

must be nalyzed in terms of their historical roots,

ha.their rel tion to pr dent material conditions, their

change, aid the effect of developments in our thinking

on their change.

The poSitivist/empiricists utilize categories primarily

to institute crassificationsor taxonomies, which are

derived from.certain correlations found to obtain among

phenomena. However, th s appioach is based upon atomistic

and static views ,of reali,ity and requires that-the categories
/ ,

be seen as wholly abstract, relatively decontextualized,

and independent 'in order to establish extrinsic' relations
a

of inter-correl tions among disparate phenomena.

Categories Are vital to the organization of social

life. As Sapir(1.921) and Itygotsky (1934) pOinted out,

communication requVes the generalization of individual

consciousness in un ts agreed upon by society. Phenomena
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occur locally and transiently, atid we understand their

significance only when we view them in the context of

other phenomena which we determine socially to be similar

or distinct from the first. In order t/workwith the

phenOmena (and talk and think about them), we. collectively

disregard certain differences which we agree are not

important to our goals of. the moment and create the

illusion by.he use of.a category that the phenomena

possess an essential character or common quality which

we will utilize As .rePresentative of all the concrete

occurrences.

' Therefore categories are social artifices, heuristics.

that we construct to help us carry out out social life

and relations and our science. They do not correspond

directly to reality precisely because reality is so

variable and diverse that it would be intellectually and

socially uneconomical to process each and every occurrence

as unrelated to any others. In other words, we create

categories in order to deal productively with the teeming

Variety of life.

However, categories are more than just the pigeon-holes

for data that a positiVist/empiricist viewpoint would have

us believe.

Like the abstractions on which they are based,
categories are products of.society; they both
express social conditions and through their
influence on thought and action help to repro-
duce them. (Oilman 1979:109)
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Tho categories we.create and the way we manipulate them

are a manifestation of our int rests and concerns, our

social position, our purposes in a given interaction, etc.
iv

They also tend to express the dominant ideology of the

pne of the biggest problems with categories is that

they become reified and treated as if they were the'reality

they represent. They take on a life of their own as their

symbolic nature and social' creation is forgotten. One

result of this within science is that category generation

becomes- confused with knowledge and taxonomies become

'replacements for theory building. Another result'is that

the categories become so fiked thatgtheilimit the way

we see-the world and cause us to ignore crucial relations,
.

distinctiohs, and changes
.27

This is clearly a problem within the natural sciences,
/

To paraphrase Engels in Anti-Diihring, there are no

irrecoticilable contradictions and no forcibly fixed

boundary lines and distinctions in nature. If we seem

to run up against theM, it's because we have introduced

their rigidity and absoluteness. Sometimis increased

information about the world allows us to see our rigidity

,.and adjust it. For example, light and electricity were

categorized as separate phenomena until their relation as

manifestations of the same movement of charged particles.

was clarified. The natura], sciences have responded

4
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differently at different times in history to efforts .

to alter categories (witness the struggles .around

geo- vs. helio-centric astronomy, theories of evolution

and origin of species; Newtonian vs. relativistic physics,

etc.). Generally it is felt that such changes in

categories.(and world views) are the result of empirical

data which falsifies.preceding theories and necessitates

thloretical restructuring. 'This; of course, neglects

th social milieu in which science is practiced'and the

of ect which dominant social ideologies have upon what is

ac eptable Within science.

Within the social sciences, the issue of categories

is even more critical, for unlike the natural sciences,

the. social sciences deal with pre-interpreted categories

alrolady formed by and in meaningful conduct of humln

subjts (Habermas 1971). For example, anthropologists
1

discuss 'family,' kinship,' and 'economy,' categories
4

which they rarely analyze in terms of their relation to

general u e within the society or to that of other societies.

The anthro ologists are ,caught up in their fixed categories

to such an xtent that they end up assuming a homogeneity

which does

(1979) comme

differences

t realty exist. As Barnett and Silverman

there are many structural and functional

ong. the referents in our own society for the

Above categories, and meaningful comparison with other

cultures is extremely difficult. What actually happens )
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in many-cases is that alternate approaches to culture or,

theories of anthl'opology are compared rather than the.people

or cultures themselves.

The ideological nature of categories in the social

sciences can most clearly be seen in the development of

stereotypes. Stereotypes are particularly rigid categories

which are used to maintain social distinc s and limit

people's capacities to see their points of common struggle.

Stereotypes deny the variable nature of social reality.

Even more insidious is their grip on people's attitudes--

while stereotypes can be scientifically disproved through

quantitative analysis, they are not easily shaken from

people's consciousness and belief systems.

'Linguistic phenomena are often utilized in the

production of class, ethnic, or.racial stereotypes. We

tend to over-generalize and perceive the-occurrence or

non-occurrence of particular features, or processes in

categoriev,a1 ways--e.g. they constantly code-switch, or

never-use\the subidnctive, or chop off all their words,

etc, . Clearly the linguistic phenomena are not what is

under contention, but rather the peciplehood, or rights,,

of the group in quest.lon. In a class society, it-is
+op

particularly useful to .keep people 'divided at as many .

points as possible, ,and language, .being so- intimately,

tietup with thought and identfty, is an especially'

effective tool in convincing people that their differences ..
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K
are more salient than their similarities. The constant

arguing over the supposed superiority, or inferiority of

regional and class dialects and varieties, as well as

I the debittes concerning the dangers and deficits of

multilingualism are testimony to this.

The important.,thing in such a situattort is to

analyze critically the rationales behind the linguistic

stereotypes and whose purposes they are serving:. Along

with this must come a realistic assessment of what those

in power in our society have determined as permissable

ways to succeed in this society, i.e. what linguistic

varieties are granted legitimacy by the social gate-keepers

and power-brokers. Only with nib information can a

response be crafted, whether it is to strive for increased'

understanding so that language variation.is not generated

and manipulated in this way, or to. change the power base

of the society so that no one will be in the position to

divide the masses of people through language, or to equip
0

the'people with the necessary toolsfar playing the power.

game while preparing to undermine it.

7 2.1 S/ummary

This section has attempted to illustrate h4 importance

of examining the,social creation of'categories and their

relation to language variation. We.have shown how language

as a social process requires the utilization of categories

and also how the use of these categories is subject.to
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certain pitfall's, including the reification of the

categories and the subsequent ignoring of their social

constitution and ideological base. In closing, we would

like to emphasize that the-precaominant trend has been

to talk about categories as, if they only needed to be

described, when the real issue-is to discover how they

are made' and for what 4ouxposes.

7.3 Language variability and social significance

Given that variability is the norm for human culture

and language, it is necessary to consider what of all the

variation available for study is most significant. Clearly,

in order to advance science, some variation has tobe put *

aside or"we would become bogged down in the infinite

gradations of differences with no generalizable statements

at all, i.e.. no science at all. The natural sciences
.

routinely exclude certain variations and account for this

by, expressing the outcomes of experiments, measurements,

and observations in terms of the paiticular conditioni

under which action was carried out, along with a statistical

assessment of the range of pOssible error or variability.

Variability is only significant if it affects the overall

measurements beyond the level considered tolerable.

When attempting to develop a theory that will deal

with language variability as a social phenomenon, we are

less interested in. significance as a statistical notion.

Our concern is rather with the people who live the variation:

SO
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and the larger social milieu in whicti they (as well as

the researchers) are situated. We want to know what

makes a social difference, what affects the way, in which

:
humans constitute themselves and the opportunities four

living their lives ally, and what is recognizable,

important; and salient.

It is a difficult task to determine social significance,

as this is dependent on the nature and needs of the group(s)

concerned, and these may vary considerable over time,

especially as theik materiai world changes. We must

remember that just as humans create the variability in

the language, so too they create the significance which

this variability, manifests. Therefore there can never

be a final statement t1at: "variability X = significance Y".

It is not clear how social significance is granted,

to particular variants or why certain variants are

utilized to-communicate significance and others are not.

In Labov's work (1966, 1972 a +.b) there is a luggestion

that it is the individpal who is responsible for the selection

of variants. Labov depicts speakers alternately as romantic

. figures bucking social systems or change, or ruthless

climbers exploiting linguistic variance for social benefit.

Similarly,-Goffman (1967) views personal motives and needs

of individuals involved in the presentation of self as

termining the choices among variants. In neither of these

two lines of study is there any real analysis of the social
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forces which constitute the individuals; rather
-individuals

are idealized and isolated from society.

A dialeCtital.materialist approach would have to
£

view theindividual,as a socially constituted, active

agent living out social contradictions and shaping., and

being shaped.by the world. Individuals have particular

life histories which distinguish them; however, they

are members of social groups and act within the boundaries

for behavior :established by those groups. This behavior

-(and the groups themselves) change constantly as do their
A

needs to register certain things as important'or meaningful

in their. relations.

This calls for an. assessment ofthe social needs and

.goals qf the-group and the means at their .disposal for

fulfulling these. Such an assessment -is rar4y, if ever,

made in traditional linguistic, studies (linguists usually

. feel that this falls within the purview of political

economy or sociolo0; however, the payoff would appear

to be great. For example, if we knew something about

the group's priorities for cultural and economic survival,

we would gain some-insight into what is important and

meaningful to its people and what sorts of cat.egbries

will be significant to them.28 We would be able to

understand better what is valued and what counts. Knowing

that language variation is often utilized as demarcatOr

of categories of concern, we could then focus, upon how it

0
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'5 preoccupations and distinctions of the group. Knowing,

P.

0,

' too, that linguistic demarcators serve to reinforce'

distinctions important to the.culture'as a whole, we

can direct our attention to the mechanisms by which

ideological distinctions penetrate all aspects of social

life. The danger to avoid would be any simplistic or

edererniinistic.explanation of significance. as solely
4 14

rog,tea in'economid.conditions

Ia attempting to deal with the significance of the

variation or the significance communicated,by- it, we

would . have to keep in mind that the social meaning

precedes the linguistic forms-the forms are merely an
.

.

arbitrary, though effective, way of
10 ;:.

To pat it mote concretely, if there
i

xual or,,genderlistinca 'speechin'speec(e.g% pronouns
,f s

of-address code seiectfon, lexical hoice, 'etc.), it is
ng

-A- -

1

'

carrying the meaning:

are, let us say,.

, .

7,*"b6cause those distinctkqns are important-' to the vial

ag!anda.of%tbe group:, perhaps to its maintenaftat, d the

language variation has been utilized to furthereiphasize
.6 _..

this% In 'other words, the.. language
11,

forms can tellft us a
'.. . 0

1,.,

gieatdeal-about what is significant to ,a peopleI.but

9

tiemdnsttiOd It what people choose to,tell*spries abdut
-

reve'al jot.,lbut what is important, to them. In addition,:

err

tfficAnce Is derived,from brgader cultural concerns.29

Oies of. narration (cf. Rosaldo 1982- ) have.

K,

.71

.
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how those stories are told, what is'foregroundod, back-
, .4

grounded, omitted, referred to obliquely, assumed, etc.

can also point to critical features of the culture. In

order tb interpret these narratives, we need to have a

sense of the cultural norms, expectations, and values
O

4

of the narrators, and'in turn the narratives teach us more

about the nature of the culture. (This is taken up.i.at

greater length in the work on natratives presented

elsewhere in this report.)

7.3.1 Summary
4

In sum, we have tried to indicate the necessity of

sorting out what ldnguage variation is meaningful in order

to avoid being dragged down, by -the multiplicity of

forms and diversity of patterns: This is only posSible

with a careful assessment of the economic and ideological

bases of the speakers and of the anisma by which

.meaningful distinctions are borne by the linpistic forms.
11

8:0 adnciusion
,-

t
. '

.,.
.

hasThis gaper hag'sought-to demonstrate that.a.'social
. .

theory. of, language variatir is necessary and that the '
..:

m
' .

,

apprOachgs,now .existing are ilot sdcial-or are they..

A ad4quite to .under
.

stand the phinom4non. . We have U.-ifs

by reNcietvitig the,curehe treatment of language

Y.varabiltty within lanswige-relatedtdiscIplines and 'then

:.focusing on several themes Which have not been adeoliately.
Le A .

',.',4onsidereditbut which we feel are vital to the creation of" r te
4 ,4 e

"' f .At

g

%9Sb ".
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a social theory of language variability-7namely the effect

of the scientific paradigm or ideology selected upon the

way variability is treated, the social creation and

manipulation of the categories which allow us to even

speak of 'variation,' and the manifestation of social

.significanceor meaning throug variable linguistic

foims.

,.,:. In examining variation in.language, we were motiVated

by more than intellectual curiosity. Our conviction.is

that we need to do more than describe or even extain

variation just because it is there. Rather we contend

that such knowledge.is useful for improving the lives of

people, for chsinging social conditions so that people can

live out their full potentials.

While we cannot spell out an exact agenda for this

social theory of variation, we have concluded that:

.1. the dualism of language and society is non-productive

and invalid and has halted thd,theoretical development-.

of language study; ti

a'dialectical and historical materialist approach'
.

avoids and in fact explicitly rejects this dualism,

and has a great deal to offer the study of language

variability as a social phenomenon; and

3. thestudy of language variability as a social

phenomenon must necessarily include the study of

human agents who 'create tile variability, give it
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social meaning, and use it for social purposes..

Among.these human agents to be examined are

also the researchers.

86
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NOTES.

We should `note in passing that variability plays an
important role in the so-called 'hard' sciences as well,
particularly biology. See Osborne, (1959) and Claridge
(1973) on genetic bases fot biological variations.

2
These areas were selected becauge they are relevant. to.

the, ormaation of language policy and becauSe they have
figured prominently in our training and our work, thus

.permitting a relatively informed commentary.
3
More specifically, if phonetically similar variants can
be shown to be in complementary distribution (i.e. found
in mutually exclusive environments) and linked in the
native speaker's perception to some. underlying form,
then they are regarded as allophones of a particular
phoneme (e.g. syllable final [p'.) and syllable initial
[ph] with relation to phoneme jp/ . If, on the other hand,
those variants distinguish words of different meanings (asdo [p] and [b] , they are considered distinctive or separate
phonemes.

4
Bell (1976:36) defends inherent variability as necessary:
"Inherent variability has too a crucial role in linguistic
change, since without it individual freedom, of choice
would be lackin$i:each form irrevocably tied to some

dinternal or. external conditioning factor, making- change
imposgible."

Banat (1966). developed.a.polylectal grammar within .

`the.. TG frOdurvirk-The grammar was based on the assumptionth4b wete describable via the same
phrase-\siructire and- transformational rules, with variation

...,occurringintheirrphophonemic.structure..bF means of readjust-
lmOnt'ruleS:t. -Whild-thislplorpheme.variants model did not
,bjelomeipliriVof.estabfished theory, it did give impetus to
the' inViestigationiY..of variation :within a TG paradigm.

,ACCO:r4in4 to Hymes (1980), one other issue must be addressed,
Vthat. l.'s a social sonhow salient is the variable? Do
,,irshare an awarerOss'of the stigma or prestige which

#s 'the variable? ThilfbTings up the question long argued
thin linguistic theory of whether rules should be psycho-

logicgllre.4StOfspeakers in order to be valid. This is
seldom if' 1-discussed in variable rule studies.

-4
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7dhomsky's notion of linguistic competence contrasts severely
with Hymes' concept of communicative competence which
involves the ability to use the sentences produced appro-
priately in the correct social situation. SuCh competence
by necessity varies from person to person, This does not
mean, however, that any attempts at generalizations must
be abandoned, since individuals are socialized within social
structures. Thus, there is a unity of individual differences
which alloWs us. to speak about the communicative repertoire
of an entire group.

8
We should note here that idealization .of some kind is
unavoidable, even in sociolinguistic research which claims
to stay close, to the 'raw' data. In reality, -it is impossible,
to gather truly 'raw' data, as data comes to the observer
filtered through his Senses and.cognitive processes which
segment reality in certain ways (Schane 1973).

The collection process is a further idealization of initial
facts and thus a partial analysiq. This idealization is an
inherent reality for any science which attempts to describe
non-discrete entities in terms of discrete units of analysis.
The problem is not how to rid ourselves 'of such idealization,
but rather to, determine how much is necessary for. an adequate
explanation of the phenomena. Traditional and generative
linguistics have called for high 'levels of idealization, while
sociolinguistics has required far less.

9The universalist would claim that the common thread running
through this variability is the adult language which is known
to all acquirers. Yet recent experimental studies of adUlt
language belie the notion that adult knowledge of grammar
is homogeneous (Gleitman 'and Gleitman 1970).

10
The extent to which 'normally developing' children may use
apparently 'unproductive' or regressiVe formb across the course
of development has not been fully explored. Howevert Smith
(1973) documents recidivism in phonology, in which less mature
surface forms are produced. It teems quite likelywthat similar
phenomena would occur in other aspects of language.

11
At' least in traditional ethnb aphy. This would not hold for
interpretive models.

12
The historical particularist approach was characterized by
detailed, ethnographically-based documentation of cultural *
developments for a particular culture within a given historical
period. The particularists tended to avoid theoretical, synthesis
or generalization, feeling that only with the accumulation of
masses of historical data could any theoretical statements be
made. They saw their work as complementary to the historical
comparative approach' common in linguistics during the latter
half of the 19th century and the early 20th century.

8R
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1 jThe configurationalist approach described groups in terms
of configurations of major psychological traits. The

. emphasis was on cultural consistency. Ruth Benedict's
Pattern of Culture (1934) concluded that each culture
selects from an infinite variety of possible behaviciros, and
the resulting patterns sometimes conform to particular con-
figurations. Margaret Mead was greatly interested in
individuals within a group as illustrative of national
character. She took 4er theoretical support from the
linguistic model which utilized single informants to produce
entire grammars, unfortunately failing to recognize (as did-
the structural linguisti)the variability provided by those
individuals even in relatively small populations (cf. Harris
1968).

14&.
roeber's approach was to develop lists of trait element or

basic regional categories of modes of subsistenre as related
to ecological factors. His painstaking ethnographic surveys
led him to conclude like Boas that generalizations were
unprofitable as the interactions of culture and environment
were too complex and too group-specific (Kroeber 1939:205).

15
The British school of social anthropology emphasized
intensive fieldwork and analysis of synchronic functional
relations. The functionalist approach is characterized by
by search for significant social laws and a stress upon social
structures as primary in determining cultural behavior. The
functionalist laws, however, were based on synchronic data
and neglected change and evolution. Firth (1961) turned to
the study of variations in social structure in order to
understand social change because as he said: "Structural
analysis alone cannot interpret social change" (35).
Malinowski, perhaps the best known of British social anthro-
poligists, emphasized biophysical needs as the driving force
behind sex roles and family structure. -He, like many other
anthropologists during the decline of British colonialism,
stressed cohesion and continuity of the cultures found within
the empire and avoided questions of variation, conflict,
struggle, and.change.

16
The French structuralists"took their theoretical lead from
the Prague linguists (e.g. Trubetzkoy, Jakobson) who had
developed an analysis of speech sounds which categorized the
infinite phones in terms of binary oppositions of distinctive.
features. This approach allowed the operationalization of ,

deeper structures, and moved Levi-Strauss to the study of
underlying forms and relations of item's, as well as the'nature
of general and.invariant relationships, in his work on kinship
terms. Levi-Strauss constructed a formal taxonomy of kinship
types which allowed him to identify new patterns and compare
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them to others. Unfortunately, he never analyzed the
articulation between the types and other-social structures,*
nor did he account for internal variation. Even more critical
eas his failure to see that this structure does not have a

4' life of its own except as human agents act out their lives
and create that' structure.

17 sore

(1968) retorts this is just the old ethnography with
elfiore operationalized and mentalistic bent.

18
The speech event list of components says nothing about human
agents producing their relations through struggle,.conflict,
cooperation, or any, other means. The ethnography of speaking
presumes a normative social model, tends toward determinism,
and is a-historical in perspective.

19
Clearly this is not the case for all. Social. scientists
like Searle, GeertZ, Ricoeur, and Kuhn would not subscribe
to this view of scientific practice, nor would a socially
aware natural scientist like Could.

20The terms 'idealist' and 'materialist' are used here in their
philosophical senses, not the commonly unde stood notions of

. being guided by ideals, on the one hand, an material gain,
on the other. Idealist philosophy sees the mind, ideas,
spirit` as primary, whether that-be in that case of subjectiv0
idealism, the sensations or consciousness of the individual.
mind, or in the case of objective idealism,.a super-human
mind or will independent of,man. This kind of thinking
characterizes theology and was/especially predominant during
feudalism. Materialist philoso

4
phy views matter as. primary

and thought as secondary. While materiast 'views have
.

existed since ancient times, they came to prominence with
the development of capitalism and the concomitant development
of industry and natural science. Most scientists toftley
spontaneously adopt a materialist stance in their practice,
though they,mayeconsciously deny it as such and are inconsist-
ent in so-doing. A popular philosophical theme today (cf.
Bertrand Russell) is that idealism and materialism are both
wrong, and that a middle ground is necessary. However, it
is difficult to see how there could be a middle,ground since
the two approaches are mutually exclusive. Clearly, this
brief explanation does not do the terms justice and does not
even begin to deal with the many variants, especially the
crucial differences among mechanistic, metaphysical, dialectical,
and historical.materialism. For more elucidation of these
terms, see, Selsam (1949), Politzer (1976).

21
Comte also utilized these presumed stages as aft illustration
of the slow, inevitable, evolutionary nature of social process,
and to reject the notion of revolution or abrupt change.

9 0
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Habermas (1971) points out that Comte's stages were really
way of justifying science's belief in itself by construing

the history of the species as a history of the realization
of the positive spirit.

22This belief' comes more from social scientists (particularly.
phenomenalists ) than from natural scientists. There has
been an implicit,assumption among intellectuals and lay

, people alike that the so-called 'hard' sciences are more
'scientific' because they count, catalogue, and'accumulate
facts under supposedly controlled conditions. This has had'
serious implications for the development of thetsocial
sciences; end the history of these disciplines'has been
charaCterized by a quest for ways of making idihs, attitudes,
mental states, and other 'fuzzy.' phenomena aain empirical
status and thus convey upon social. science_t:he legitimacy
of 'real' science. A case in point is psyology, which has
had great difficulties"tn establishing itself as a science
given the problems inherent in objectively or quantitatively
probing the mind. For that reason, behaviorist psychology
was so popular--all human behavior could be accounted for
by simple stimulus-'response mechanisms.

23
Despite their apparent opposition, both rationalism and
empiricism fail to see knowledge as a social construct.
They are egocentric in that they situate knowledge within
the individual rather than as the result of social interaction.

24Peirce described pragmatism as "the principle that every
theoretical judgement expressible in a sentence in the
indicative mood is a confused form of thought whose only
meaning, If it has, any, lies, in its tendency to enforce a
corresponding practical maxim expressed as a conditional
sentence having its apodosis in the imperative mood" .

(Lectures on Pragmatism V, 18).

25
This is particularly ,useful as a philosophical justification
for capitalism and imperialism.

26
Along with this comes'a failure to recognize that the
scientist is part and parcel of the social reality and of
the science being created. .Scientists play an important role
in. the advancement of the clasS inperests'of those in power
and in the maintenance of certain claire relations. Every
aspect of their work, from the way they are trained, the

.funding of research, the selection-of researchquestions, to
the-pUblication and dissemination of'any research findings,
is governed by larger social processes and, in turn, has
its effect on social relat4ons. Yet whefi 'conditions are.
right, scientists can assist in changing social reality with
'the knowledge they create.
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Wolf (1982:6-7) shows how this is very much the case in
historical analysis. "By endowing nations, societies, or
cultures with the qualities of'internally homogeneous and
externally distinctive and bounded objects, we create a
model of the world as a global pool hall in which entities
spin off each other like so many hard and round billiard.
balls The habit of treating named entitits such as
Iroquois, Greece, Persia, or the Unitedo oStates as fixed
entities opposed to one another by stable internal archi-
tecture and external boundaries interferes with 'our ability
to understand their mutual encounter and confrontation."
Bonilla (1983) illustrates how this his been done with
the category Illispanic.'

28
0f course, there is the as yet unresolved problem of how
to ascertain a group's-priorities which it may not be able
to articulate itself.

29 In this regard, we also need to examine cases in which there
have been changes in the ideological syste(due to revolutions
or other social upheavals), where distinctions that once were
.critical are no longer so, or-the more usual case where there
is competition between new and old beliefs and, as a result,
variation among the new and old linguistic forms that mark
the beliefi. Cases Of particular concern to us in the study
of language minorities in the U.S. would be colonial and
neo-colonial situations and mass migrations.

I
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4III. Defining, uerto -Rican language varieties

At the outset of this project, we were still working

,through many of the issues preSented in thepreceding chapter.
1

We continued to view the structural depiction of the language

repertoire of the Puerto Rican speech community as a major
- ,

a

V

priority in the tesolutiqn (norat least clarification) of
,

. .

its educational problems. As a result, we laUnched two

99

pilot investigati,onsoaimed at providing us with prelitc4nary

information about the vowel system and .prosodic system of

a variety we had not yet examined - Puerto Rican English.

We were primarily interested in ascertaining whether

the English spoken by Puerto Ricans in the U.S. could be

defined solely in terms of featurespf the local vernaculars

with which it comes in contact, or whether there is a

specific configuration of features (historically derived

from Black English, st'andard English, local vernacular,

and perhaps Puerto Rican Spanish) which both uniquely

defines Puerto Rican English and distinguishes it from

these other varieties.

The two papers which resulted fall within the quanti-

tative sociolinguistic paradigm which characterized our

earlier work and which we have so soundly critiqued in the

last chapter, The reader should bear in mind that they

represelt a specific point in the development of our thinking.

They are\i.ncluded here to -complete the record and provide

an instructive contrast to the rest of the report.-
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Their major limitation lies in assuming that linguistic

elements can or could be analyzed apart from one another

add the discoutse context. If Puerto Rican English exists
IL .

, 4 .

as.a distinct variety, 1:t can only be Sdequately characterized

. by an approach which looks at the overlaying of many features
111.

simultaneously and,sees the variety as the social product

,of its speakers as people.

O

4
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.THE ENGLISH VOWEL SYSTEM OF PUERTO RICAN NEW YOPKERS .

William Labov, John Myhill, and Alicia Pousada

1.0 Introduction,

New York Ckty.has historically served as point of

entry for many immigrant groups, as well as. mecca for U.S.

citizens of all regions. 'Each arriving group exerted its
.

,

partioular influence upon the metropolitan economy and

culture, resulting in .a great diversity of spcial and

linguistic behavior.

Within this multi-ethnic and multilingual setting,

a variety of English developed which lingu4ts refer to

as New York City English because it represents the speech

of- many area residents (regardless of background) and can

be distinguished from that heard in other regionsby certain

' features, among them vowel sounds.
1 While thee is con-

,

sid4rabfe variation within the N.Y.C. speech community,

it is patteLed and occurs along definable social and

stylitstic dimensions. In,:short, it reiresents a

heterogeneous system. New arrivals to the city 'have,

traditionally been absorbed into this system after an

initial period of differentiation (see Labov 1966 and

1972b for a discussion.of Jewish and patterns)..

Blacks represent an exception to this kituation,

The racial and class barriers. in the United States

have effectively prevented the Black population from

105
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participating in the social and ec mic mainstream,-

and the separateness of Black English ernacular (BEV)

illustrates this process (see Labov 1972a). In the large

Northern cities, when Rlackt move away from BEV, because

of the influences of formal education, they move toward

the standaKd represented by the speech of the national

broadcast media, and do not tend to acquire the features

of the local vernacular.

Puerto Ricans appear to occupy an intermediate

position in all of this, oscillating between the

influences of the Black vernacular, on the one hand, and

the white vernacular, on the other. .Because of their

10, working, class position, their non-white status, and their

4

geographic proximity to Blacks in urban poor neighborhoods,

Puerto Ricans have assimilated many features found in'

the English of Black speakers'. Then again, because of

their recourse to another language (Spanish) and another

homelarld (Puerto Rico), which makes them more like

traditional European immigrants, and their mixed racial

heritage, which has permitted some degree of identification

.with white at opposed to Black culture, Puerto Ricans

hav'e incorporated cerClain features associated with the

speech of white New Yorkers.

Puerto Rican English has been investigated only

sporadically and incompletely. During the 60's, when

linguists turned their attention to the speech of

106
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minority groups, in particular Blacks, Puerto Ricans

represented a growing percentage of urban populations.

Their interaction with Blacks bXought them some share

of the linguistic spotlight, but there was little

concerted effort to describe the variety spoken by

Puerto Ricans except-as it reflected the influence of

Black English.

Labov (1966) is a description of the.speech of

New York City.based upon a sample drawn from working and

middle class residents in the Lower East Side. A good

portion of the sample resulted from irormants identified

by the Mobilization for Youth ProjeCt which. cooperated

with Labov's team. About a third of these informants

were Puerto Rican. Labov recognized the impOrtance of

this group for the social Study of the area; however,

as "very few AO grown up in this country with English

as. their native language, they were not included in

the sample:

In Labov, Cohen, Robins, and Lewis (1968),

Puerto Rican youths were included in the examination of

non-standard English because they were members of the

same gangs as the/Black youths Who were the focus of

the study.' However, their speech was not given any

special attention.

Labov and Pedraza (1971) was intended as a remedy

to this situation. the one year study of the Puerto
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Rican youths and adults involved with the Neighborhood

Youth Corps in. the South Bronx attempted, to get, at the

nature of the English and the Spanish of the community.

In additionto the New York City material, data was

also gathered in both. languages Irom'a stratified sample

of residents of.4 Las Piedras, Pueito Rico, Unfortunately,

despite the wealth of tapes and ethnographic infornation

obtained, the team did nothave the resources to

accompliskmore thaWa preliminary description of language

usage..it this Puerto Rican community.

WolfraM (1973) dealt directly we English of
8:- .a group of Puerto Rican youths from East Harlem, and the

-Bronx. Like the Labov projects, this investigation

.located its;informantS through the cooperation.of a

community, youth group (Youth Development Incorporat

whialTsponsored a camp in up -state New York where the

data was recorded. Only the speech of young males was

examined, with the major emphasis being the effect of

peer interactions with Blacks on the English spoken by

these youths. SeVeral phonological, as Well as morphological,

syntactic, and lexical, features were-analyzed via Labovian

variable rule techniques' (e.g. th, syllable final alveolar

stops, negation) -. Anisman (1945) utilized 'the same data

corpqs to look at several phonological features and the
WN

*, correlation -of syllable length with stress and vowel

quality. The two studies concluded that those Puerto

Rican youths with strong peer connections to Blacks
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utilized more Black variants while those who were less

involveklastreet socializing' and had fewer Black

friends tended more toward the white vernacular:

One of Labov's students came to similar concluSions

after .examining the eech of "I.Lerto Rican elementary

school students in Philadelphia. Poplack (1978A)

analyzed a number of phonological features and found .th

there was not oll%,y a differenceiin terms of peer inter-

action patterns, but also in terms of gender... Puerto ficAn

boys,tendel-tp:lavor,more BE1.6 ariants than did girls. '

The work' of_ the Language Poltcy Task Force Of the

Centro Estidios Puertorriquefio6 "presents the con -

tinuatio and fillfillment of the-projections made by

Labov and Pedraza in 1971. In 1978,, the tad& force

produced an article concerning language policy and the

,Puerto Rican community which laid out a research agenda.

In the years since, the task force has generated a number

-.of reports on various facets of language use among
cl

Puerto .Ricans. in East. Harlem.
2

The major emphasis has

been on Spanish or interaction of Spanish and English.

In..'this report, we now turn to the English of

the community ..we have been examining for so long. We /41

will lobk at the Vowel systems of a small sample of

Puerto Rican residents of. East Harlem to see what have

been the respective contributions of the white vernacular,

the Black vernacular, and Spanish to their E4lish. 'This
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investigation is-intended as a kind of pilot to atipmpt-

to see whether there are particular vowel patterns

t which argiOistinctive to Puerto Ricans and would further

,sppport the notion f Puerto Rican English as a distinct
4

dialect. I
4

I

In order to dothis, we will first consider n more
4V)(

4

a

detail the nature of the New York City English
4

owel

systehl as r alized by white and Black speakers. Then we

,will examine hOw the vowels produced by our pilot sample'

compare with those documented for the other two groups,

2.0 New York City English vowels

New York City English has been greatly stereotyped

and stigmatized, and New Yorkers often comment .that they

are readily identified as coming from New York whenever

they travel. However, it has long been noted that"the

city is a very complex. sociolinguistic setting with

k considerable social and stylistic variation (cf. Babbitt

1896, Kurath 1939, Frank 1948, Hubbell 1950, Bronstein

1962, Labew 1966),

In order to describe the variety accurately,' it

is necessary to exauldihe certain linguistic features

which act as variables. 3
Speakers utilize different

variants according to their social background and their

perception of the social interaction.

From the various elements of the vowel system,

we have selected ten variables which reflect the

0
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various social influences and define the dialect. They

are

(loth) The'division of "short a"-Dil words into two.

, phonemes, lax AZ/ and tense lah/ in a fine-

grained phonetic and lexical pattern. For

example:

he/ : bat, packbang,-razz, pal, and...

)4211/:- bad, Fab, bag, man, ham, pass, past,

(;eh) The raising of. tense /2h4 (see above) to high

rfront positi n in the white vernacular, and -

to less-1.fr nted,positions4'orNelacks, leading

to realizationt such as Ex.'1, LC1.1 ) IL or even

[e; !].

n) The distinCtion between /i/ and /e/ (e.g. pin/pen)

nasals: different for 'whites, merged for Blacks.

(ang) The lowering of /i/ before velar nasals (e.g.

thing thane' characteristic of some Svhern-

dialects; and frequently heard among Northern

Blacks.

.(ay) The realization of /ay/ in FIND, MY, etc., with

a b ack nucleus and a strong glide among whites,

610 and a variable fronted monophthong [0.] .or

caq among Blacks

(o) ' The position of "short o" in words like. GOT, NOT,

LOCK, etc. which is variably central and back
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among whites in New York City. In the speeck.of

whites in the Northern Cities of Chicago, Detroit,

c-.; this has moved. to the front, but such.

°. fronting has not been reported for New York City.

. (u) The realization of "wedge"; the unrounded back

vowel of CUT, BUD,. ripanna , which is N for both
1

.

whites and Blacks. ,

(ow) The realization of /ow/ in GO, BOAT, etc. This

.begins with a back unrounded vowel for whites,

and glides upward [ow] ; it is not much different

for Blacks.

(ey) The parallel variable in the front system: the

vowel of SAY, MADE, etc. ley] .

(father) The realization of "long a" words, which are

loWeback in New York City vernacular. FATHER

is the main representative here.

For a closer look at the precise phonological

structure and social distribution of these, variables in

New York City English, see Labov (1966-and 1972b) and.

Labov, Yaeger, and Steiner (1'97T/

Now that we have a better idea of the features

oof t cal vernacular, let us-turn to-our sample of

Puerto,Rican New Yorkers.

112
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3.0. The sample.

In this report, we will be considering the English

vowel, systems of six Puerto Rican New Yorkers, These

six were selected from a tape recorded corpus of the

speech qf 91 residents of the same residential block it

,East Harlem because they provided enough English in their

tapes to be studied conveniently and because they were

fairly representative of the'other,English speakers in

the orpus in terms of age and migration experience. 4

Another deciding criterion was voice quality, as only

those speakers whose,vOice patterns were suitable for

spectrographic analysis could be included. 5

All six speakers are Puerto Rican by descent, were

raised in the U.S., and carry out their social activities

on the block under investigation. All have visited or

lived in Puerto Rico at some time, and most have family

members who travel back and forth. They range,in age

from 24 to. 40 years and in educational level from 8th

grade to high school graduate. The two women in the sample

work as housewives. Two of the four men are employed in

service job,s; the'.other two are also involved in serving

the public though at amore skilled level (i.e., insurance

salesman and hospital technician).

All of the group have positive attitudes toward being

Puerto Rican and toward b4ing bilingual. All can be

considered bilingual in that Spanish was the first language

n r

1
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in each case and 'l1 have abilities in Spanish. However,

the sample can be divided .into two-subgroups--those who

have A clear prefereice for or greater ability in English,

and those who are more or less equally proficient and

comfortable in both languages. This division can be seen

in The 1 below:
.

.speaker age birthplace age of arrival language dominance
/ . kor,

Junior 24 NYC birth EnglishJuana 27 NYC birth English
Berto 38 PR 8 English

Reina 26 PR 8 .BilingualNelo 34 PR 4 Bilingual
Domin6 40 PR 8 Bilingual

Table 1: Demographic and language characteristics of sample.

To appre-ciate more fully the analysis which will be

presented here, it is necessary to situate the individual

speakers in terms of their life experientes and language

patterns.

group and

We will describe first the English-dominant

bilingual.

3.1. English-dominants a .

Junior is a young man in his mid-twenties who was

born and raised in New York City. He has spent mqst of

his life in the Barrio with the exception of a term in the

military. He is a high school graduate and works at

.present as an insurance salesman in downtown Manhattan.

While he learned Spanish from hiA parents as a child and

can communicate in both oral'and wri,tten forms, he-favors
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English and utilizes .that language or code-switching for

the majority oflis interactions. He is an avid reader,

again primarily in English, but enjoys listening to the

radio in both languages. Mostof his friends are

Puerto Rican or-Anglo, though he does report knowing some

Blacks and other Hispanics as well.

*Juana was born and raised in. East Harlem, although

she has spent a couple of her 27 tears living in Puerto Rico.

She claims to have learned both English and Spanish at
o

the same time, Spanish from her parents and English from

her older siblings: She prefers English and uses i e

most for daily interactions, for T.V. 10 entertainment,

and for reading. She was married to a Black man and has

obvious Black influence in her vocabulAry, pronunciation,

and phrasingin English, something which she herself points

to. Her friends are Puerto Rican and Black, and according

to her the Puerto Ricans also have Black Engiish influence

in their speech. Juana has taught her children both

languages, but uses mostly English or code-switching with

them. She was able to complete the 11th grade and works

as a hoUsewife.

Berto was both in Puerto Rico and came/to live in the

Barrio 3.0 years ago at the age, of 8. He f fished the 10th

grade and works as a custodian. He prefers English which

he learned in New York City from his friends and in school,

and favors English T.V., radio, newspapers, and books. He
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neither reads nor writes Spanish but uses it with older

family members and when engaged in table games with

Spanish-speaking males on the block. Aside from this, /

his Spanish appears: in code-switching from an English. base.

He does claim to be using more,Spanish now ever since he

married a Spanish-speaking wife and began raising children.

3.2 Bilinguals
P'

Reina is a young woman in her mid-twenties, She has

lived in the Barrio ever since her parents migrated from

Puerto Rico when she was about eight. She describes

herself as bilingual and is one of the most proficient

code-switchers on the bloc414eShe is able to use Spanish

(her first language) effectively in all domains except

writing, this last due to the short time in which she

,received formal schooling in Spanish in Puerto 13.ico. She

uses her Spariish with her parents, her children, and other
I

family members, as All as in-church. English is used in

conversations with her siblings, who like her were raised

in the U.S:, and with teenagers on the block. Practically-

speaking, Reina mixes the two languages whenever she

interacts with fellow bilinguals. She received an eighth

grade education and spends her time caring for her four

children. She is a fan of Spanish novelas on T.V. but

otherwise prefers the English language media, both print

and broadcast. Her contacts are almost exclusively with

other Puerto Ricans and some Blacks.

1;1-6
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.sNelo is in his mid-thirties and has lived in the

Barrio since his arrival from Puerto Rico at the age of
6

four, With the exception of a.short stint working in

Alaska. He learned Spanish aj:':this fist language from

his parents and family in Puerto Rico and picked up

English later on in New York .ciEy among his friends and

siblings. 'He regards himself as btalingualand functiora,

comfortably in both Clangtages, using Spanish on the block

daily with a variety of people and English with some workers

at the hotel where he is employed as cook and with a number

of Black or/Anglo. friends. He is an active code-switcher0
and reports alternating between English and Spanish in

most of his interactions within the community. Nelo prefers

the English language newspapers. and T.V., as he was schooled

solely in that language (he finished the eighth'grade), but

for relaxation listens pr marily to Spanish radio.

Domino.isla 40 year old surgical technician employed

at ,a hospital in Centra Harlem. He came from Puerto Rico

when he was eight years old. He learned Spanish first, in

bi5th oral and written forms, and utilizes it with older

adults and monolinguals on the block, with Amp he socializes

regularly around the domino table; hOwever, he does not

enjoy Spanish T.V., radio, or newspapers. His English is

put into constant use on a fairly 4vanced level (including

medical jargon) at work, where he interacts with people

of many different backgrounds. In the community, he

11.7
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alternates between Spanish and English according to the

-interlocutors and situations, rather than code-switching

profusely within the same interaction, and describes this

as his habitual mode of expression.

4.:0 \Method of analysis6

The method used here is the ,tame technique that was

used in the study of the vowel system of Philadelphia

(Labov 1980). All stressed vowels are analyzed as they

are found on the tape, excluding certain environments

that lead to ambiguous measurements (-words beginning with

consonant plus liquid, or with glides /y/ an\/w /. A

spectral analysis is first perfo5med bythe Spectral'

Dynamics 301 Real Time Analyzer. For men, the range is

from 0 to 3300 Hi; for women, from 0 to 3600 Hz. This

yields three formants in most cases, along with the

fuhdamental frequency. The speech wave is sampled every

17.5 Osec, and data are averaged over three samples. The

re,kulting spectra are shown on the Tektronix 61.1

loscilloscope,-and selected for storage and further analysis.
.

The actual formant values are calculated by an LPC

algqrithm which takes as input data the amplitude readings-
which make up the analyzed ,spectrum, and calculates the

spectral enVelope that is the result of the shaping action
of the tongue and the lips. 'These values are then

classified by the analyst according to the vowel present,

the stress, and the environment. The results are fed into

118
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.another series *programs that charts the. vowel system

as a whole: nuclei alone, full trajectories,Ior sub:Tarts

of the system..

Between 100 and 200 manifestations of "vowels were.
,

analyzed for each. speaker.(see Table .2). Because of

/ the random arrangement of vowels in natural spe7h (as
.

opposed to word lists), some spealCers.produced many

tokens .of aparticular izowe and none of others. However,.

for the most. part there was at least one (and even as

many as 26) for each vowel category which permitted

comparisori across speakers.

Once the- spectral analysis was complete, we focused

upon the variables presented in section 2.0 as the most

salient, .defining features of New York City English, in

order to see how the vowel system of these Puerto Rican

speakers fit into the larger New York City system.

So as not to overburden the reader with a multitude

of figures, we will present only the charts of Juana

and Berto to illustrate particular points in our expo-

sition of the results and make reference to the general

tendencies of dill others.

".1

5.0 Resuitt,'

The c peting influences of Spanish, Black vernacular,

and white vernacular emerge rather clearly in the analysis

of the speech of this sample. In addition, there are

unique features of the dialect being-formed in New York
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ri 'SPEAKERS

Belt°

Domino.

Junior

Juana

Reina

Nelo

VOWELS ANALYZED

Aa a A lr i9 i 9 ey Ea x* ay AM a co z*

.6.1. . 3. 5.

, 21 13 5 4

14 17 I8 8

7 14 26 14

11 23 22 2

9 6 10 8

7 13 21 14

4

11

; 9

15

10

12

7. 11. 14. 21. 24. 33. 41. 42. 43.

7 4 3.11 2 '4 6 2' 3

1 8 '2 15 1 3 .7 15 0

5 8 . 1 10 2 1,7 12 5 0

2 8 0 21 4 4 16 4. 3

5 2 3 5 4 .4 11 7

13 11 2 .10 1 13 11 6

44. 53.

7 0

2 '3

2 4

3. 3

5 8

oy ow 1.04) ex

54. 61. 62. 72. 94.

N

2 5 1 1 105

6 4 5 137

2 15 11 10 -164

2 - .11 2 1 157

4 .17 2 0 114

6 - 21 11 7 191

Table .2 Number of tokens of each vowel analyzed in the English of the sample of Puerto Rican New Yorkers
-*)

Key:

1. L13
2. LE)

3. LW)
s. Loa
6. LA3
7. [Id

11. Li41
14. Lie]
21. LEI]
24. LEA
33. LAV3

120

did, kiss
bet, bed
bat, SPanish
shot, pop
gun', some

good, foot
seed, lean (I)

here, beer ( +)

game, lake (E)

chair, I,ear (%)
bank, cab (Q)

411

41. [AI) time, rhyme
w-

42. (aka town, now
43. la) father,--palm
44. CAA alarm, dart
53. r,21) dog, coffee
54. rDa] source, torn
61. coy] boy, point
62. [ow) &a, rope,
72. .C.Luid doom, blew
94.pe,ayl turn, girl

(Y)

(w)

(7)
(A)

(#)

(7)

(Q)

(0)

(u)

(L)

1:1, 4:

r.s 8

..ii.,i{et1.
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City, that cannot be-imdediately traced to any of these

sources. We will look first at some general character-

istics of the variety and/then tTace the-influences of

white vernacular, Black vernacular, Ad Spanish. Finally,

4e will consider a new development never before documented

in New York City.

5.1 General Characteristics 4

From the spectral analysis of the vowels of the six

speakers, it is evident that the basic phonemic dis-

tinctions of long an&short vowels are intact.. There is

no tendency to merge "long /iy/ and short /i/, long(/u/,

etc., so that SEAT and SIT, SHOOED and SHOULD are not'

confused. Such a merger would have been expected given

the lack of such distinctions in the vowel' system of

Spanish., Therefore in this regard, the speakers' behavior

in English is not directly influenced by their.knoWledee of

their first language.
o,

Another general point to be,made concerns the (u)

vowel, which is uniformly [A in New York City. Among

these young Puerto Ricans,' the' vowel of CUT, MOTHER, etc.

is extremely variable and its phonetic realizations may

perhaps be determined by lexical class. or example,

(NUNDRED,'MOTHER, are in high back position, higher than

short /u/ in PUT. On the other hand,. several examples.
me

of MOTHER are in low back position, and furtherdown are

tokens of SOME. In-a mid-central position, we find

4

122
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A HUSBAND, SOME and SHUT. *See Juana in' Figure 1.for

an )illustration of this variability.
0

5.2 Relation to White New York City vernacular

The basic distinCtion between /a/ and fah/ is the

same as the white New York City vernacular, even though

the phonetics are quite different. Sometimes the phonetic

,differences are quite small, but they are generally pre-
.served, word for word. This is true of everyone except

i

(-,-Nelo, who'shows he strongest Spanish influence. He has c

tense DAMN, CAN HAND, ASK,',asOpn New York,, but low

and lax ASK and CAN OPENER.

f4
In addition there is no backing of /ay/ or fronting

of /aw/, which is characteristic of younger speakers of

the white New York City vernacular.

Finally, the r -less pronunciation of the,New York

City vernacular is generally adapted. This also conforms

with the Black pattern. But as with white-New Yorkers,

the mid-central vowel has.consonantal /r/s but also the

palatal upgl-ide that. has been stigmatized strongly as a

feature/of the. New York City vernacular, g. [44a] bt*d)..

5.3 'Black English vernaculaz4nfluence

The influence -of Blacks-raclear, in (en), mergiiig

PIN and PEN, and in lowering short // before /nkf and
. .

/ng/, 'as in THINK and THING. See.Figure-2, for Berto

where there are four raised.examples of le/ before nasals,

one in the /e/ position, and one 'very low, hypercorrect
,

formt -Berto and Domino show this trait most. Reina and

F
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Junior show the lowering of /i/ before velars. Juana

seems to move in the opposite direction, with particularly

19w-/e/.before nasals.

The position of raised ii3h/ [J is ,not front and

peripheral, as in the white vernacular. but norl-periPheral

and lex, as with Blacks. See Figure 2, where Berto shows

this feature clearly. It is alsd true for Domin6 and

Juan. Junior shows very low tah). Reina's productions

show both kinds.of variation.

/ay/ is moriophthongized . In various southern

dialects, /ay/ is a monophthong, especially in final

position and before voiced consonants. There are lexical

class differences in the monophthongization before

voiceless consonants, as in RIGHT, LIKE. In the Northern

Black English vernacular, /ay/ becomes an important

stylistic marker; monophthongization is usually confined

to final and voiced environments. TherYfierto Rican

speakers who show the most Black influence in this respect._

are Juana, Reina, Junior, and Nelo. They shOw as much
a

or more monophthongization in voiceless environments as

elsewhere. Juana shows a rather special /ay/, w,ith a

high central nucleds.

5.4 Spanish influence

Spanish influence is seen most clearly in tense (ey)

and (ow), which are 'often monophthongs where both white

and Black New Yorkers-show clear diphthongs. Berto,
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Ddmin6, and Juana.show the New York City form. Reina

and Neloshow the following distribution of monophthongs

and dipllthongs for (ow):

monophOong diphthong

Reina' --
7 4

Nelo '9 10

the position of wedge [fs] in CUT, MOTHER, etc., appears
4

to be due to Spanish influence, Domin6 and Junior show

a fairly tight distribution similar to the. New York City

pattern. Juana shows the greatest variability (Figure 1).
1-

For purposes of comparison, we looked at an older

speaker, Pancho, who learned 'English as an adult. His

speecli'showthecurectimmience.ofspardor2on the English

vowel system; with.a number o phonemic mergers. Despite

many years in. New York City, there were a number of points.

where his phonemic systein did not match English.. The usual

stereotype of a Spanish accent is a merger of /iy/ and

/i/, (e.g. seat and sit are homophones), and /uw/ and

/14( (cooed and could--1'Whomophones). This was not found,

nor had it been so with the younger speakers. But there

was a wholesale merger of /ow/, /42/ and /oy/ in mid

back position: words like ROW, RAW and ROY were all

pronounced alike, with a single monophthong.. This

contrasts with. the variability among the sample speakers'.

On the other' hand, Pancho behaved like his younger counter-

parts in showing great variation in the "wedge" vowel
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o5 CUT, MOTHER, etc. Some words were pronounced with

/ particularly MOTHER and BROTHER, while others went

elSewhere.

5.5 Relation of vowel system pf sample to white vernacular,

Black vernacular, and Spanish systems.

Table 3 organizes the six speakers according to the

use of the variables just presented In each- column, the .

speakers who show a particular.influence the most are

, towards the top: the speakers who show the influence the

least are towards the bottom. We have added Pancho for

a base line of Spanish influence.

5.6 New developments

In addition to the complex combination of features

incorporated from white and.Black vernaculars 'and Spanish,

the sample speakers appear to have innovated. The fronting
am%

of o , especially before /t/ (as in got) is the most

characteristic new feature of the,Puerto Rican speakers.

Everyone in the sample displays it:to some degree. It is

particularly noticeable in Juana, Junior, and Nelo. This

is a rather subtle shift and. not yet.incorporated into the

consciousness. of the speakers (i.e. it is .never cited as

characteristic nor has it been steresyped). It emains

to be seen how widespread the feature is in the c t nunity

as a whole,

.6.0 Discussion.

Irk Section 5-'we presented the basic patterns which
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Spanish

INFLUENCE

Black White
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(u) (aw) (ey) (en) (ang) (ay) (r-h)

Pancho Pancho kPancho

,
.

.Juana Reina Nelo .Berto Reina Berto . c Juana

Nelo Nelo iDamin4 Junior Reina Reina

Juana Berto

Berto'.
Junior Dpmin6 .

Domin6 Damin6
'Domin6 Junior

Reina Juana Nelo Nelo .

Junior Junior Juana Juana Nelo

Pancho Pancho Pancho

Table 3 : Relative influence of Spanish, Black vernacular, and

white vernacular over'English vowels of Puerto Rican New Yorkers

A

it

Ol6

.11
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emerged from the sample. Thq summary in Table 3 reveals

differential behavior even among so small a sample,

differences which can at least partially be'expfained by

reference to what we know about the speakers from our

ethnographic i.eldwork.

If we turn back to Table 3, we find, not surprisingly,

that Pancho, the non-native speaker of English, exhibits

the greatest Spanish influence and the least Black and

white vernacular English. influence. After.Pancho, Nelo'

consistently shows strong Spanish influence. This is

probably related to his extensive socializing on the

block with older residents and the fact that his job as

cook (though placing him in an. English-speaking environ-

ment - the hotel) provides him with even greater Spanish-

speaking contacts. Given the "ghettoization" of such

service 'employment, most of the kitchen help are Hispanic

and Spanish is used with all except supervisors. Along .

this same line, it is not surprising to see Junior at

the bottom of the Spanish influence column, since .he has

the poorest Spanish skills of the group and favors English

for most: interaction. His job as insurance salesman

downtown involves a great deal of communicating, but in

a strongly English-speaking environment.

The Black vernacular influence Column is somewhat

more complicated as speakers are very dispeised. Again

we are not surprised to see Pancho anVNelo down near the
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bottom, but Juana's pattern is unexpected. Given. her

extensive 'contact with Blacks and the overall impression

of BEV upon 'hearing her speak, it is hard. to understand

why she doesn't exhibit pore Black vowel qualities like

Berto, who actually has fewer interactions with Blacks.

The positions of the others do not form any clear pattern,

as arguments both for and against their ranking are easily

advanced from the ethnographic data.

Similarly, the white vernacular.influence-column is

rather peculiar, although the women's high ranking. may

be indicative of the well- documented tendency. for females

to be closer to standard language. forms. Once again, Nelo

and Pancho.appear at the bottom, making it fairly clear

that their major axis of identification is Spanish.

7.0 'Conclusion

There,are few striking patterns that emerge from this

investigation. Several individuals do behave predictably,

but the others appear to have taken a "smorgasbord" approach

to co structing .a vowel- system. It may .be that this is

merely e result of the very limited sample - a larger .

inquiry may reveal morlsystdmaticity. However, it may

also be evidence of the conflictful state of affairs

in which Puerto Rican English speakers find themselves

pulled here ,and there in various directions because of the

contradictions they experience as an ethnic minority in

New York City, expected, on the one hand, to assimilate

A
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into U.S, society and striving, on the other, to retain

Puerto Rican traditions and identity.,

We should also consider the fact that vowels

,constitute only one aspect of the definition of any dialect.

We already know that Puerto.Ricans utilize a number of

BEV consonantal variants, and other features like devoicing

of final consonants and dentalization of.others have been

repOrted, due perhaps to the influence of Spanish

phonology. In addition,, are countless other,/

features in. English which have not 'yet been examined for

Puerto Ricans (e.g. word orderlexical choice, tense

and aspect)., and others which are .only begin ing to be

scrutinized (e.g. stress, in Anisman's work, a d prosody,

reported elsewhere in this volume).

It would seem.that much more work will be necessary

before a satisfactory structural of the English.

used by Puerto Ricans is achieved.. Such a descriptiop.

.would have to take into account the different influences

described here as well as others which may not be apparent

at this time. It will also-have to be sensitive to the

developments taking place in New \York City which are
,

changing the relationship between Puerto Ricans and the

so- called "mainstream." These include the great influx

of other Htspanics .into the area °(which makes Spanish

language retention and thes aintenance of Hispanic identity

more likely) , the "white fligh ".from,th6 city (which has
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).

contributed to the numerical dominance.of Hispanics and'

Blacks> :and'the moves to alter the status ,-of Puerto Rico

(which have direct implications for language;as Puerto Rico

has remained a Spanish-:speaking area)..

Such an investigation would also haye to go beyond

notions like 'covert prestige' and seriously delve into

the role of working class ideology and;:consciousness in the

production and maintenance of a complex, heterogenepus,

non-mainstream speech community.

4
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Notes

.

1. Ethnic, racial, class, and other groups are also
distinguished by. their consonants. In New York City,
speakers regularly vary between .r-fulness-(r pronouncing)
and r-lessness (rideleting). (th) is another consonantal'.
variable, i.e. the va-41.ationa,between standkrd pronuncia-
tions of writt4p "th' and the non-standard of "deese,
dews, and dose" fame, BEV is chapacte.ri:zed-by a number
of consonantal variations,-including r:-.1essness,
1-lessness, consonant Cluster simplification, and
weakeriing of final consonants, many of which we have
also noted in the English of Puerto Rican New Yorkers.

2. Among the topics the task force.has"explored are: code
switching (Poplack 1978b, 1979; Sankoff and Poplack .1980);
language attitudes (Attinasi 1979); diglossia (Pedraza:

Al Attinasi and Hoffman 1980); plural marking (Poplack 1980);
gender designment to loanwords (Poplack, Pousacra, and
Sankoff 1982). Language Policy Task Force (1980) is a
good review of much'of this. Most of the above work.,
dealt with adults and adolescents. Language Policy Task

. Force (19.82) reports on intergenerational dimensions of .

language use in an investigation of children's speech
patterns.

3. A sociolinguistic4/ariable is "one which is correlated
with some nonlinguistic variable of the social context:
of the speaker, the'addressee,.the audiences the setting"
(Labov 1972b: 237); Labov. divides these into "indicators"
- those which are distributed over socioeconomics, ethnic,
or age-groups7-and "markers"--those which show both
social and stylistic differentiation.. Perhaps the .

/ greatest co tribution of quantitative so..0.olinguistrcs
has been th empirical,demonstration thatLspeakers vary

. in pronuncia ion in regular patterns according to their
social group embership or the type of social interaction
in which they find themselves, and speakeri identify

V themselves socially in every utterance.

4. These tapes were acquired during long-term ethnographic
investigation in 'a wide range of public sett ngs carried
out by Pedro Pedraza. ,For more information s to the
nature of the data corpus and speaker sampl , iee'Pedraza
(1982), Language Policy Task Force (1980), and Attinasi

4,1979). ,

tr
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5 High pitched women's and children's voices tend to
be difficult to analyze spectrographically, Ow
our sample consists of more men than women.

6 The, spectrographic analysis on which this report
is based was done by John,Myhill and-Wtkliam Labov
of the Linguistic Department of the University of
Pennsylvania tinder a cooperatimelagreement with th
Centro

e'

7 Pancho is a member of the fieldworker's family. He
was interviewed during the fieldwork for the Ilkoject
reported in Labov and Pedraza (1971) . At the, time,
he was in his 70's and had lived in the Barrio for
some 50 years speaking b9th Spanish and English, the
latter with a decided "Spanish accent."

J36
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PROSODIC ANALYSES OF PUERTO RI

Mel Greenlee

1.0 Introdaption
,

Prosodic features (like phrasing, rate of speech,

pitch, intonation, etc.) may be among the most subtly

defining characteristics of a speaker's conversational

interaction and an important conveyor of meaning.

Prosodic features are crucial in int4rpreting humor and

. other speaker intentions, and prosodic characteristics

Ike often components of linguistic stereotypes.

Nevertheless, prosody is one of the areas of

language in which analysts agree least about the most

fundamental issues; indeed, there is disagreement-Aas to

whether certain aspects of prosody are properly within

the bounds of linguistics at all (Ladd 1980). Given

these, basic theoretical problems, it might be expected

AN SPEECH .
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that descriptions of prosodic phenomena would be quite

varied, which-is in fact the case.

One of the stated goals of.the project described.

in .this .report was to brinsli. forth an initial
.

characterization of Puerto Rican English, taking into

account aspects of this language' variety whih are

historically derived from Black'English, lo #1 NYC

vernacular and Puerto Rican Spanish. This paper.will
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repreptnts an attempt to characterize the speech of Puerto

Rican s in New York City in; terms of its prosodic contours

awl their contribution to the structuring and manipulation

discourse, by examining certain prosodic components

ifound within
e

speech segments frOm four PUerto Rcan l.rea-
.

dents of East Harlem.

As there were few precedents for such an investigation,

. we first engaged in an ext sive revielw of .the work done inn

prosody which was 'relate some way to the different lan-

guage varieties utilized by New York Puerto Ricans, par-.

ticular Puerto Rican Spanish and Black English. This re-

view (see Appendix A at the end of this report) sampled a

variety of research on the prosody of"Spanish and Black

speakers, seeking descriptions which would be useful in

understanding inter - dialectal and inter-linguistic. influ-
,

ence in actual speech data: Very few descriptions were lo-

cated which/could provide unambiguous or complete information

upon which to base such a comparison.

By far the most fundamental questions remaining con-

cern how prolodyworks as a systematic element of Spanish,

and of the English of'Spanish and Black'speakers. Although /' .

the early general studiei Place structural elements of

prosody in-a special phonological category, the basic theory

beRind this owes much to an outmoded view of how language

works, and consequently how it should be described. Cur-,

rent thinking about prosody stresses its integral role in

141
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meaning; however, this has yet to be tapped in most research

on Spanish.

If we had.hoped for two complete, systematic descrip-
.

tions against which a third could be prepared, our review

would certainly have dashed those hopes. Yet it would.

have been unrealistic to expect such an outcome,..given the .

extent of 'disagreement common. to the field of prosoay.as.

.a whole. Although the studies we reviewed did not provide

a completely-cohesive account, they did. serve to suggest

directions for our study and to caution against an Overly

hOmogeneous,.mechanical model.'

Only a few words were included in our literature re-

view regarding the contribution of prosody to discou

largely because of the scarcity Of research.in this a
0 ,

The material on Spanish is vety impressionistic, bld, or

lacking altogether., and for. Black English, ritualistic

uses of prosody are in, some ways more well-klpwn than

the facts about everyday talk.

In this study, we take a close look at"three pro- \

sodic components in the speech of four Puerto Rican speakers

and attempt to relate these to the organization of discourse

and the transmission of meaning in social interaction. t

To set the stage for our analysis, we first examine theN

theoretical issue's inv4ved in viewing prosody within the

context of discourse. Then we present the methodology

we' used in collecting, *transcribing, and analyzing the
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speech-segmenks. Finally, we consider the actual speech

of the.sampl0 in terms of phrasing and rate of speech,/

placement of major pitch obtrusion, and contour types..
,

We also con ider the role of the interviewer within the

interaction Ole conclude with a critique of our own

practice a41 an agenda for future work.

2.0 Interactional analysis of.prosody--the major issues

In Appendix B of report are preliminary resuas

of some instrumental acoustic analyses we carried out

which focused on difference's in thq use of pitch (funda-

mental frequency) and tempo (specifically, segmental'

durations) by two Puerto Rican speakers of.English, one

English-dominant and the other Spanish-dominant. In these

analyses, contours and durations were, nsideied in rela-

tive isolation, that is, measurements were carried out on

physical acoustic phenomena in short strAches of' speech

with little regard for the pragmatic function of the passages

in the discourse from which they were drawn. However., as

Gumperz (1982b), Bennett (1978), and Ladd (1980) have

I
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pointed out, such an analysis touches inly part of

prosodic use--that produced.by the speaker; perception

of such phenomena by the listener and their role in

shaping.thetorical structure may also differ cross-

culturallY, but finding out about such differences' /

necessarily involves a broader view of proiodic
I

phenomena.

In this segment of the paper, both the goal °If

the analysis and,the discourse context considered:will

be more goad. In examining recorded:texts of Puerto

Rican sinakers..,4one' goal will be to determine holek

6.

speakert'useOf prosody differs. However, in c'nsidering

these potential, differences, prosody will be vi ed

within the context of communicative intetactionva rich

context which contains not only individual speakers'

behavior 'but also sequentiaL relationships. between

utterances of the same sliesker and/or those f conversational

partneis4., Gumpekz (1982a: 328*) -has emp4si d that

understanding ordinary°conveisetionsirequires "...

simultaneous processing of signs at 'several levels Of

signalling... ."',The'se levels in'c'lude "prosodic,
4

Ifphonological, syniactic, lexical, and rhythmic... An

interactive approach*to the role of prosody in conversation

would necessarily tie together several aspects of these

signalling system ,in .order to form potential interpretations

of the interaction. Coulthard & Brazil (1982: 87) haVe

144' I
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argued that "intonational divisions speakers Make in their

utterances...are motivated by a need to add moment-by-

moment situationally specific, intonat,ionally conveyed

meanings particular words or groups,of words."

Interpretation of situationally specific meanings

is the task not only of partidipants in a conversation,

but also of the ána.lyst who seeks to understand it.

According to Bennett ( 978:5) the goals of the analyst

and of the participants are similar in that "both have

to have some consistent way to interpret and make sense

out of talk." However, the analyst's task unlike that

of the'participants, involves, making explicit those

*aspects of conversational interaction (including prosodic

signalling) which participants most often minipulate

implicitly. The analyst must "become aware of the

processes of Meaning assignment or rather...make explicit

the modes of understanding and the means whereby understanding

is achieved in conversation." In short, the goal of the

analyst is "to understand what the participants understand"

(Bennett 1978:28).

It is unfortunately true, as the cross-cultural atudies

of Erickson & Schultz.(1981) and. Gumperz have pointed out,

that participants may often fail to reach their goal of

mutual understanding,, even about such basic matters as

the nature of the talk in which they are.engaged, e.g.,

is it-a chat; a discussion, an interview?. If the V
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parti6ipants may not achieve fulliinderstanding,' then it

might be expected that the goal set for the analyst is

likewise an ideal which is, in practice, sometime's not

attained. It seems probable that even the most detailed

interpretation may turn out to-be quite different from

that .of the participants, particularly.when carried.out

(as.in the present case) without benefit of visually

recorded information abdut the speech context or feedback

from the participants, whose ethnicity differs from that

of the analyst.

A further limitation on the analyst's interpretation

(with specific-regard to prosody) is that an'integraed

theory of prosodic structure in discourise is largely

,lacking. Analysts' opinions differ about what prosody

"does." in discourse and even whether it "does" anything

at all.. The most coMprehensive account 'of these differences

of opinion, Ladd '(1980), argues that prosodic features

such as prominence. cannot be understood-unlese they are

considered in contextyet the context-he condiders is

still relatively small. Gumperz & Bennett contend that

.understandingthe role of.prosody in d&scourse requires

unit% 1arg4r than those of traditional linguistic analysis.

ConCerning the principal functions of prosodic

variations siert% as int'bnation contours, analysts agree

''that a principal functiOil is in discourse cohesion. For

example, Gunter (1982:301)in.a review of Ladd's book,
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states that the main function of intonation is "...to '

'help lin signalling relevance, that is,-.how the utteran4e

now being made is connected to what went before."

Gumperz (1982a:329) obser4ed that prosody is one of many

devides which are available for "koregl.ounding",

subordinating", and "associating" information in

discourse.

'A second important function is more directly

regulative, e.g. indicating potential.turn7taking points

in a conversation of signalling boundaries ie.g., betweerC

the Oreliminary remarks and a formal lecture).

At present, the extent to which Puerto. Rican speakers

. may differ from other New Yorkers in these uses of prosody

is largely unknown. However, the current state of prosodic

analysis and theoryg'is such that the significance of

potential or actual variation is not easy to determine.

Gunter states that "sometimes...intonation means nothing

at all. The problem-is that we must say an intonation

with every sentence: we havro choice." McGregor (1982:

107) likewise despairs of understanding what prosody means,

"Given the mutualland continuous creation of meaning in

discourse, it would be quite wrong to assume that what

any speaker 'means' is specifiable in terms of the

function of particular prosodic or paralinguistic systems."

Rather than rely on analysts' interpretations, McGregor

suggests asking the hearers what they have understood.

1 .147
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Bennett (1978) notes that "a theory of interpretation

and a method for verifying interpretations is lacking."

Summarizing these difficulties, although most

,analysts agree that prosody is an integral part of.

conversational meaning,not all agree on how meaning
hirf

is achieved-or how the contribution of prosody is to

be gauged; participla" and analysts' int'erpret'ations

of the same interaction may be at odds with each

other; so that the validity of an integrated interpretation

is called into.question. These conflicts would be important

to bear in mind in evaluating how the present work fits

into discourse analyses of.prosodic use.

Conflicts about the interpretation,of prosody arise,

at least in part, because of4a traditional split between

"linguistic" uses of prosodic variation and "paralinguistic"

uses, which were thought to reflect the speakers' attitude.

Ladd observes th this division is largely 'artificial,

allowing the,aalyst tp convenier ly dispense with those

prosodic phenomena which did'not n atly fit into a
. //

discret4-contrast model such as that of structural
/ .

pho'imics.
./
// Some of the most interesting situations in which

"attitudes" or intentions are mistakenlyy attributed are

those analyzed by Gumperx, in which cross- cultural

communication seems to have gone awry. Not only

prosody, but other "signalling systems" contftbutt to

1 4
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such breakdowns; in wkich hearets often interpret

speakers' utterances incorrectly and negatively. However,

since prosody may lesa's consciously used its misuse

may be harder to disentangle. O'Connor & Arnold (1972:2) .

believe that "English speakers are able to make a good

deal of allowance for imperfect sound-making, but being

for the most part unaware of the far-reaching effects of

.intonation'in their own language, they are much less

able to make the. same allowance for mistakenly used

tunes." Thus, passengers interpreted as rude the misuse

of falling intonation by A West Indian bus driver on

the word "plgase", while his intention had been.to be,
-4

polite (Gumperz 19821:169).

The meaningfulness of prosody in communication

derives from a set of conventions concerning hoW prosodic

variations fit together with other aspects of the

message to highlight or downplay potential 'senses' in

which the message could be takeri. However, as Gumperz

(1982:131-2) observed, prosody is only one of a-number

of "contextualization cues" which are "habitually used

and perceived but,rarely consciously noted and almost

never talked about directly." Included among such cues

are choice words, as well as conversational "opening&

and closings" and "syntactic options". Since the

integration of these cues and their interpretation is

conventionalized and unconscious, when a speaker misuses
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or misinterprets then (as the West;;Indian bus. driver .did)

this "is regarded 'as a social faux pas and leaas'to

misjudgements 'of the. speakers" Intent lemphasis

..
-it is not likely to be identified as.a.mere linguistic.

error." Not only prosody, but all-such cues could be

interpreted as "attitude"; in this light, the traditional

view of prosody as attitude conveyor appears even more

tenuous.
.

Given the many disagreements abo4 what-prosody is,

how to analyze it; and.what it does, the goal of the

present tudy is a modest one-- the.'aim is. to consider

prosody's contribution to .differences among the-

interactions of four Puerto Rican .speakers, As will be

seen, these interactions vary in their participants'

apparent definition'of.the task in which they are.
%

engaged as well as in the discourse strategies undertaken

to accomplish speakers'' messages.. In at. Past one.of

the interactions, prosodic usage, combined with lexical

and syqtactic repetition, produces a strongly formulaic

'behse' within 'a clearly structured whole. In another

interaction, prosody as well as lexical choices seem

to reflect a skeletal dialogue, in which speaker and

hearer negotiate with difficulty.

3.0 Methods.
11

C-

The methOd of analysis employed in this segment

of the report was fairly straightforward; repeated

150.
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:

.(< listehing-.0 recorded Interactions, while carrying out

derailed prosodic transcription of the passages. I From

4.k$ - a Larger corpus, portions:of sociolinguistic interviews

,.%
werelselected because they were relatively quiet and

*145

represented'a context or situation which all participants.

shared. For purposes of this analysis, passagesiwere

selected in Which the interviewer asks a compleki

question. The duration of splected passages varied greatly,

from 40= seconds to 2 minutes, .11 secpnds. .The amount

of talk fr..om the.interviewer also varied, as wil]J.be seen.

. A prosodic transcription was assigned to each Passage

,using the not
4

1 devices indexed .in Appendix 1 The

notational system is based on the three-level ("tone-grouping,

street placement, and melodic shap/e ) system outlined :by

,

Gumwriic1982b) and (more directly) Bennett 0.981); it

is ultimately derived from the work of British researchers,
..

e.g., John Trim. 'Tone groups were-Marked, as4 'were pauses
. ,

(using a, watch with a- setond /hand.) , and pitch contours

. 4

were desribedlimpressWpistically using the markings of

a' Benhett (1981) and additional diicritics detailed in

the margin the transcripts (see AppendfX 2 ).
0

ie'-Felir--spalce-g-g- -were -seLer...ted._ on the__basia_ccf
(

sociolinguistic factors which make them 'representative

ara small cross-section of.the.male members:of the

target community "(Cf. Attinasi.1979) Table I shows

1.the basic demogtaphic data for the four speakers.
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Table 1"

'Demographic data 'for target speakers interviewed

Name Age

Capitan 58,

Franco 28

Nelo 34

DominO 40

146

Age'
Arricre'd U.S. Language Dominance .Education

Reported

48 . .

.

Spanish 9th. grade

13 . English (no info)

4 . Bilingual 8th grade

8 Bilingual. College

As Table 1 -shows, one of e speakers is largely

monolingual in Spanish, Another re ers,to use English and
(

f

two .are bilingual. The two bilingual speakers nevertheless-
I

differ in education.

4.0 Particular prosodic components compared across the

'four speakers

Phrasing and rate

As no ed above, the eight passageg varied greatly

in length, from under a minute to almost 2 and a

quarter minutes. Theinteractions can 4iso be character-

Yized from a temporal point of view through pause durations
1

11.' and through the length of participants' turns between

changes of speaker. Although the consideration of

timing'differences'isnecessarily dependent on the size'

4
and representativeness of the speech' sample, it. waft clear

thatthe interviewees differed greatly in both such timing

characteristics.
0

The most distinct interviews in this regard (see

:1.

Q.

4
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Appendix'2 ) seemed to be those of Capit4n (Spanish) and

..4.4DOmin6 (both languages -Capitan's Spanish piSsage

contains few long pauses, which contribute to making it

seem rapid and urgent. HoweVer, Domino, particularly

in the English interview, produced numerous pauses of

over a second in duration.. These pauses (combined

`with other Surface forms, e.g. lexical choice) contribute

to an impression of an extremely cautious response.. In

DominO's English passAge, the pauses in his narrative.

are in contrast to rather more xapid parenthetical

remarks ("Like I said...so I really 'don't know..."%').

In terms of phrasing, DatminO's qualifying remarks

often form a separate tone gro4from the main assertion,

e.g.., "They said"...(that they didn't want no Black,..);

"I'veials46 heard"... (2 clauses)(that there is.a.color.

distinction). My interpfetation of this separation is

that the 'speaker is careful to detach himself from
?p

the...controversial, racism question being addressed.

/In' Domino!s Spanish passage, it is also'clear that

' rate differencRs ekist, although they are somewhat

difficult to interptet,,diven the tape break'after 16.

His rate definitely speeds up.between D4 and D7 In

defining ciantribucidnes i\n lthe 10, Domin6 again ends
4

up qualifying his answer aftWilibng pause (estimated

'at .6 second!) betWeen cosas gsi (line 13 and realmente

(line 14) .
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SurveyingDominO's two paSsaps, both seem to rely

on a.similar kind of rhetorical strategy--defining by

example. (in the English ,case, by a narrative) and

prosodically, use of tone groups and pausing to qualfy

4,..remarks. The last sentence of the Spanish passage '

seems highly marked in terms of prosody,-syntax

(simple as opposed to complex), and in its brevity, to

all of the rest of DominPs remarks. This contrast could

be interpreted as adding special saliency to this last

sentence as'a finale to the interview's complex question.

An approximate silmof pause-time in Mmino's taped

passages yielded 46 seconds per one and a half minutes

. forj the English. passage, with the longest pause *5.peconds

in duration. For the Spanish passage, the longest pause

was ten seconds. (immediately after e interviewer's

opening question) and 49 seconds of the one minute, 42 '

second passage were consumed by pauses!

At the opposite end of the spectrum ( apitan's

Spanish passage contains only a few one; second pauses.

. Even though the 'longest turn (C14-20) use syntactic

subordination and relatively long tone groups, Capital-1's

self-interruptions (e.g., "mira, .el pro-"), tags, and

emphatic stress, combine to create an'impression- of a

more rapid delivery. This impression may be enhanced
f.

by the recording situation in which Capithn was at first

competing for the floor.

4. 154
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Capitan. English passage does contain pauses (in

S19, 6 seconds elapse after pue to crees?"). Although
0

he relies on a similar rhetorical strategy (question

and answer, with,many tags) several tone groups are short

(e.g., in S.12 "my kids"),and syntax in this passage

Shows less subordination than that in the Spanish one.

Unlike the Spanish passage, in which there is competition

for the floor, in the English passage, Capitan is largely

monologuing.

Franco and Nelo's Spanish passages seem at first

similar, in that both use rhythmic'and lexical repetition

for rhetorical effect. However; Franco's answer is more

lengthy ated,elaborated within the rhetorical format he

149

has set, 41ile Nelo challenged by ceases his monologue

and enters into a debate about the question and his

answer. In contrast to the 4tter part of Nelo's interview,

the repetitions in.Nelors lines 2-ff and Franco's lines 6-ff

seem highly formalizedsimilar to the lectur, or palit4r1

address styles discussed by Gumperz (1982b). For both

speakers, although tone groups, are not necessarily short,

boundaries are clearly delineaped both lexically and

'prosodically. Franco,'in;particular-,'seems to use

great* lengthened phrases -final syllables to mark off

tone groups.'Both Franco and Nelo finish their answers

with a single, capper sentence marked by reduced rate

6
and pitch contouring.
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Franco's English passage is characterized by similarly

well-demarcated boundaries between tone-groups, although`

lexical repetition does not 'seem to interact as much

with-prosody to create boundaries in this passage as in

the Spanish one. Lines F:20 -ff and 1-ff of the English

passage have similar phrasing, pace-wise, yet in terms

of contouring, they differ from the Spanish passage

. containing similar syntactic structure.

Nelo's English passage is the longest; and like
ail

his Spanish segment, it contains considerable interaction
4

and'some overlaps with the interviewer. Nelo's answer

contains so much subordination that the interviewer gets

lost, yet, he marks off boundaries by contrasting emphasis,

which often falls on monosyllabic words (e.g. N7: WHAT .

language...; N17-18: LOOK vs. SPEAK). These contrasts

should help in keeping,theanswer coherent, but in fact,

they seem to have confused"the listener. (These will be

discussed further below). It is interesting to compare

' those long turns in which Nelo is responding to,,the

complex question with those short remarks ("No, nah--
.

.wait a minute!" Play it back.1, which seem clearly

separated from .the tenor of the 'expository' speech, not

only by their content,-but also by rate cues,Joudness,

and laughter.

Differences in phrasing may be as function

of indiVidual style as reflective of the different
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interviewee's concegtion of what was required as an

answer: Interprdtation of rate cues in Capitan's yassages

may be affected not only by his productions,.but also

by their perception through the native rhythmic system

of a non-Spanish speaker. The impression of rapidity

is apparently a very common mispercelitioR of Spanish

rhythmic patterns by English speakers (Cf. Stockwell

& Bowen 1965). Phrasing differences will be discussed

further in considering the role of the interviewer in

affecting the 'course of the different speaker's answers.

4.2 Placement of major pitch obtrusion

In most texts on British or American English intonation

(e.g. O'Connor & ?Irnold 1972), a tone-group is described

as having one accented syllable which manifests a change

or "obtrusion" in pitch-contour. The position of the

prominent syllable may vary considerably, depending on

the relationship of the utterance to preceding and

fdllowing reference, as well as on the syntax of the

sentence (Crystal 1975). However, .as Gumperz and Ladd

have noted, the prediction of accent placementin English

s not strtight..forward, and it may require considering

a 1 rger sequence of discourse to decipher than that

traditionally considered in linguistic analysis. Gumperz

(1982b:112) notes that accent placement "...signals

important syntactic; pragmatic and-exp4essive information,

and it involves a degree of option4ity which-is much
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greater than that associated with sentence level grammatical

phenomena. The freedom of choice in fact seems to be

more akin to that which we find in lexical selection and

in code switching."

In Puerto Rican Spanish, as described by the
dr

traditional methods of analysis (Navarro Tomas 1944;

Jones 1962) and in the accented English spoken by Jones'

Puerto Rican informants, the position of the accented

syllable seems to differ from the purportedly 'usual'

English pattern. Jones (I): 264) states,` "the prominent

syllable of the last rhythm group in an accented English

ttebrance is ordinarily' like that in American English,

viz., at or near the end of the utterance; but, it is

sometimes like .tht in Puerto Rican'Spanish...back from

the end of the utterance... II .

Since the placement of the major pitch-obtrusion

varies considerably in connected English discourse and
*

'also si nce this prosodic differencs often acts in

conjunction with other changes to enhance meaning

(e.g. changes in loudness and/or tempo), it is nearly

impossible to-discuss them without making m tion-of

other prosodic and semantic shifts. Th the reader

is warned to expect some overlap between remarks in
;

this section and those.to..come.

In the recorded texts of the present study, the

most extreme contrasts in accent placement were noted

4-
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in comparing Franco and Capitan's passages (see Appendix C).

But, as will be discussed, the nature of these differences

lay not only in the positionof prosodic prominence, but

alsen the type o pitch contouring used by the two

speakers. Since these two, speakers were the most different,

in looking at accent,placement, I will concentrate on

description and analysis of their passages.

Co sidering first Capitan's Spanish transcript,

many tone-group final words show a pitch-change (the

'expected' English pattern as well), e.g., C:1 "...mejor";

C:11 "...aqui"; C:19 "..mano". However, the position

in which emphasized material occurs is usually earlier,

e.g., C:16 has one strongly stressed qualifier in a

string,("jefe automatico) after which the pitch falls

and rate slows to a close.

In contrast, in Capitan's English passage, it is

apparent that many of"thesstrongly emphasized syllables

appear in utterance -final position ,so that they coincide

with the sentential inflection, e.g. C:T "...grandes";

C:3 "...long"; "knocking on 'wood". In. Capitan's English

passage, such emphasized words complete many short tone

gtoups, or series of short tone groups, in syntactically

simple phrases.'Capitan's last English turn contains

the most complex subordination, but it is also marked

by a numAtr of minor prosodic Shifts over the course

of the utterance which serve to break it up into less

I
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complex processing units.

In Franco's English passage, the positioning of

emphatized words at first appears similar to CapitAn's

use, since in Fll (BRAINWASHED), F=20 (THERE), F24 (NOWHERE),

and F'32 (DOCTORS, ANYTHING), strongly emphasized words

appear near a minor tone group boundary. However,

listening to the two English passages gives a muoh

different impression, perhaps due to the way tempo

changes arevcombined with pitch shifts. As mentiotld

'above, Franco lengthened emphasized syllables to a

considerable degree (impresssioniseic.ally) and this

rate change, along with his use of pausing and repetition,

provides a kind of oratorical .unity of A highly formulaic

sort (Cf. Gumperz 1982b). Avery similar impression is

afforded"by Franco's Spanish passage in which phrase-final

words are similarly contoured and lengthened to complement

lexical repetition (Cf. line F16 "esta en la' LUCHA,

aqui en el BARRIO, y en la ISLA...").

4.3 Contour types

Jones (1962) mentions.that "the use of gliding contours,

while quite common. in American English, is rare in Puerto

Rican Spanish." On the other hand, gliding contours

appeared to be characteristic of other Spanish speakers'

English speech--Chicanos(Penfield 1981).-.

Among the four Puerto Rican speaker A in the present

study, all used glide-contours in both languages, although
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the tamer in which these pitch changes interacted with

content and other prosodic dimensions was certainly not

equivalent.

Capitan's samples stood out from the rest in that

he seemed to use, many shifts in register, i.e., a step-up

or step-down in pitch, as opposed-to a gliding rise or

fall. In his English passage, Ihe shift upward in pitch

was sometimes accompanied by a change towards louder

speech, perhaps in order to compete.more effectively for

the'floor. This is particularly evident in the rhetorical

' questions of C :4, C:'5, C:10.

Capitan also ufed another prosodictechnique seemingly

uncommon among the other spec ets. I have called this a

"ramp" contour. In this contour, the pitch seems to

steadily rise over the ,.whole tone grdup (Cf. in the Spanish

passage, C14: "Te lo estoy diciendo.") sAt present, it is

unknown whether these shifts are unique to the speaker

or whether they are a feature of Puerto Rican "accented"

English, although the comments of Jones and Ladd, as well

as textbook descriptions (Barrutia '& Tede11 1982) would

. suggest the latter. -For instance, Ladd has suggedted
,

.

that prosodic analysit ofintonation.in terms of sequence

of level tones may be move apt for languages such.as
i

Spailish, than, .it is for/English. '.

---,-
-,

i .
.

In C itan's Engliish passage, the use Of register

1 '.

shifts and 'ramp' conqurs was particularly striking.
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14-1For *xample:, in` CIO, a*ramp (rising overallshape) and

loudnes shifts result in stress on the proioun them--

a most u usual position for emphasis, given the surrounding.:

discour for a native English speaker. It would seem

mudem re likely to have the point af pitch-change be the

verb, with a high-fall or rise-fall: But I still 16Ve them.

Unle s them were being contrasted with another group of

peo le (i.e., another possible referent--"I don't mean-

thdmi, I mean them2"),this word would not be focussed.

The upward register shifts which Capita"' uses on

the first Wh-word of rhetorical questions (e.g. C24:

"What dan I wait?") may be reflective of a tendency

(like that noted in Jones' informants) for the position

of pitch shifts in such structures to move back toward

the beginning of the utterance.

In Franco and Nelo's English passages, the presence

such register shifts is less .common, although Some

ware found. Franco's English sample was marked by

frquent use of rise-fall contours, which were accompanied

by A.engthened syllables; rise-fall contoursoften occurred
\

in 6elcontext of repeeition.

When Ftanco used an upward register shift in his

Engli\sh interview, it appeared to mark boundaries--either

a beginning (e.g., launching into his verbal performance-

P.5), r starting up after a filled pause (e.',g. "A lotta-"

in F'14 It is also used to contrast Franco's'point of
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view with others', e.g. in B22: "For me..." or 1127:

"We're not dummies' The latter utterance also seems to.

represent a good example of what Liberman & Sag (1970

haVe called the contradiction contour:
k Franco's use

of upward shift, as well as rise-fall contours often

served to provide a prosodic contrast which Complemented

his line of argument, which in the English passage at least,

involved presenting aproposition and its counter-proposition

in closes proximity.

Nelo's passages also contained some use of upward

register shifts which seem to parallel thOse of Capitan,

e.g., when he is interrupting or competing for the floor

(Cf. Spanish passage, N14), he raises both the pitch

'register and loudness of his v6ice. This association

between prosody and pragmatic function is far from

perfect, and it is seldom seen in Nelo's English passage.

In the English passage, it was more common for the

transcriber to perceive downward register shifts, while

emphasis is conveyed by rise-fall contours. One very

distinctive use .of register occurs in. NO0 in which Nelo

quotes or mimics a question asked of a seeming non-Puerto

Rican: "Oh you're Puerto Rican?" In this utterance,

there is a very large fall on "Puerto kican" followedby

a formulaic 'sing-sone.pattern on Nel: 4Well, I could

never tell" which combines with the content to give it

-what I thought was a humorous connotation. At any rate,

1
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it certainly seems to cue the listener that it is not

the. quoting of a. real conversation that is taking place.

In.Domino s transcripts, upward register shifts

occur rarely; but may serve to mark boundaries, in a-

similar way to that seen in Franco's passages. For

example, consider D8: "One time....,"; D14: "this is

comments..." in the English, and D17: "Es un

in the,Spanish.

The real pragmatic impact of contour types is

difficult to assess in considering each separate

parameter actoss speakers' passages, since context,

syntax, and applarent relationship with the interviewer

also varied across the sessions, as did the reported

language preferences of each speaker. 'Given the extent

of co-variation, it iAdifficult to measure the extent

to which prosodic differences are intertwined with

linguistic and extralinguistic differences in the eight'

situations.

158

Nevertheless, it does not appear to be the case that
ANL

language preference or even language spoken in theypassagea-

chosen can completely characterize speakers' control of

prosody. That is, it is not true that certain contour

types, phrasing, or accent positions occur 'only in one

language and never in the other. Although the inventory

of prosodic material mbich speakers have available seems

to be similar, it does seem likely that the manner in

16 4
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which. it 44 distributed;With respect to ocher 'contextuali-
-,

zation Cues" is not only a feature of 'language spoken,

'but also of4ndOidual 'sociailZation and definition of

the task at hand: .tveil, given the reOgniaed qndendy

of analysts ..to foist their oWn system off on unsuspecting
.

passages in anoth-erlanguage.-(Cf. Pointon .1980), what_

appears most striking aboutthe,one most-Accented,

Spanish speaker's English is not his inventory of prosodic

devices; but rather the d-manner in which that inventory

is combined with semantic content. This will bediscusged_
.

further -below.
.

The mostdirect parallels between the two languages
, .

can probably .be se in in taPitan's use of some highly
-

formulaic tags in both passages (04), ''the 'two tags:
is ,

.. ,
're daS cuenta c6mo eg?'' and., "You know what I mean?"

are quite-stirtilar rhythmically and in terms of their

pitch contour, almost as if the segmental material

were merely lugged'into a-rhetorical frame with an

associated progodic structure.

At the other end, Of the Spectrum, Domino seems ,to

create :a cautious impfiession through a similar protbdic

device in both.languages:: slowing down before filled or
94-

unfilled pauses of fairly egtensiiYe'length.

It seems possible that both of these examplei of .'

parallels oould!merely reflect rhetorical - habits of the

speakers and only incidentally, something about prosody.

165
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As in studies of 'interlanguage' in second-language
. . .

.

acTifsition, prosodic phenomena may arise in a situation

of language, contact which are really not attributable

to either system, but nevertheless serve a useful

tommunicative.function for the L9 learner in getting a

-message across. More extensive. sampling of Puerto..47

Rican speakers' discourse in comparable.situations

would be needed to determine what points of prosodic

structuring are shared within the community and

across languages.

5.0 The role of the: interviewer

As mentioned above, passages were selected because
I

they came from a context all participants shared--an
-

interview. However, that certainly did not mean that

all conceived of-w:lat they 31-buld do in the same way.

Discourse analysts (such as Gumperz and - Bennett)

argue that in
*
beginning an-interaction, participants

seek to establish a common frame of reference or inter-

pretation,.which' mutually helps to-define..the speech

activity in which they are engaged, e.g.a service

encounter, a discussion, a scolding. Retro- active

reassessment of an interaction may occur if the

interlo.dutors discover, that one or both"of them have

misgauged the nature of the interactive 'work' they

haVe set out to doc. Not only must partners succeed inOY. .
.

.

. establishing such an interactive frame at, the beginning

166 .
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of an interaction, but they} nust also attend to the

dynamic flow of talk, which can shift the entire view

of what a discourse means and what it is accomplishing.

One of the most dramatic of such shifts might be when

the genre itself is changed, while the participants

continue to interact, e.g., a preliminary chat followed'

by aprofessional sessioh between lawyer and client,

doctor and patient, or pastor-and counselee.

While the recorded interviews of the present study

do not contain such dramatic shifts, they do seem to

vary in the extent to which the interviewer participated

outcome:in the interaction and helped.to shape its outcome:

The participants"conception of their task is doubtless

influenced by the interviewer's, contributions, although

at times his speech is limited to back-channel remars.gs

of encouragement (M -'hm, etc),. Some differendes between

the interviewer's relationship with participants included

_ the following: ICapitan appears to have regarded the

interviewer as a cross between schoolteacher and social

worker. On the other hand, Nelo and the interviewer

exhibit'comraderie through the laughter; interruptions,

tnd challenges which highlight both Nelo's passages.

tit

Domino's interviews reflect an almost clinical detachment --

an impression fostered not only by his lexiqal choices

and pauses in the passages, but also by the interviewer's

behavior.
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A sequential consideration of interviews in which

the same complex question was asked of different speakers

can serve to show 110W several discourse features combine

to give a distinct' progression to the.respective sessions,'
, 0..

and cumulatively to determine the outcome of the interview.

The same question, "How would you explain what it means

to be Puerto Rican?" was asked in....apanish of Franco,

Nelo, and Domin6. Allthree speakers seemed to share'
..

certain beliefs about what the questio4 called for, in

terms of verbal performance. These shared assumptions

affected both the shape of their responses and their

length. Specifically, all seemed to believe that, in

response to the complex sort of question asked by I., one

must convince, justify, and build a strong argument if

possible. It 114euld of do to merely state an attitude

or reiterate a belie as the answer.

DominO's answer seems most sharply in contrast to

those of the other two speakers.. The many long pauses

in Domin6's Spanish session add to this contrast. Scollon
s

.(1982:338) has observed that long pauses such as those

used by..DotIn6-mily occasion negative stereotypea,.e.g.

individuals may be regarded as "cold,, withdrawn, and

even hostile." .Another manne in which such pauses

could affect the listetcr is as cautious, reflecting

on what he is about to say (Gumperz & Kaltman (197108).

These authors found that prosodic contouring followed



by pauses tonveyed the effect of t!'conscious reflection'

or active planning."

Domin6's first reaction 6O .tbe question is .to ask

for clarification, which he then considers for about

7 seconds. He begins by aoncession .D4-5 which is

quickly acknowledged by the interviewer. After the

$ break, Domin6 speeds up solthat the interviewer does

not add any more verbal pds. . Domino seems to be

answering, "Ser puertorriquefio es sentir orgullo "

(To be Puerto Rican is to feel pride). The brief

elaboration of pride in civic action and in keeping

language and cultural practices alive seems to

constitute an incomplete list, marked by tfie 6-second

pause after Ah-(D13) and before realmente (D14).

The lexicon of his qualifying statement (D.16:1me

ha confrontado") and,also the prosody of the long

disclaimer form a backdrop for his simple final

statement (Ser puertorriquefio) "es un sentir". (D17).

Even though both at the beginning and at the end of his

163

answer Domin6 has proclaimed it difficult to characterize,

in the end it is quite simple. In lines D10-13 rhythmic
. *

continuity mmy-huve helped the histeuerAnow sitar

to follga in the long sequence Of "hacen contribuciones:.."

(D40) up to "pctican (Di2), just as the register shift

and hightail with emphasis on the last item combined

with content to let the interviewer knpw the answer was

# C 9

"

t
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--, complete. The long list-like elaboration in which

lenvaje is repeated (Dl2) is perhaps the part of

Domino'sspassage which most resembles that of the

othdr two speakers to be considered.

Looking.at Frahco's pswer, he also begins by asking

what is expected of him and pauses several seconds before 40

launching into his answer. Franco uses .a kind of

telescoping to get his argument off the ground, creating

a geneologically expanding group whose activities he

then elaborates. This telescoping could also have been

seen as making ver precise thlrxplanation called for.

These preliminariesidone, Franco `''seems to give a short

lecture, with a repeated tag -line. In rhythmic structure,

this,passage,(from 0 on) seemed reminiscellt of a litany

in which a line is repeated once for every new utterance.

However, the original material, in both length and

V
specificity, outstrips the repeat ng tag line. For

example, the subjunctives tin lines F=20-21 (que suba, y

que mire pa 'tras) contra4t with the descriptive

indicatives in' the pr,eced ng line, having the effect,

like the geneology in the beginning of the passages of

a. telescoping attributio 'e.g., "whoever fits this

description... then thaC peson, regardless of eex,

atruealertoltican.," Th'e Ilrge pitch shift on the

conjunction "o" (1122) is,aeco partied by a. lengthening

which indicates hat the end o his argument is being
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made. Given the breadth of people included under

Franco's answer, it '.s difficult to imagine how a

counter argument, such as the one posed by the interviewer.'"

in Nelo's session, could'have successfully been raised.

In Pfanco's passage, the interviewer's role is quite

limited; although Franco asks for confirmation (F13:

entiendes?"), he only specifically requires the interviewer's

response in evaluating his performance; (F/5:iconteste

bien o mal?)

Nelo's answer begins with a general statement ,which

the interviewer construes as. excluding himself. During

this statement, Nelo seems to put emphasis on segmental

. aspects of P.R..Spanishipphonology (the uvular r's are very

clear). It is tempting to wonder whether this emphasis,

like the subjunctives used by Franco may be 'performance'

aspects of Spanish as a medium the interviewer has

earlier specifically requested, and which, over and:above

the lexical content of the answers, also affects the

discourse meaning.

It is also of interest that in Nelo's passage the

clarifiAktion which the other speAkers asked for early

on--and then proceeded on--is not achieved til almost

the end of the session. It is, moreover, achieved

through a series of fairly wressive challenges and

counters n the part of both interlocutors. The

argument.g es something like this

17.1
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A. "Being Puerto Ricanmeans.being born on the

166

island, being nationalized there, and baptized."

B. "However, if one's parents are Puerto Rican, then

the child, even if.not fitting the first descriptiow,

isi,also Puerto Rican."

Although Nelo, at first, describes this second generation

as "descent," he later' clarifies that it means nationality.

The crux of the argument is brought out in lines 22-33,

in which the interviewer adds solamene (D23) to the

earlier description by Nein ("a Puertorriquefio is only

a person born in Puerto Rico)). The fact that the. interviewer

is actively.participating can be noted in his completion

of Nelo's sentences, Fits seizing the floor in D22, and

his several repeats of the same utterance in attempts

(16, q12, 120 to get Nelo:to see his views as the logical

consequence of Nelo's earlier descriptive statement. Nelo

does not seem .to see his point until at least Nfl. It

seems likely that the word solamente in 133, which is

emphasized not only by the initial loudness of the

utterance but also by a rise-fall, represents a turning

point.

Nelo's utterance in NG3 is a counter challenge to the

interviewer's preceding comments and his explanation in

N30-31 makes explicit what the interviewer has been getting

at all along. The fact that the interviewer interrupts

and keepO'going in 1:28-29 while Nel is speaking fosters

172
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an
;

impression that he is becoming' somewhatexasperated.

Iinally, after receiving an .apparently more acceitale

answer, he expands on Nelo's reply (137). However, by

exaggerating his response (N40-41),Nelo points out that

this expansion is:not what he had intended.

In the three interviews, the participants' apparent

relationship differs not only in the amount of interaction,

but also

Although

more than

partner's

quite a 1

n the type of interaction which takes place:,

emarks based on such a small sample Are 410

speculations, consideration of only one
ti

role (e.g., in Nelo's interaction) would miss

t of how shared and conflicting views move

a discourSe forward. The exclusion of one participant's

remarks might also serve to ignore the differences among

the intery ews in how the interaction IA negotiated and

how long su h negotiation takes.

6.0 Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to review some of the

work done on pro odic analysis and then provide an

integrative descr ption of.how prosody, in the context

pf extended discourse, condributed to differentiating

eight passages pro uced by four Puerto Rican speakers.

The aim'was to su y not-only differences in the types

of contours or rhyt mic phenoment speakets employed, but

Also different patteins across the four speakers in how

-these prosodic phenomena combined with other aspects of

173
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the messagesemahtic, Syntactic, or rhetorical--in

order to convey distinct listener impressions.,

Various limitations of such an analysis were mentioned

at the outset, and it seems clear that interpretations

given are at.best hypotheses. At present, since there

exists no theory of interpretation against which

'alternatives could be measured, conclusions about the

'passages.seem more akin to literacy criticism (and

. subject to the same flaws) than they do to linguistic

analysis of a more atomic sore.

One way of checking remarks concerning the nature

of the interactions would be to utilize Gumperz' techniques,

in which Ambers of the community serve as judges of

ecorded passages.. As members are asked increasingly

s eclfic.questions, elicitatio procedures are developed

for collecting and interpreting instances of similar

interactions.. ks Gumperz (1982b:137) states, such

procedures. allow\the analyst "to relate interpretations

to identifiable features of message forM [in this case

prosody], (and) to identify chains of inferences... ."

The difficulty in using smilea method, in terms of
op.

prosody, is that such judges--and a great many linguists--

do not agree on what prosody means. 'Moreover, prosody

is below Ateners' awareness to such a degree that

there is no common vocabulary for speaking about it at

all. While listeners may recognize deviations from the

I 74
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4xpected: they may not be adept at,specifying just what

formal differences in a passage constituted the "deviation".

Such Oifficulties would necessitate gathering data from

a fairly large number of listeners in order :to examine

trends in their interpret&ion of a.passage.

In the present document,, paSsageg have been examined

by one listener (with help on some of the passages from

another). The goal of an integrative analysis seemed

to be most clearly achieved in looking at the passages

sequentialjy, regarding the contribution of the interviewer,

as well as the manner in which the different speakers

presented their answers to a complex question through

rhetorical structuring, However, to say that different

speakers use different rhetorical strategies in passages

analyzed may say little about their repertoire. For

example, on.a different occasion, Capitan might turn

out to use the litany-like rhetoric Franco displayed .

or Domin6, the tag-studded style of Capitan.

A further difficulty in the present method may

have been orgapizational; as Gumperz has pointed out,

prosody does not mean something as_tuatancesial.a..typa.4._...,

f.

but rather, prosody is one of the dimensions through

which contextualization occurs in an interaction.

Consideration of timing, contours, and potential language

differences .(separately) detracted from a contextually

4ntegrated view, and may have restricted the view of

175



'4\ 'conversatibnal inferencing between participants in

be eight passages.

In the most ideal of possible worlds, the eight

passages could have been chosen with more regard for

content similarity (e.g. all eight representing anslors

to the same question) so that the.contribution of

prosody to differentiating the interactions could have

170

been more salient, or easy to sort out. As it is, each

step of the interpretation is made somewhat tentatively,

since it is unknown how many dimensions of variation may

account for the observed distinctions in outcome, or-.

among listener timpressions
. The cumulative effect of

such-unknown factors is to leave the observ4tions

at a more surface level than they could be if more

baseline data on prosodic structuring or more control

for content were available,

Despite the preliminary nature of interpretations
. .

'in this 'report, it seems clear that some statements of

previous analysts are supported and others are simply

untenable. . For example, it seems very likely that

-jtiffergenerai statement concerning the distributional

.differences between Puerto Rican Spanish and English

may be more accurate than specific comments of other

authors (at well as Jones) concerning the specific

prosodic inventory. At the moment, it seems very risky

indeed to state that any contour type never appears in
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either, of the languages or .111-..the ,speech of the community

under study. However, with'itore directed research 'using-

Gumperz' elicitation methods, it may be possible to say

that some prosodic shapes ift a particular context do

not carry the _same inferential weight. or imply .the same

'discourse consequences among these bilingual speakers

as they would amongjion-community members who spoke

exclusively English. In The present set of data, it

is Capitan's use of accept placemOnt'which may represent

rNamLexample of such a difference.

In future studies, another potential direction

could be to look for instances in which problems in

negotiating the 'frame of inerpretation' exist. Hints

of such situations were found among the presene data

set (e.g., in Nelo's sessions). It seems likely that by

narrowing the focus to these (perhaps) extreme situations,

and by collecting numerous listener reactions, trends

\of interpretation could be found. McGregor's suggestion

as
A

to discovery methods for the role of prosody and

his apparent cynicism as to the outcome would be important

-to bear in mind. Agreement on interpretation outside

the 'context of the ongoing interaction may never be

approached by an after-the-fact analysis. When possible,

it w be important to compare the-impressions of

actual participants to those interpretations developed

bAnalysts later on.

;
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Likewise, it could be possible to narrow the

focus to certain genes of interaction (e.g.,

narratives) searching for common an div.argent,trends

across speakers in .the prosodic contributions to

framing, moving, and capping a narrative 'story-line.'

By concentrating on such talk,across community members,

however, the analyst might tend to slight those regulative

functions of prosody' in. less monologue-style discourse
.7

(e.g., gaining and ceding the floor in multiple speaker

interchanges). Such uses mightalsd differ cross-

culturally and affect the success of communication

(Cf. Penfield).

While a narrowing of focus would seem ta be a

'profitable approach in futurettudies of prosody-in-'

'conte)c,t, i7aT.iatiop in this aspect of language (as

Bolinger has been observing for many years) is along

a continuum which cannot be neatly circumscribed by
I1

0

a small set of categories. This observation seems

even more apt when considering the role of prosody

in cross - cultural communication, or in examining

community-wide similarities and differences in the .

'centextualization' achieved through prosody as well

aa other devices.

It seems likely that studies of prosodic contributions

to discourse meaning may profit imbst'from a combination

of analytic methods, using elicited interpretations in

addition to participants' judgements of 'what is happening'.

1 78
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'L4ke observations of non-verbal communication, much of
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prpsodic vaniCatiOwseemsto fall within certain situational

limits. Thetasks confronting the analyst include not
4

only describing the limits -in-context, but how they

contributeAo the flow of the interaction, and what

it mans when uthey are ignored.

On.the_other hand, prOsodic choices (like lexical'

ones) mAy4be unprgdictable-,',and thOe non-formulaic

,uses conQtitute a considerable challenge for the speaker
-

rigli different language, as well as for the analyst.
_

'. They ace not-necessarily "attitude" (Cf:
.

Ladd), but
.,.

they 'are.interpAted;at timesasif they were.

It ' 114

Atkhe moment, it.seems most fedsible to tOncentrate

.on t'h more formulaic usee'df prosody,, since these may

'1
be gunconscious, yetheY coaributeto presuppositions

about the nature c a discoutse.in crucial ways. They

are -41qp,likery' to stand out Lf*they occur to parallel

fashion in a speaker's discourse in either language, as
. 0

,in Cep.it an's tagd. Gut per and other.. inguists have

recently,A3t4te'd_that much more of languagei;uSe is formulaic
4

4

* than' had been AevioUslY'aisumed and hat such formulas

bear,imilOrtantross-cultural,differe ce,s.
.

Whilu"'Cdki:tlAts tags may be indeedia.plbbeian and

peripheral instance of such formula's, it seems likely that4k._,
,more complex 14taneslitaxist which-could be discovered *7

f ' ...- AK . , .
-..--..'

.through a combination of elicitatigio;and fqedback methods.°

0.kr'r:

o
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.4

Certainly, there is more to the contribution of prosody

than formulas, but such.utterances'6ffer a starting

place from itch further steps in the investigation can

be taken.
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Appendix (from Bennett 1981) Notational symbols

V

f.
1E0
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Prosodic Features and Transcription Symbols

1. Tone Group #'

a. Minor Tone Group Boundary: 1- He took the bookland he threw it

b.. Major Tone Group Boundary:0 I gave it to

2. Nuclear Tunes
.

4

a.' Falling: high-fall: word

low-fall: word

....1

b. Rising: 'high- rise: word

low-rise: word
.../

c. Complex: \
word'

.fall -rise: word

mekoP

rise-fall-rise: word

d. Level: word

3. Register Shifts

a. .Upward register shift: I7;7n Bob said get, out of here
o

b. poWnward register shift: pain who isn't coming.today

4. Tempo. Changes ,

4. Increased tempo: acc. (accelerando

b. Decreased tempo: rail. (rallentando)

5. Dynamics

,a. louder, loud

b. softer, soft

6. Stress

a. Very high Stress: WORD

b. High stress:. word

c. Low stress; word'

°IA

9
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Appendix 2: Transcripts of 4 speakers interviews
"(English and Spanish)
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Transcript of Capitan's tape: Representative
Spanish portion of intervie

(Tape B 121 a, lines 73-81)
178

Duration -40 spc.

The interviewer has asked a general question abols conditions on the
block and C.apitin has responded that things aren't getting any better
because people don't cooperate with each other. He is elaborating on this
point after some intervening comments by' Franco and Nelo.

'\ .5,d AC: rIrd. vive un poquito meior todo.,mundo lo quiere.fi
2:_ _TT. le-1

$4ep -4"bn3: MI. le da un' consejo a un lauchacho Ly el padre be dice,^ rail-
4: Co me le de izagja a los euachachos. 71 sec. v...3 !Ob.!'

(Kt

5: jTe des cuenta cern° 9,?,
,- I: 6: ire dicenTellib?/

C: 7:.1. 7,-Clanta-fuh-riinta genre han venido rqui?
F; 8: (He's right to sprvive, right ?)

9: 11,intosC progr i,amas han echado por el 2122 aqu iejo?il 1 sec.

I: 10: as? : Hu? (directed torratco?)
C: 11: LCuantos programs !:an

eN
12: .Programas hpe-;,s viejoldiste?il

ill&A

X: 13:' (What is it. life- )

echadopor,e1 2112 aqui.

0:.14: reCram)
estqy diciendo,41,1,aa el pro-/mira-'

145: .Yo quisiera .que el hervaho mio nue est5 en Puerto Rico estuviera.
16: Porque el es riefe' autouStico de todo el programa completo, ederalse=====agei

aen Puerto Rico.fi l sec.

17: HO
Is 04

18; Pero ese Ileabeloiste,(1 1 1 sec.

19: -Y to tiene a todo el mundper alit/eon la machete.' en la our9..1:011,44
00^%20: I.W....41c,Einvea el humma simijef completo del programa us qua Uds.

4P-1
att.

tienen. I

Microfilmed From
BOO Available Copy 1.84
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Transcript of Capiten's tape; Representative 4 179
English portion of interview

(Tape B122b, lines 2530-2554)

Durarior°2 min, 4 sec.
. Pt

,---

I: 1: Wir;;* do a heat life? I.

......

C: Oh; when you are retired, man. You ( ) work, work./

-1-. ;AM:. "
3: You (are) retired, you live ..4124t./ ockin on-a woik N

...... att. SN
it:. When youlEilyour kids,Iyou are al, you ow what I mean ?R

5: You finish you with your kids,/right4
...t .../

, I: 6: No.

in
C: 7: You're finished with your kids alreadviporque losf17.ds estan grandes4

...-% n
.1: 8: Right. ,

'MA
C: 9: They Eii. it to me.1 CLIon't have to give nothing to them'.(

a Irtg. sa-ft
10: But I still lovin' them,F11 .

snmnp!.-.'

1! 11: M-hm.
.....

C: 12: t CM.1 in my h'esadllec-My
-'

(9 second pause)

13: ri757yo me plied() nedirare you going to ask tomorrow?1.51".

14: Good life,lwork, I )1' that's all:ll
mmam

*am
I:. 15: So you would say/that for vou,/the only thing that you want/for the

_us& of your life

16: is toretirelto live.lonv4
"-'1411 oid

.C: 17: Be quiet,/ nice peaceful, man. I sait,,,01
on

.*
.).i.B! After all these Ye ars- sixty year s/ wor144ric like a- (tut M

19: Oh,r17/1Lque to cr
wonaec.

20: ril,;;;; you get.oldlit's different you know.(

21: Tagotta-ehlwhole aitor .Z 41

22: Oh, you are a young jsa/you are thirty-two /lArld

4" isec.
23: Here I am,SiatT years flin

1g
4"

.

24:( What can I 57.7e, that's ALL' I viriTtta um!
.1..... A

r 25: riap the. other LiTs1124go see
0
thrii

rim1 f .
iii....

.

26: Somebody needs some lame II give it to him Iblah, blah, blah, p711.511
.....

i -...

single rasi&ipaci.
44) e-

1

Microfilmed From. 185

Best Available Copy
iTNNN #4010Nemill.,

.4
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English transcript continued) Lan

. ., 1
8 mrsec.27: Live ,I with my wife alone.' Hy kids.=me& IA

v't 41 2 aec28: Wrn Lo.2.1. get pick up the sixties I Fen you pick up the sixt ies i viej o

29: you no have to worry about tzthijin man,/ d4c

N t kr rtilfi:tseA

30: you .are rol7 enough to 'know what everything's going on ,I OK? 11
...--,

...1 ...,

/

SI

MiCrOflIMPr!
Beet Avaiidi y

S.

J_SC
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TransCript of Franco's tape; Representative

Spanish portion of interview
(Tape B 28a, lines 1443-14541

DuratiOnal min, 12 sec..

I: -1:Mmoaplicaria qui qUiere decir ser Puertorriquefio?)1

"."`
F:' Pi4aria?

I: 3:. Laimo plicarialqui quieredecir ser puertorriqueno4
eitni WOF: 4:

3. sec.
. 'ser pottoriquetio es.

I
...hater puertotriquefio es ilen.a15afioll

''
;LT

I: 6: Si.
4 sec.

/

!,'
F: -7:frilimeroprvoy a decir que-forsoov puertorrinue60.1

8: porque tads puertorriquefiotsun boricus.1
.....

lsec.

oni

9: YairligOs a hablar de boricua a hablar de tai no.
1 sec.

no. 1

.." 1:5' ''' rail.10: si vamos-altxplicarlo2d=
il

." rip' .'

11: pntonce1,1117=lo puertorriquefiles(que eres decie)que to eres de-1.y rat rall12: de Is isle de Puerto 'Rico7. I
"11-7

13: Entiendes?11
rd.

14:117puertorriquefio

c.eN

de la familia de boricuas .tainos."

".
15: I.E22 es un puertorriqueno.g

eist16: Es en-que esti en is luchalaqui en eljbarrio,/.en is isle. 5.0ma

17:1177npuertorriqueficisique.tomos humanas.11-

13:LEso es un puertorriquenol'uno que siempre esti-20n- I
or""

s .!1-19: t;de nacinly.donde estin sus utag
1

1
ec.

11M.'
v es un puertorriquefio.

.........,
20:17so es un ?uertorriqueno,'uno que estudielF que-- que guba lv

Iatt.

Il1isec.

VI
I

.1r44.
rail.21: y que ly que mire pa' atria.

eNAL(..

221.210 es un puertorrtqueno, mujer chombre.1

. 23:1110 as un puertorriqua4p.).secs.

.1.ra 11.
I: 24: M -hm. .

.,

, .4111
/(144.)

P: 25: Te loirafest6 bien,lo mal?1

'1: 26: No.lesta bien.11

F: 27: O.K.
44

`

Bestest v

187



Transcript of Franco's tape: Representative.
182English portion of. interview

(Tape1128a, lines 1530-47).

Durationml min, 3? sec.

ltriZit- are' Crsat would you aayare some Puerto Rican attitudes and befiefs?l seclsimm==mmm sF: 2: My attidelor other Puerto Ricans'?"
mo (keit)

I: .3: Puerto Ricans in gewal,lyeah.1
?hat would you sa would be some

4: Puerto Rican attitudes and be!esiin gegralAis

1"71.7.T.

F: orOK,Ithe majitytof the' Puerto Ricans,iluh,5
1 im opinion ?j

I: 6: Yeah.

F: 7: OK, uh,R7majotitv of Puerto Ricans'
====1==i'

.5 sec8: have a 1_21 of um
.

..1%
9: Yankee in them,10K? sec.

10: And uh
a 5ste

oli.

11: irlotta Puerto Ricans are
k..,:'*.N: =4,401.
r in e

sec.
y

,

understandl
1
Q
sec.

12: And7 ecs'ancidon't-1
Iroll "L' 2.5 sec13: There could be more unity,

14: but there's a 1:C-a Puerto .-/
c.Ricanslas justidon't put a chain togetherl

15: There's a -'

lid
16:117;have a ligh.of intelligent Puerto Ricans,'

etc. le valet
r...II.. 6%....4

ei.!% 017: buc
2

.

siec.
they'll never get nowhere without no unity.H

..,,,

m%

"
18: luknow,Ithat's my belief."

.....

I: 19: M-hm.

Ft 20: Like right now, they'll say that they want arZte,coq

MICrOf I

Best AV'

there.
assume

21: The ::=10that's what they say.'
I n

22:117r me,11 don't mask it to become a stare. 1A51,

23: Like I said befay4,11 don't nil. to b4r1

24: I don't vent di colony from Spain, 1 don't want no,colonylfrom %where;
0.10A.

251 You know what I 6.800
est, Iwo

26: I believe that wephildhave our s» police.1 we could have our own-

government , I

.the Puerto Ricans ever

,

w^''' 1.51(4.21: ste-ri:'re not dummies! #

ti
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(Franco, English transcript continued}

I: 28: M-hm.

F: 20: You know what I mean?
wct.

I: 30: M-hm.
ea,

F: 31: We could do the tame thing.) We could haverrcllntists,I

32: we could haver57tors,lwe could have an yth inaduh, any other country
...

33: could have.g

I: 34: M-hm.
4 secs.

. All right.
0.N ^),

Microfilmed From
Best Available Copy
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Transcript of DominO's tape: Representative
English portion of interview

(Tape B27a, lines 1706-ff)

Duration -1.5 min.
0\ e%

sliviaioq in the Puerto Rioan cOmmunity,itirlia the. Puerto'
1: 7s7there a

184

RicatPCommunity,/

2: between Black and White Puerto Ricansql

D: 3: Yeah.

I: 4: Yes,1 sec. you rtiiink zo11

D: 5: Yeah', I think so.). (trtsk,lew)

....
I: 6: How would you-I

7: Can you explain what you mean by thatiTec.

v..- eD: 8: Well,Grie time? s 1 cs. I recall this particular incident
secs.

flit. !.
.

I

1 ".- 3 secs. - .... n9: that rec. .,

this fellow who is a little I -4Sp
.e.0% rag.

10: I'd say more Indian- looking, I

11: more brown
2.1

than me
5 secs.

ah-===me
el

12: was. courting, this
2 secs.

White Puerto.Rican girl. 11.

5 secs.

13: Anil I heard'

14: (Lwrt71.9 is comments" secthrough the neighborhood)

I: 15: M-hm
.

ec,s 1,5
i

'7 4D: 16: that'
:

thev said' rec.'t
hat they didn't want no Black : n the famiiy. 1

secs.
..- 1

'10 2 secs. 1 ec .. .4° 1.5 sec.. 2 secs.17: I've also heard 1

i
that f in the Universities 1 in Puerto Rico

.--
,

18:: in regard to the fraternities
2

I

secs.
.0".

19: that there is also a color distinction.3
====.

4"-"N

I: 20: M-nm.

D: 21:. Like I said, this is all hearsay,lbecause I haven't ane there since I camp'

here,'

01 1

'10 2 secs.22: and I came here when I was very 22114,1so I yeallT don't know.

23: Right

D:924: ilia' the first incident that I mentioned, it was-1 sec.
20=1

25: LI.could sayithere is a 44initek distinction,3dI ge""

I: 26: All right.
%.$

From
it-Available Copy
1 90
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I: 1:

D: 2:

I: i:

D: 4:

5:

I: 6:

D: 7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

Transcript of DominO's tape: Representative .

185Spanish. portion of interview

(Tape B24a, line 12587:ff) ...

Duration-1 min 62. sec.
10 tee.

zr:smo explicaria que quiere decir (el) ser puertortiquefios? 11

.." ..

12.2ue quiere decir ser puertorriquenol

ti-hm.
7 sec.

o's sEso as dificil pa' decir.
1
i
sec. peeo..6 ecs

. 1 'ao de ser puertcariqueliol
I. ace. 'I

qua aunquere7 a decir que uno sea nacido a qui2.51secs..es un orgullol you know.11
- '

Yeah. (TAPE SIDE ENDS HERE AND TOPIC CONTINUES)
1 st46

1 sec.
.."Le da orgullo ser yvertorriqueeolespecialmentelcuandoleh-.otras personas

.....ma
...A. r.g2

'secs.
. ° 2 secs.de su rad cases ,hapen Sh,Ibuena(sY que

.... 01.
..1

contribiiyeri a la Comunidad.1

Hacen contribucionee pa' la 'comunidad,1

para. el bienestar de la g:ilte.11

." i..---,, " L---"! '1 3(a110.3 secs. i -secs.
$ saben su lenguaje. entienden su.lenguaje, Ilo practican

r &II . .

Le ensehan a sus nitios los juegos,lcosas asi.lAh... SJC
.1

0.0 Ir-- ....... . I
Y realmente, no se como contester la preguntaq porque eq.

IVA

1 Std..

es un poco
"

Nunca me - !se ha confrontado con una pregunta asi,
1 sec.

17: Ts- enun stir.
2 secs.

I: 18: 11-:hm

191
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Transcript of Nelo's tape: Re enpaad tative 186

English portion of. interview
(Tape B22a, lines 1480-6)

Duration-2 min, 11 sec,

1: OR. r 50 you think you 'have to speak Spanish to,

N: 2: No.

.I: 3: Why? 1.5 sec.
.."

N: 4: our complexioniCause of I

-'7%
rill 4.

5: [Lou know,Iyou got a lot of Spanish people that look American.11 sec.
51:1

6: Olen you got a lot of Puerto :Ric-uh-" 446,
7: Spanish people that II don't care ..._what language they speak,' (chuckles)

^-, I oiv.ins)
.. -^. loud

8: you're Puerto Rican.II
f "'A9: LY.c.::u. got it in your face. I L(10- I don' t know) . II 1

10: Lrhey'll kn"ow. 2 secs..

I: 11: lao what do you mean? /You think it's -I

be Puerto Rican?

1

sec.

12: 17o- you're saving tube Puerto, Rican you don't need Ito speak Spanish?
I

.13: You just have toiripOk Puerto Rican? I

N: 14: 'tell., as far as I'm concerned.' a lot-=...
4 le 15: the majority, of themrgok Puerto Rican. 2iisets.

-I: -16: M-hm.

r::......,. N: 17: But a lot of them don't look Puerto Rican,land

18; they don 't have to speak Spanish Iso Ithev ' 11 icne3w they ' rirPuerto . 211s Ica.

M

n 1.......
"

I: 19: Ah, I don't understand.R
1 n .-

N: 20 LAh, you got lost. hm?
r1I: 21: I got loft, yeah. I Sax it again. (laurhs' a

.N: 22: 1122 it balk: (laughs)

I: 23: Let me have another one.

1
.1 (sok) ok

N: 24: No, rrou kiwi; mhap I mean, that 'they look-
.1

25: and they 1221,. Puerto Rican.

26: riZni don't even haveto atk theu'their nfaes.

4.

I: 27: M-hm
2 secs.

N: 28: IAA very iew,ittliey gotta-
.. 044

192
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Transcript of Ne lo's tape: Representative .English portion (continued)

29: jey have to speak to you Puerto Rican so you know.'

30: "Oh, you're Puerto R an ?'

selLt
ittpaii. I could never te11.1 Even your name is Englishlor

.%

32.: &You g-derstand now? g

I: 33: M-hm.

N: 34: But a 2.0.s of us,1 just by lookinK at you,

e% 435: LEse es puertorri.quefio.1 He's got in his.. f otehead.1 to tiene

31_,:you know, it's like. rFuerto Ri- ril;y know each other.'
;

5
27: Like you know your race.

l
H

38: 'Lit a lot of them,' you know,,1

187

escritolt

39: they really gotta' speak to you in Spanish' before you know they're Puerto

Rirclans.11

I: 40:
. ..ffefore you knowI

"1
41: Well, dci you think if they don't look Puerto Rican'

42: and they don't speak Spanish I they could still be Puerto Rican?
.-..

NeN
N; 43: IS;)nah, n_i; a minute! (Laughs) No, wait! I'

""1
44: You know, I don't know

==== 7/4 )1 I pick it up. I

45: It's something that you Icn2Ithat the guy is Puerto Rican.' sec.

t
46: I mean you could look Puerto Rican land not be Puerto Rican,:

2
47

311
; I don't 4nderstand that.11 (Laughs) (both 1,11' sec.

48: You understand?

1: 49: All right, I' gonna see. I don't loaow. I Well, I'll see if I understand.'

ie

4
4

I
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Transcript of Nelo's tape: Representative 188
Spanish portion of interview

Duration=1 min 38 sec.

I: 1: rr,Fomo explicaria qui quiere decir ser puertorriquenoq

'N: Uh..ser puertOrriqueno
1
7
5
quiere decir que uno 2201 en Puerto Rico, I

2 secs.

3: que esti registrado en Puerto Rico,
21 secs.

a". I
4: que estaba bautizado en Puerto Rico.'

5: LEso es que quiere decir sec pueriorriqueno.1
sat 41

I: 6: Pero yo nett y me trie aqui
'1.....

.r..,

7CLIatonces yo no sov puertorrIqueno.11
i

N: 8: NoltGATes un--
1 sec.

some 4.1scenti descent?
1 .d n .1.1

I: 9: Descendant."
1 _

"'",'
N: 10: Descendelde Puerto Rican family.1 1

sec.
.1

, 1 sec.....%

11: Pero naciste en Nueva York. a.....

I: 12: Pues, entonces vo no soy puertorriquend./
.--%

13: yo soy- II

w ...A.
...

N: 14: rues, CLAROJAITO. no-
1 (41.4)

I: 15: ( )

N: 16: Tu papa tu/mami son puertorriqueilos/f el
4

1
17 : m-rx. .1

N: 18: sonof des-Idescende de minl y papi,pueitorriqueod

n
19: pero nacidolen NuevalYork.4 54.1., f 40

I: 20: Rigtt. Pero entonces no soy Ouertorriqueriol
alt_t

N: 21: Nes, wor que 11.37(10.9i, s le-
-

l: 22: Porque
I.dvi'it

que una persona puertorriquefia
es .,

23: es.s6lanmnre una persnpa nacido en Puerto Rico. n

N: 24: frogroa y Cu paj sal puerrorriquqoa.11
Nua

I: 25: Si allos nacieron en Puerto Rico.#

.N:\ 26: Pero no quiere decir que t6 no eres puertorriquao. I Your nationality

27: es puerrocriqueno.11

7,
28: Pues entonces le x, es IO que estoy pregunt do.l.

194
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Nelo,-Representative Spanish portion of interview (continued)

Rt
189.

I:

N:

I:

N:

I:

N:

I:

N:

I:

N:

I:

29:

30:

31:

32:

.33:

34:

37:

38:

/9:,

40:
A

41:

42:

.

(cont'd) ;,Como es que to explic-1 explicarlas

puertorriquefio7

,

t

IA .

puettorriquefio lNorque mi mama y mi pap5 'son puereoe

o%
ovPues 17) s puertorriquello.11

qui quiere decir ser

n
Oh!(Iemd,ra.4) Que yo soy. .

1.-4.4

quenos. .1

, pues entonces-
..--

f.

1
Z34.4 d e + et I

--..

Entonces- eslpor los padres.1/
'1

Uh-huh.

Right
A

1 your mother and father.!''

Y familia4sor los padres y famili1 a.4
*

No,' no,1 tu mama y tu pimoi.11
vl .

}tams papaapi.4
(sat)

1. J '

....... .1-
Tu Rio pueie ser aleman y tu tla puertorriquena.

°
na . Ii

igual que tu tlo puertorriqueno y tu tla slem5n4a-- . % 4/7

M-hm.,

tit

IP .14

.*
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IV.* Discourse analysis

Discourse analysis as a field of -inquiry spans a.

tremendous range. It includes a number of klub-fields

(see Coulthard 1977), among them the logical analysis of

speech acts (Searle 1975, Grice 1975-, Warnock 1973) ;- 'the

ethnography of speaking (Basso 1972, \Bauman and Sherzer

1974; Hymes 1974, Bauman 1977); interactional and conver-

sational-analysis (Spier 1972, Sacks, Jefferson and

)40, SchegLoff 1974, Garvey 1977, Gumperz 1982); non-verbal

behavior (Kendon 1972, 1977, Duncan 1974); psychological

interaction (Sch9flen. 1973, Labov and Fanshel 1977);

literacy study (Chatman 1969, Hendricks 1973, Grimes 19757)

Thompson 1978);. and educational interaction (Cazden., John,

f and Hymes, 1972, Sinclair and Coulthard 1975, Erickson and

Schultz 1977, McDermott 1977).

As we explained in the introduction to this report, we

have (after considerable struggle) come o see the analysi

of course as critical to our 'understanding of social

communication. And yet we have been dissatisfied with the

approaches pursued thus far in this field. We have sought

here to question some of the foundations of this scientific'

practice and indicate ways in which it must be altered and

advanced.

The three papers presented in this section rely heavily

upon ethnographic and interpretive approaches in examining

the production of meaning relations and social relations

197
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in everyday discourse and interaction within the Puerto,

Rican community of East Harlem. In general, they explore.

ways of understanding lahguage use as communicative practice

evolved in response to changing social, political, and

economic conditions.,

The"first gaper critiques traditional research practices

and utilizes a preliminary analysis of a tape-recorded

casual conversation betveen twos male community residents

to illustrate south directiond '/or social and linguistic

theory that takes into account consciousness and ideology,
4

and their relation to cultural, political, and economic
.

formation In essence, p- sets the theoretical tone for

the: papers that follow.
. -

The 15econd paper takes up some. of these issues in the

analysis c). two. taped narratives produced by a young Puerto
-

Rican mothefilin interaction with the fieldworker. The

narratives are shown to be one means by which speakers

reveal their social ideology and perceptionof self through

their topic selection and performance.

The third paper elaborates further upon 'both the

theoretical and methodological contributions of the first

two an4 makes the necessary connections to human practice

and social struggle.': It reanalyzes the taped,interaction

presented in the first paper in order to focusupon the

way in which the differing discourse, behaviors of the,

two men reflect their differential experiences and

.1 a_.98
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4
responses to changing life circumstances: This variability

it oral styles is then linked to issues of literacy, the

demands of formal schooling, social values, 'and power

relations.

.1?

1
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THEORY AND PRACTICE It THE STUDY OF"DISCOURSE PRACTICES,
CULTURAL FORMATIONS: CONSCIOUSNESS, AND SOCIAL CHANGE

p.

Adrian Bennett and Pedro Pedraza, Jr,

1,0 Introduction.: Social sciences_ as. critique

We begin with certain understandings of the nature of

modern societies and of desirable goals for research:

1114

,

that there is an unequal distribution of power and knowledge

. in particular societies, such as that found in the U,S, today;

'(2) that this unequal distribution is detrimental to the

society, asa whole because it reproduces.basic contradiction'

that not only work against the freedom and interests of

powerless groups, but produce alienation at all levels of

society; an (3) that basic research needs to be defined in

relation to what it can contribute to the rectification of

--gueh--conditions. In this respect, our concern as regards

the development of an effective asocial science practice,

including in particular the study'of.human discourse and-

language use, is gummed up in. an unpublIshed_Oaper by Mary

.Pratt (1982):
MIR

Intellectual work under such objectives gives special
priority to identifying the workings of oppression iii
the specifics of social', material, and cultural life,
identifying actual and potentiAt points of resistance,
and seeking ways of making these points of resistance
politically productive so that they result in pro-
gressive change and tun0 sformation,.1

202
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This view of social.Sdiencesis opposed to the perspec-

tive that the firstzoal-of social" science 'is to provide a

refledtion of the social world which stands in a neAtxal

position with respedt to that world, In that view, descrrip

and explanation are'separate research domaIns, and bne

fundamental principle for judging the validity of descriptions

and explanations is that the investigator must maintain a

neutral, unbiased stance toward those aspects of the social
e.

world to be described and explained, A major strategy for

achieving that neutrality 4 to separate the social world'

into levels or domains which haveheif own integrity and

can therefore be studied separately from one another,

Within such an approach, a primary mettiOdologidal con-

cern is the attainment of verisimilitude, i.e, -those des-

criptions and explanations which are most faithful to mem-

bers rblAt accounts and behaviors-are considered most adequate

Evaluation of social phgnomena should reflect members' evalu-

ations, which may be described and compared but not critiqued

by the investigator, who must maintain neutrality in order

to retain status as a scientist.

A considerable sophistication in methods of investiga-
O

tion and analysis has been Achieved in Certain areas of

authropology.and sociolinguistics, particularly on the level

of detailed studies of face-to-face interaction and oral and

written texts. In many cases, the methodological sophistication

203
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cannot'be considgred merely the result of ingenious uses

of new technologies,.but itself reflects a considerable

advance in'theoretical understanding of how members con-

stitute themselves as participants insocial activity'..

However,. theSe methods have not been,successfully

applied tokhe study of larger social domains, such.as the

study of the institutions, classes,- and other sectors of

society whose interactions' are of crucial importance for 4
5 '

understanding how current inequalities in the distribution

Cl 4

of'knowledge and power are reprodui:marbyl members-,themselves,

Studies of large-scale phenomena--such as economic forces,

migration patternS, political4evelopments, changes in

employment and'educatiOn patterns, and publAC.policy--may, a ,.

themselves be faulted for failing cky:show how these phenomena

are reproduced and how they may be reIated,to e actions 'and

experiences of individuals. Large-scale studies tend to

produce an impression that social forms and social change

are determinedoby impersonal forces beyond the coritrol of

tndividuals, as if decision6, conflicts, confrontations,

changesi) and policies were nd't actually produced by humans

themselves.

This impression seems. corroborated by micro-studies of

interaction which deal prilharily. with personal relations

betWeen individuals,, no one of which has much .control over

large-scale social processes, Whereas macro studies tend.

,
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to take human agendy entirely-for grante, micro stud. ies
.

of interaction restrict the study of agency to a description

of the communicative choices made by individuals to construct

,particular social :situations, The array of communicative

choices is taken for granted and treated as,a more'Or less

neutral phenornqa, or rather as one which is ent ely

relative to given local situations. More important y, the

continued division of these so-called levels of analysts-

produces a social science which is not able to realize its

potential for contributing to ieaningful and Progressive.

social 'change.

The resolution of the dilemina will require a critical

44 analysis of.the historical development%pC academic research.

Such a critique would frame the study of evolving paradigms,

models, and theories within given fields. This would take

place within, the context of the developing relations between

academic institutions and other sectors of society which

provideoboth the funding and the audience for the research

and teaching conducted by those institutions. It is not
1

our pultpoe to provide such an analysis here. However, we

do suggest that it would need to be framed within Ve context

of.a critique.of,the distribution of power and knowledge

within the total society itself. Essential to such an

investigation would'be a critical questidning of the neutral

positioning, 'f the social .scientists, We suggest that, in
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V
fact,0the failure to examine this positioning.const.itut;s

limaj r obstacle to providing a unified analysis of macro

and m cro levels of social phenomena;

)An immediate implication of this view is that whqn%
, 4

contradictions in the social world are encount red in th

course of an investigation, eheir resolutio is not merely

an int llectual'problem to be solved on the level of scientific

theory, but.is also a practical matter to be resolved by .*

engaging in practical action, Another way. of putting this

is to say.that the resolution is not merely a theoretical

issue but a practical one requiring the social scientist

to acknowledge his or
Aher-participatiori in that social world

and to examine critically the implications of that partic-

ipatioh,

Looking at social science in this way places the

scientist in an active and pOssibly vulnerable role with

respect to the rest of the social world. It is essential

that both theory and methods be carefully articulated4so

that their presuppositions and implications can be made

available for critical and open discussion, not only between

researchers, but.between researchers and the subjects of

their research as well. In order to open up such a

discussion, it is imperative that researchers begin to

articulate the relations between their ontological,

epistemological, and methodological viewpoints within a

206
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frameworkthatbegins by questioning the ideological.

foundations of researchers' and subAects'ipositioning within

_society.

A
To indicate some of. the issues we feel need t6 be

discussed,

briefly,

we will consider. each of these three areas

'Following 15-bis-'discussion,.we. will present a segment

of taped interaction, suggesting the kids of queStions our

own theoretical and methodological views might lead us to

ask.

2.0 The relations between ontology, epistemology, methodology.

2,1. Otto logy
7

oj Ontoliigy does not, in our view, only entail the

Ai- study of being or beingi, but alsoaises questions about

how-what is come robe. We would also suggestthat social

reality is fundamental sand primary for humans in that it

forms the ultimate horizo'n within which all knowledge and

understanding of the nature of reality is prouced, Therefore,

an ontology of social relations is logically prior to all

other oritologies., and is our chief concern here.

A social ontology must give ari account, of the basic.

entities and structures of social existence, such as persons

and institutions. It.should also provide a basis for

examininOind interpreting social piocesses, social inter-.

action and historical development, Any such ontological

perspective will have strong implications for our views'

207
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of knowledge and for our methods, as social scientists,

for producing knowledge,
. "

'Ontology is itself a historical production, That is,

different ontologies may be appropriate or possitle.for"

different historical situations. Our view is that ontology

must begin with air account of human beings As agents who

* ..produce their own conditions through cooperation and/or

'conflict, For example, prevailing Views.about the relations

between nature, person, and social group are different in
# ,industrial urban osocieties and in various agrarian societies,

as are (it should be noted) the relations between laborers,

their work, and the products of their work, Different

ontologies, appropriate to different social conditions,

provide quite different frameworks for the categorization,

interpret ion, 'and explanation of events, as well as for

develOping strategies and practices for social change.

In Order to construct an ontolozy that can provide the

basis for a critical social science appropriate to current

historical conditions, five themes are of particular interest.

I,These are:

(1) consciousness

-(2) the human subject and human agency

(3) the relations between cultural and

ideological formations

(4) social, politiCal, an* econ&mic formations

(5) language and other communicative systems.
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Each of these themes can be thought of as providing fields

for focussing our.concerns and framing questions that can

help us develop a critique of our social understandings

by problematizitig them,

For example, we agree with phenomenologists and ordinary

language philosophers (cf, Ricoeur, Gademer, Wittgenstein)

that consciousness consists of intentionalities that are

5 related to each other in a variety of ways. We also agree

with a. further suggestion that these philosophers usually

r

make, which is *that consciousness is grounded in social.

relations. They have developed this idea particularly in

showing the implications it has for our conceptions of meaning

and language, If-consciousness is constituted thriUgh

language and other symbol systems, then the analysis of

language ought to give basic insight into the nature of

consciousness and knowledge,

Paulo Freire, in an essay called "Extension or Communication"

'makes all these points in the Trowing statement:

The thinking subject cannot think alone. In
the Act of thinking(about the object, she/he
cannot think without the co-participation of
another subject. There is no longer an "I
think," but "we think." It isthe "we think
which establishes the "I think" and not the
contrary. This co-participation of the
subjects in,the act of thinking is communication,
(p. 137)

Freire agrees wlth the phenomenologists up to this point,,

but he moves beyond them in. the rest .of his essay by arguing

2i9
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for a much larger perspective that would change our notion"

.of context by expanding our concern w1.11 context to a

concern with the social totality (i.e. the material conditions,

economics, history, social relations, etc.). Basic questions

need to be asked and 'thust'inform whatever research practices

we can develop, Those questions include, for example,

(1) What is the mature ofthat social totality,

of the relations within- it?

(2) What moves d'ilatttotality.toward particular

futures?

(3)1 How did the social totality come to be as

we find It.today?.

Both ardinaw language philosophers and phenomelogists

recognized that their arguments about language and mind

4presupposed beings capable of agency, that is, of consti-

tuting their own relations. Three very important questions

included in our understanding of agency, are:

(1) What *axe the conditions and constraints

within which agents negotiate and enact

choices?

(2) How were these conditions produced, and how

. are they reproduced today?

(3). What is our understanding of our'social

conditionso, how is that understanding produced,

and how can we improve that, understanding?
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Where-relations of unequal power make up a-significant

part of the social tAality, answers to these questions

becom problematic, at least within the context ot either the

empiricist:bent of the ordinary language philosophers, or

the idealist leanings of the phenomenologists. In either

case,he validation of knowledge has been a stumbling block,

whether the final reference points are to be found in "lan-

guage frames" and "forms of life," or in what phenomenologists

call "world," Inboth cases, the social totality constitutes
1

the basis for knowledge, Yet, neither ordinarylnguage'

philosophers nor pheonomenologists haveattempted to examine

the social world as a totality historically produced. by
P

human beings through their interactions. Such interactions

utilize symbolic systems which are themselves created by all

the human agents who use those systems.

Symbolic systems, such as language, make available to

those who use them, certain relations A meaning and certain

social relations. Where social relations involved relations

of domination and subordination--inequalities of. power--the

available distourse forms are likely to have been penetrated

by, or constituted around, Contradictions'whose full nature

is difficult tocomprehend, These contradictions are hard

to =cover because bur discourse practices themselves

conceal those contradictions and the relations between various

kinds of contradiCtions, Put simply, subjected peoples, like
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anyone else, may assume values and beliefs which run counter
to their best interests. The constraints on their under-.

standing and practices will be different than those in the
\dominating group, as well as those with a broader under-
standing of history and society.

2.2. ,Epistgplogy

These ontologi'6U1 questions and concerns already consti-
tute a concern with epistemology. By arguing that in a-

discussion of consciousness, human agency must be placed in

110

the context of an unders anding of the social whole, we
have already Oplied a view of the nature of culture,lt,v

-ideology, and lalpage. This view frames our epistemology.
Our argumenttresupposes

an epistemology in which
,knowledge is viewed as a social production, carried on by

utilizing available discourse forms or modifying these to
-suit particyldr purposes, We view the validation of
knowledge as a sociapractice,

not simply based on the
verification of observation through

controlled-measurement
of- 'perceptions.' This latter view, the view of classical
empiricism, presupposes that there can be a'level of awareness
called "perception" that is not a social

production. It
also presupposes that knowledge is valid to the extent that
it can be judged neutral to human interests, Our view is
empirical as well, but we believe that perceptual phenomena
are not neutral and cannot provide the.batis for value-free

.
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social science. Rather; knowledge can be validated only

through practice and across historical, time (a point which
.

at regot one-)heno -cdogist, i,e, Paul icoeur, has also

)argued).

This means that we do not view knowledgekas 'merely'

relative.tQ....tee knower's,situa but rath*r as historically

. produced by the social interaction of humah agents. We

would subscribe, then,. to Michel Foucault's view that academlk
o

disciplinesconstitute discourses with particular possibilities

for deieloping knowledge, possibilities constrained by, re-

,lations of "Amer within the social whole, Knowledge in

.,social science research is prolduce'd within the 'framework of

certain allowable forms of discourse. These forms are

themselves connected to relations of power within the social

totality. This implies that research methodology includes

p4rticipation in th

Arivolving certain

social relations,

2.3. Methodology

construction of certain forms of discourse,

ossibilities f r 15roducing meanings and

..

It is difficult to define scours but we believe any

'definition'should include an understing of.symbolic sys-

tons, not only ,in terms of structures, but in terms of the

reciprocal constitution of r,4tions'of meaning and social

reletions.'Discourse, defined as particular kinds of human

interaction, is itself sustained by the process of consti-
.
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tuting meanings and social relations. Culture needs to be
understood as historically produced through discourse within
th& context of specific social conditions. Where these
conditions put people in politions

of'contradiction pre-
venting the 4p11 development of. individual- 'abilities and',

Icultural resources of the community and therefore wasting
.

human resources, a primary issue is to find ways to gain
insight into the foimation of consciousness around those
contradictions.

Specifically, we are interested iri.what Paul Willis
(author of Learning to Labour) calls "cultural penetrations"
and "limitations." We want to gain. insight into the extent
to which members are able to penetrate to the foundations
of their own social conditions',"and theextent,to which
there' are on the developtent of such an understanding.

cf.
Discourse analysis can play, a role in producing this under-
standing only if our theory of knoWlddge is grounded in an
analysis of society. Meanings and social relations are
reaffirmed, reproduced, undermined, transformed through
discourse, Those 'processes also affect the formS of discourse
though not necessarily-in direct and simple ways that can

be captured by saying meanings and social relations "cause"

discourse to take certain forms. It world be fair to say
that forms of dislourse may also constrain the production
of meanings of social relations in specific ways, about which

4
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we knovL very little as yet,

.0`

Any scientific epistemollOrmust be continual] subject
so

to .critical investigation, We suggest that' methodologies

must bequestioned where. knowledge is producedby researchers.
.

Only in: concert with other researchers and proTessionals.

An important array of interests reprepented by -the communities

- from which subjecti for study are drawn needs to be incorporated

into the research from the beginning, This implies that

"subjects" of study cannot be 'constituted as such by researchers'

' interests alone, and that these interests need to be made

available for critical discussion, We especially see the ,

necessity of,a discussiorf of how interests-are reflected in

the ontologicabl, epistemological, and methodological foun-

dations of a research project, Knowledge must be produced

in collaboration with su4ects, It,is of particular importance

to us that certain traditionally excluded interests be given

a votice in the processes'of knowledge production in our

society. Discourse analysis can take this an immediate goal.

l_f Discourse can be seen as a field for the investigation

of subjects' understanding of their own social and historical

condiprols, as well as the limits of that understanding, This

is a p ry goal of the analysisthat will be presented here.

Ou?goal necessitates loolting at theproduction of meaning

relations and social relations together, To do this, we

must avoid arbitrary divisions between 'micro' and 'macro'

contexts, since our concern is to reveal both the penetration

215
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into everyday life of societal" processes and subjects'-'

response to those Onditions. ,It is out of the relations

between persons, mtanings and the, social whole, as produced

by htu4an agents, that structures emerge, As Barnett 'and

Silverman in ,their book Ideology. and Everyday Life say,:

"understanding structural tendenties requires that we include

meaning both in.symbolic form and in social action, in the

same analytic universe" (p,24)

While we cannot claim to have, worked out the details

of a method'olpgy that would facilitate the accomplishment of

this- goal, we can give in the next sectionan example Of what

we would-want to say ahout a given discburse, one that happens

to involve face-to-face interaction, and.of the questions

we-would want to raise,. In our discussion, we will first

proviide a description of the local cont4it and give some

indicationsliof the participants' social positions. Following

that we will give' a"detailed interpretation of the segment

attempting in certain sections, .to show relations between, social

ag.tions, meaning's and social history, We.will conclude our

analysis with a diScusgion of certain structural 'tendencies-',

and the kinds of questions about structure our social ontology

permits us to raise,

3.0 An analysis of discourse in relation to cultural forma-
tion- and consciousness.

3.1 Background

The two speakers in the exchange (see transcript at end
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article) have been known to the fftldworker for over five

years (more than- twp at the time of the taping), They

participated in a number of differept interactions with the

fieldworker. In some (e.g, interviews), the investigator

defined,the.setting and intexactional relationshipa,

on other occasions (like the following), the subjects or other

factors defined'the social situation.

The interaction takes place on the stoop of a building,

a,public space, and the mood Is informal and egalitarian.

One participant is Pedro (P), the investigator, The' other
v

subjects, Eduardo (E) and Cano (C) , are long-tye resident's
-

of our saltpleneighborhood/combunity and share a common

history. Both men migrated to New York from the same town

in Puerto Rico, Cano as akyoung adolescent and Eduardo as

a young child. They are about two years apart 4n age and,

have known each Other for about 15 years, At one point,

they had even lived-together,

However, while they share a great deal, they also differ

in some significant ways. Eduardo is dark-skinned, was

married to a Black woman, went up to the twelfth grade in

high school, and is fully bilingual. He is employed as a

hospital technician. Cano, on die other hand, spent only

a short time in the school system in New York and never made

it to high school. He is Spanish dominant, light-skinned,

previously married to a.Puerto Rican woman, and unemployed.

10

itv
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3.2 Thematic Progression
, .

To begin with, we will.provide-a b.r:i!ef,characterizatiOn,

of the thematic progre-ssion, of ads segment of talk.

Thematic progressioniinvOlves agents taking up partic-

ular positions in interaction with respect to one another

and to soci,al.phenomena such vaiues andlnterests, ideo-.1

logies ,'institutional'arrangemehts, and distribution of'power.
0 -

and knowledge. "Taking up positions" in this content is

another way of saying that.people.produce particular re-

rations through their interactions: Certain kindOof social

relations imply particular possibilities for developing
,'-

',.meaning relations. But meaning relations have inany given

stretch,qf discourse time, certain implications for social
4

relations. Coherence'may be viewed as a function of.both

together, and so-called structural properties which emerge"

. in the analysis can be seen not only as a p;oduct of the

participAnts, but *al
ts

o a'reflection.ofthe.ontologiCal

assumptions of our analysis.

In this segment of interaction, there is considerable

negotiation between participants over particular directions
S

to be taken in the development of toples, while certain basic

features of interpersonal relations which have already been

worked out,.-at least between Eduatrdo & Cano--are held more

or less constant. For example, they do not. question the

relationship o'f equality and comradbship in which they share

23.8
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.certainbakc values and.interests, despite other social. and
A ,

personal differences.. What is more.directly at issue'.for.

Eduardo and Cano is a negotiation of specific directions for

the development of topics; There is aAension between them.

.

on this level that moves topic development in somewhat oppOsing

directions;,

For us as analysts, undei.standing how this tension is

produced and4the strategies.participants develop to deal with

it has inpO tart implicat-;.on3 for our interpretation of the

cultural and ideological foundations 'of the participants'

consciousness. This consciousness as produced here is both

a reflection of and a reflection on the 'social and historical

situation, in which the participants find themselves,

The positions they takeup.here -can. be thought of in

terms of relations to a system o5. value in modern industrial

societies where the value of all human labor is determined

by its contribution to the taking And accumulation of profits.

r

In this system, human productive skills, goals, and humans

theinselves can be-defined.as commodities which ca be exchangetd ., -

-p- .

for each other. This system is, implied in the, exchange between

Pedro and Eduardo in-turns 1-3, and some aspects are draWn

closer to the foreground by Canos in turns 5-and 8.

0,
Other aspects- are product of our social theory. Part'

of the process'of interpretation involves making connections

between our social: ontology and the participants' understanding'

f their.social. conditions'and of their part.in reproducing

.11
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or changingthese conditions. The interface of out and our

participant's social theories cannot be directly explicated

here, but we hope souie.aspects will becoMe more evident in-

the detailed'analyais of turns 1-8 to follow. It is important
0

to note here that-Eduardo focuses on his personal role in the

commodity system, while Cano widens the topic focus to

include an aspect of the commodity system that can be more

directly connected to'the social totality,

There is tension throughout the segment between nuardo's

personal view and Cano's more comprehensive view of this

totality. In turns 14-30, the direction of development is

personal. In turns 31-37, Pedro makes a bid for widening the

focus again, by asking whether Cano is worth anything. Tension

mounts in turns 31-41 at which point, Cano returns to the

wider focus. But this rOturn differs from that in turns 5

and 8, where Canofocuaes'on the value of'singing as commodity.

By contrast, in turns 41-49 Cano focuses on himself as a.

commodity which has no market value. The theme retains a

wide focus, but is now personalized. This shift throws a

more critical light on the commodity systet, because all

participants, know about Cano's peripheral position within
, .

..this system as a worker with few valued skills. He had .in

fact been out of work for more than .a year at the time of

taping.

The development of the .commodity theme thus moves toward

a more critical view of the commodity- exchange system,,where
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Cano portrays himself as,-havingino value within the system.

The tension between Eduardo and Cano in terns 'of personal

and more abstract perspectives on this .system is in a sense

:'repolved' for the motent by integrating the two together and

thereby making a .statement, But it would be unwise to interpret

this outcome as a sign that Cano's social theory is the same

as ours as analysts. -

We view that system as created by human agents through

their interactions over .a fairly long-4;11 of historical time.

There is evidence in the segment here that Cano may not see

the social totality in the same way, This evidence can be

found in another thematic tension in Cano's own discourse.

Whenever he moves toward a critical comprehension of the

social totality, he does not develop thPimpliCations we

just mentioned of our own social theory: Rather, he

repeatedly returns to what weJpelie e is an agrarian.naturali.sm.

This can be seen in turns 9 ana 49.

In turn 49, he says at the end "siempre vivo como el

morivi" That is, I always live' like the morivivi plant

which seems to collapsd or 'die' whenever touched, and then

later seems to revive itself. We suspect that this move

asserts Cano's individual resilience in the face,of the

commodity system, which devalues him,, and that this resilience

is grounded on a naturalism which identifies both individual
r.

and social whole as part of a larger totality which is the
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natural-world.- We also suspect xhat this naturalism is

eifferent from that developed in 19th century European

thinkin&which views the human as a' separate and possibly

alien bei4 in the natural world.

3:3 Drscourse structure and culture .

It is fairly typical of.Cano that he frequentry draws

here and elsewhere up. on the cultural symbols of Puerto Rican

agrarian society, such.as his use of agriculturaVbetaphors

to convey or even prove certain assertions, Eduardo, hy

contrast, draws less up on'a-grariad symbols, for he has in,.

r.

'4

his repertoire some discourse skills more closely associated

with'education in the urban U.S., such. as relying on a formal
/ .

consistency between the truths: of assertions than argument, .

a principle he often holds Cano accountable to,

The dialectical notion of humans' relation to nature

suggests that.other..featutesOf Cano's discourse may reflect

and help reproduce that dialectical view; For example, he

frequently casts assertions in two-part form, where alternatives

are offered, on essentially the same truth is.stated in

opposing ways, such as turns 5-8 9, 11, and 13..

This brings us to the second part of our analysis, a

more detailed interpretation of the development of relations

of meaning and social relations as producing certain consistencies

on which inferences can be based, The drawing. out and developing

of these inferences IA turn provides the basis for continued
a
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construction
1
oz otA6 relations, Our discussion here will,

focus onLturns

The exthange between Pedro and Eduardo in turns 1-3

establishes'a 'pay-for-singing' theme, Eduardo's refusal

of Pedro's request .that he sing some more is jultifie4by

pointing out that no one pays him to iing.. This move only

makes sense in a world where pay implies a contractual.obli-

gation to produce..i Presupposed isa commodity system where
.34

singing can be evaluated in terms of money. That is, mutual

:knowledge of some such system is presupposed by Eduardo's

.strategy of justifying'Ais refusal by making the joke of

turn 3, Note, howeVer, that el ors presupposition is not

,directly attended to in that turn, since Eduardo maintains

focus on himself as singer rather than on the commodity system.

Cano's turns 5 and 8 maintain a 'broma vera' tone in

which serious truths are asserted in joking fashion. His

maintenance of this tone presumes and reaffirms the relation-

ship of equality and friendship. Thi maintenance of the

social relationship provides in a sense a basis ,for Cano's

widening of thematic focus: He makes a am-part statement

that:

"El que no sabe cantar, cants por tartar y
los que saben, le tienen que pagar,

(Whoever doesn't know how to sing, sings just to sing
and those who know how, you have to pay.)

f
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This furtheregeeralizes the distantly implied commodity-

exchange theme of turns by focussing not on individual

persons, but on a general feature of modern societies where

-singing is evaluated in terms of payment, Cano accomplishes

thidthematic development by making explicit reference to who,

in general, gets paid and gho does not, He divides all singers

into those who get paid and those who do not. But in addition

he asserts that payment entails ability, while non-paYment

implies rack of ability, He state this as a given condition

-in our .society. Pandasgives no indication here that this

condition is socially produced, that it can be generalized

,even further4rbr that it can. be changed. Rather in turn 9,

he resorts back to a concern with bireh and death, natural

phenomena experienced by all humans, outside of or indepen-

dentiy of the exchange of eommodittes for money,

Note; however, that Crio tins nevertheless expanded the

theme over Pedro's 'selection of a new theme in turn 4 (which

is not fbllowed up at all), and Eduardo's continuation of

the personal note in turn 6, -which is in fact ;developed after

turn 9.. A tension is thus set up between Cano's and Eduardo's

Intended Aevelopment:of themes. We cannot pursue this

development further here. We have already shown how this

tension is in a sense momentarily resolved by Canor's reference

to the moriViVf plant.
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5.4 Discourse structure and consciousness

The thematic development of turns 1 -9 implies the impor7 \

tance for Cano of the more comprehensive focus on themes. An

interesting question raised by this analYsis is why Cano re-

verts to agrarian symbols and values rather than expand his

'critique' further, Do the form and toneof the exchange--

such as the stress on jokes, irony, humor--constrain such a

yelopment? We might answer this question in the affirma-.

tive, by saying that discourse structure does in fact con-

strain participants' development of themes. Structures are,

after all, not simply the.inventions of individuals in the

moment, but outcomes that are socially and historically pro-

duced. At the.same time, however, 'such'structures imply the
f

agency of atm e who produce and reproduce them, including
*elk

the participants here. Therefore, our question is really

a question about Cano's (as well as Eduardo's and Pedro's)

consciousness. That is, to what extent.do they understand

the totality orthe social condtiions in which they find them-

selves, and what constrains or.fadilitates the development

of that consciousness? We can only suggest here that the

question cannot be answered in purely structural terms, but

must take into accounthuman agency as well as the interests

of human agents, and the conflicts, if any, between these.

One implication of our analysis for' our interest in

Puerto Rican culture and society is that we'need to take as

225
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problematic our understanding of how traditional agrarian cul-
't

ture and interests and capitalist culture and'interests act

as forces in the. ideology andmnsciousness.of Puerto Ricans.

In what ways do these Interests combine to praduce the va-
s,

riation we.can see in the segment of.interaction discussed,-

within andibetween individuals? Is Cano's use of resources

from agrarian cultu .e. to cope with' his devalued position in

capitalist society unique or is it a manifestation'of,cer-

tain means or strategies Of resistance available to other

Peurto.Ricans and to other indigenous Third World peoples in

the United States? And to what extent can these strategies

be seen as resistance? To what extent do they, if they do,

also help reproduce the system to which resistance is, being

offered?

We need not stress here that these kinds of questions

are not usually posed by discourse analysts. They cannot be

answered where 'micro' and 'macro! levels of analysis are

first sepa ated out, which is why we hale organized our in.

teractiona analysis around Moth what are usually considered

Micro and macro questions, and attempted to look at both

togethei.

3.5 Discourse analysis and social!change

The most difficultproblemthat emerges for 'a committed

critical social science is the issue of how to serve the

interests of the subject community. This assumes first a
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willingness to do so and second, a knowlege of what those in-

terests are in faot. Discerning the interests of a community

is not an obvious matter: It is problematical for two rea-

sons:1)interests Vary and conflict both within icommupity

and with respect to other communities, and 2) these interests

are not'static but-change and develop over time. Therefore,

resolving the interests of a. community is .a complex matter.

What needs to be highlighted here' is that any conceptua-

lization of 'community' will to a large extent either expli-

citly or implicitly determine how those intemsts are viewed

during the process of investigaion itself, rather than after-

wards. 'The concept 'community'. is not a neutral category to

be taken for granted. Like many other social science condo

ceptsg is grounded in our everyday language practices and

therefore ideologically based and bound. While this is an

unavoidable dilemma, in our view, it is not'an unresolvable

One.

i Following our pre-suppositions, the task is one of de-

'marcating an entity category, or unit of analysis, in a

manner guided by social theory and practice that allows one

1 to study the particular phenomena in relatian.td a larger

complex totality.

In this particular case, El Barrio or East Harlem fits

well as a bounded entity for study on cultural, geographic,

socio-economic, and historical groun#. In so far as it con-

,
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sists of continuous working-class neighborhoods of Puerto
.

Rican immigrants and their descendants, this long-standing

6 home of a "disadvantaged" national minority serves well as

an entity with a social-identity. Conceptually it is satis-

factory,as a unit of analysis.
SI

There is no need here to trot out once again the dismal

social statistics to prove the "underprivileged" status of '

the population or the community's marginal position in so-

ciety (made even more pointed by its physical location adjacent

to the gi.hionable "East Side" of Manhattan, one of

richests communities of the United States). The issue is what

can be 'done to change things and more specifically how the

analysis of discourse fits into such an endeavor.

The question clearly raises political issues 'and the task

of historically reconstructing the emergence, development,

and current pladement of the .community within U.S. socNty,

Ufiderstanding'and defining a community in terms of its rela-

tionships to a colony, city, and nation, however, is, not all
%

that is needed to develope a strategy aimed at social change..

Social change requi/res action human agents. It is not our

purpose here to develop .a political program, but to point out

that part of the task, of fadilitating change from the bottom
,v

up is not only a pedagogical one of imparting knowledge of

a socio-historical nature, bui of utilizing it in the work of

organizing human agents.

a
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The knowledge that.can be gained from discourse analysis

inclugips how wider socio-economic and historical forces
.#46

have .formed and have been transformed by individuals ehrough

t. their dulture.and ideology. Everyday life, as it is perceived

and, understood, is the essence of consciousness, and the corn-.

muility with all its contradictions and variation. can only

respond in its interests from this base. Those who would

work with the community to develop those interests have to

begin from this reality or face frustratioil, misunderstanding,

and failure.

-4*

o
This apprt-gCh assumes a practice with the subject commu-

nity such that definitions of problems are an open process,

not artificially closed.off, and relations between investi-

gator and subjects mutually constituted, not authoritatively

based. Therefore, as important to analysis as theory; is the

.knowledge of how members of the community understand their in-

terests and activities. The combination of these _two perspec-

tives, analyst and member, should coalesce in a new under-

standing that has implications for.plans.of action aimed at

social change. These understandings can be validated and mo-

.

Idified through the strategies and experiences of actual agents

of change with whom :cooperative relationships must be este-

blished.

All this implies a change in the traditiOnal position of

researcher from one of neutral obsetver, or expert, to co-
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conspirator, if you will. It is not a, comfortable position

for anyone to be in, uch less an academician for whom it

would seem unusual, or u tra itionali if not plain unaccept-.Th

able, We are clearly allenging here. the norm of non-
0.

involvement (at least with the poweSless) which has long

played a 'role in the way social science is praeticed:' How-

ever, it we are to -take the implications of our discussion

seriously, we have to face the reality that it' is we (like

any. other uman actor in a particular setting), who create

and mainta4i..n this norm. It is only through alternative
-

modes of behavicor thafthe norm will be altered, i.e.

through conscious effort.

Tor take this example of discourse, for instance, one

can point to various historical processes that have different-

ly affected these men's lives--the industrialization process

in'Puerto Rico, migration from the island at different points

in a lifetime, schooling experience, and employment expe-
, A

rience. The'difference in their approach to their own self-

worth reflects variation in consciousness that has political

relevance. Beyond the issue, of whether resistance to or cora-

,pliance with a commodity ideology is potentially morelamenable.

to moblization for change, there retains the problem that

both men have.to be approached, 1...e. organized. It is not

%it's if anyone can be excluded from community mobilization pe-

cause of not living up to some revolUtionary criteria.' Even
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the modest goal of success.in electoral politikcs has to

confront the issue of consciousness in'order to garner

meaningful participation.

While both Cam and Edardb, like most people in
4 .

Eastlitarlem, 'ire cyniCal of the'politiEal system and poll.,

224

,

ticians in general, Cepo Is completely.aliehateefrom the

political procesS (perhaps part of his resistance), and

Eduardo views it as a horse race in which the objective is.

.to pick the winner and hope to reap some reward. They are,

therefore, moved by different types, of argumentwhich are

parallel or similar to their methods of analyzing other

social relationships.

A serious political' movement will have to diversify

its tactics if it., is to 'succeed in organizing- such diverse

forMs of consciousness-and discourse. Discourse'analysis

of ethnographic data can contribute to such an endeavor.

4.0 ImpLi ations for a new methot--Toward a new social

scien e practice

The first step toward a new social science practice

shOuld.be a critical appraisal of the ways in which our

thinking and diIcussion of issues, both th'ioretical and

concrete, are being constrained. Issues such as the rela-
.

tion of our research findings to the problems of the commu-

4, nity need to be discussed and evaluated. This is not ne-
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.1

cessarily a call for "relevant" or "applied" research per
.0

Se; but for.an assessment'of the connection of our studies

to the-struggle.for equal4ty ands ustice in this society.

What assumptions are being made 'q the'type.of questions

we are addressing? What is the historical evilaution of the

concepts we utilize and how do ;they poSitiond/us vis -a -vis

the' community? Do we know the idological foundations of our

theoretical approaches, and can e 'defend them? As an exam-

ple of what We mean,- one need only,?ook at how most social

science research'-treats Puertp Rican culture as a homogeneousA

whol WithoUt variation, contradictions, and conflicts. This

Is a Seriouhanditap for any, teacher in'East Harlem who has

to face 40 children every day with the idea that they have

no significant differences that have t6. be considered for
0

instructional Purposes.

Among Othee.thingsfsuch an of c frt means engaging persons

in debate who come with different outlooks, agendas, prac-

tices, and conriktionsto social policy but who share the same

goals of equality and justice. Howeyer, in order for mehing-

ful dialogue to occur, trusting relationships have to exist

between the various participan s in the discussion as well

as a sense of committment to purpo ful activity aimed at

social -change.- Social scientis

gral part of the -investigative prOcess, both individually

and collectively., at developing .these relationships arici

to work as an inte-.

I
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commitments.

This presumes tbgt researchers have, themselves, en-

gaged in dialogues abOut'the shortcomings of social science

with respect to the goals of equality and justice, and are

in fact organized to function as a collective in fcollabora-
4

tion with Other.organizations. This is defirlitely not

the case.

One okstacle to dletreloping such practiCes are the acatmic

institutions in which investigators reside and the profes-,:

sional associations ihich are their appendages., Besides

,,creating alternatives to ..these institutions and profes-
.

N.

sional organizatl.ons,as a way of surpassing any constraints

or limitations, there is the possiblity of attempting to

transform them:

This last strategy has some advantages in spite of the

overwhelming odd's against any fundamental transformation

without basic societal changes. Perhaps without a new social

order the most that can be expected is non-collabOration with

the powers that be (i.e. resistance) and active Participatipn

in movements for change.

However, since it remain/true that researchers are to be

found Mainly within academic `or related institutions and

.that, at an ideological level, these institutions share an

advantageous position with respect to other . societal sources

of understanding, some effort aimed at their utilizatign

23
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should be attempted. 4

227

There is great need in this society for the legitimation

of interests not represented,in the publiC discourse around,

social policy. This -is particularly true for the working

class and the ethnic language minority groups within this

socialclasss. The discour'ge of social scientists must first

reflect this preoccupation if w are to p y a role in the

development of such a shift Sn social poli y debate. Again,

this-requires-/bme critical reflection our research plans,

questions, and methdds. We do not think that this will re-.

sult in historians sending out questionnaires, ethnographers

i)roduciftg census reports, or. demographers observing stree

corners, but rather .each will contribute to a collectively

planned and sponsored research prograT.

This reflective, critical, and creative effort grounded

in the,real setting, situation, and interests of members

of our communities is not a self-sacrificing endeavor. There

are advantages for all if we can overcome traditional roles,

divisions, and narrow self-interest.

Outside support can be effective in resisting interests

within academic antithetical to the'communities we represent

(particularly public institutions). In addition, collective

involvement.with communities and movements struggling for

social change can offset the individualistic qlienating pres-
.

sures of academia. In tFiis view, therefore, those outside
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of academia have as much to offer in these collective colla-,

borative relationships, in terms of our intellecitual and otgani-

zational needs, as we have to offer.them.

On a leSs abstract level, research with and for commu-
i

nities rather than on them (no matter how'Well-intentioned)

should be undertaken with the goal of resolvinvconcrete con-

flicts, .difficulties .or conditions. The task of the re-

searcher, being more than a collector of information and 41.77,

nions or expert with ready-made solutions, is to utilize

perspectives of history and wider social forpes to extend
1

pargicipants' understanding based on their interests and needs,.

This is not unproblematic, as mentioned earlier in this

essay, since the interests of a community can be variously

interpreted. Even given similar intentions, there is plenty

of room for differences of opinion. In many cases, only

the power of persuasion, actual experience, and negotiation

will determine the right course of action. In other words,

we are limited,in our pradkce and can only outline in

general terms what needS to be done. We cannot offer any

recipes. In any event, it should be kept in .mind that any

particular' occasion will have it& Idiosyncratic developments

that always have to be considered. This reality makes any

.detailed suggestion4both ingenuous and hazardous.

In sum, given .the epistemological.And-ontological

diScussio5earlier, the dichotomization of subject-object .

found in most academic ;social research is' not tenable and
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contrary to our purposes . There are nfi '*".objectiven .positions

from which analysis can be conducted. The issue of power

.must be integrated into our sOudies and dealt with in our

t.

social relationships. Though multi-digciplinary studies

axe called for, they have to be embedded in, not isolated

from, processes of social change if.we want them to be

effe!tive. New ideological and scientific grounds useful

for the constitution of a new social order cap be developed

if we change the investigative proceqs 1y first r:- construing

the research community.



Transcript

(translation provided on pp. 318-319)
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1. E: (singing) En el juego-de la vida...you know...all
that shit, /4 secs./

2. P: Canta mds,canta was ( .. . )

3. E: ' Noora, yá es suficierite.
A mi'no me pagan por cantar. /3 secs./

5. 4

. )

. C: 1 que no

4. P: Mira, estan (sacando). ( 1sabe

cantar,
,r canta por cantar

6. E: .tü) ( ) tiene la boca.

7. ?: [cielito linElo

8. C: I Y los que saben,' les tienen que pagar /laughter, 5
secs./

1.

9. Oyeme...la verdad es como uno no paga nada por,nacer,
por morir na (va) a pagar nada. /3.secs./

10. E: Paga mds, paga rods. /2 secs./

11. C:

[

Prefiero que oman lo0 pesces,

12. E: ( ) )

13. C: no que te coman los guzahos .

14. E: Te tienes que comprar...tienes que comprarte este
una caja /2 secs./

15. C: LQuidn, quidn tiene que comprar (
. )

4:16. E: Tienes que compra un pedazo de terreno.

17. C: (despues) que me muera, voy
4 tener que comprarme una caja? .

fit
18. E: No, 'tti no.

19. C: Oh.
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20. E: sabes)

21. C: Mespues que yo me muero, olvidese que- eh me'metan
mano (laughs.) /2 secs.1

22. E:tPor1que tu no dol.-, donas tu, tus eh Organos a
ciencia Como el corazon (y) los rifiones?

23. C: Aiorque ( ) porque no ha endontrado,
no he encontrado la direccion:..para el sitio..

24. E: Yo.te la busco si quieres, si eso es lo que
quieres hacer. /3 secs./

25. C: Yo, yo lo, entrego (para)

26. E: los ojos

27. C: lo que sea (hay) el cuerpo entero...yo dejo el cuerpo
entero.

28. E: Yeah, uh...

29. C: Cinco

[

pies y tres pulgadas. .mas nada

30. E: si en realidad si en real\f dad, tu te7
sientes asi, ebes, te, te interesaria bdscar Ia....
la direccion...pera que esto,hago eso si
[eso es tu deseo val.

31. P: y, y,...y ebo.. y esos cinco pies tres pulgadas,
tcutinto td crees vales. /3 secs.

32. E:

33. C.

(tres)

A mi. . .d

cuestion
/2 secs./

[34. C: Y-,

]35. E: wives en
un rifion.

36. C: Pero

P: (laughs)

mi que,no a mi que no valga nada\ 1.4
es despues que me muera me vuelvan a vivir.

los ojos,en los ojos de otra persona,-en
.el corazon.

.00

37. P: Pero tcuanto de, deeste tipo ( ) vale la pena?
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,

38. : De eso

39.

232

no ].

No vale nada no vale nada, no vale nada.

40. Yo no juzgo a nadie
para que no me juzgen a mi..

41. C: La verdad es que no vale nada la cabeza

42. Et para (
para m yo valgo muchisimo.

(

43. C: No, yo no valgo nada, porque.si valiera, ya me'
hubiese vendido-.

44. E: ( ) mi vida no tiene precio.
fr

/laughter/

45. E: Ah.

46., . C: Si .yo val,iera algo, yo me hubiese vendido. Nadie
me quiere (comprar

47. P: (laughs)

48. E: Td tampoco.

49, C: est- . staba vendiendo la mujer y hijo y
nadie.me los quizo codprar. Me vend° yo, menos me
luieren comprar...entonces Lque voy a. hacer. No
puedo vender. No puedo' vender, no puedo hacer
rtegocios.. ..pero que mire,esto. Siempre vivo como
el morivivi.

50. ?

Key.

)

overlapping speech

= not transcribable

(.7ords)= unclear, transcriber's guess
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- AN INTERPRETIVE ANAL '/SIS OF NARRATION IN SOCIAL INTERACTION.

Celia Alvarez

1 sO Introduction

The following analysis is part of an on-going study .of

narrative performa

York City.1 The 1

lihguistic studie

de-'among Puerto Rican bilinguals

rger work is an effort-to extend

of this community (Poplack 1978,

POusada and Poplack 1979, Poplack, Pousada, and Sanko 1981)-

into the realm of discourse and to situate linguistic analysis

in New

previous

1980c;

within a broader social and historical analysis of the Puerto

Rican community.

The larger study will examine:

lithe relation between form and Anction in the study
of code-switching as a fbature of performance in personal ex-
perience narratives (Labov 1972b, Labov and Fanshel 1977, Hymes
1974a., Schiffren 1981,'Wolfson 1976a and b, 1978, 1979);

2. narrative in social context with partidular focus on
the evolving relationship between speakers in interaction and
perfo ance (Wolfson 1976a and b, Schriffren.1983, Schenkein 1978;
Gumpe z.1.982a, .Tannen 1980c, 1981b, Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1974,
Go an 1967, 19,74, 1981, Goodwin 1978);

I

.
,

1 the social significance of narrative beyond the confines
of the ext situated within the social, cultural, and
historical experiences of the speakers involved, i.e. address-
ing issues of language and-cultural identity, social contradic-
tions between lived experiences and presentation of self in
interaction, traditional cultural norms and their re-elaboration,
re-interpretation, limitations and contradicttons when juxta-
posed with the. socio-economic reality of individual lives
(Basso 1979, Po.lanyi 1979, Coffman 1959, Geertz 1973, GUmperz
82b, Limon-1983, 'Hernandez aftd,Vales 1973; Lauria 1964, De

i9Nands 1968,.Varo 1971, Culture Task Force 1976).

The overall 'study therefore aims to contextualie and examine
. .

the interplay of narrative performance at three levels--structural,
-1
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interactional, and, societal.

The analysis presented in this report is a preliminhy

study of the function of narration at the interactional and

societal levels. It examine& the role stories play in elu-

cidating the interests, concerns, and contradictions of in-

dividual lives as they unfold within the progression of the

social interaction.

The analysis departs from the premise that in any' intex-

action people take up particular social positimis vis-a-vis

each other which impact upon the values, interests, and themes

permeating their discussions (Gumperz 1982, Goffman 1959,.

1974, 1981). It focuses on the negotiation of topic as it

is devoloped by the same participants in two different social

settings and examines the role stories, play in this. development.

In determining what is meant at.different points in each

interaction, I rely on interpretive frames (Gumperz 1982,

'Tanners 1977', Goffman °l974) based on 1) my experience with

similansituations or cqntexts, -2) ethnogaPhic, demographic,

and Interview data of the speakers involved, 3) grammatical

and lexical knowledge and knowledge about the structural

charaCterizations of oral narrative, as well as 4) social,

cultuel, and historical knowledge of the Puerto Rican

community in New York'City.

For each interaction, I consider:
1

. 1) 'speakers' definitions of their relationships to

each other within the local context,
iii
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2) the impact this has on thethatic and story deve-

lopment within the, interaction, and

3) the way in which this development eluCidates

the conflicts &d social contradictions which

permeate individual in other words, the

normative expectations for behavior versus the

realities of the speakers' lives

I conclude 14th a summary statement in which I disAss the

bToader soeLal and cultural questions which this type of

analysis opens up for further exploration/

2.0 Data

The. data for analysis will include.the folloviing ex-

cerpts ofotape-recorded speech between P, a Puerto Rican

,male and Z, a Puerto Rican female in two different so-
w

cially-defined contexts.. Although the over- riding social
b

1 (W

relationShip of interviewer/ee permeates their relation-

ship, relatiOns of power are renegotiated and defined in

each setting. These. will be discussed in the analysis of

each interaction.

Kez- for transcription '

C 1= overlapping speech

(FS)- false start

# = unintelligible

= pause

( ) = part of word not
uttered

243.
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2. 1. Zoraida

14.

B-B77'(00).

1. Zoraida:

237

She's taking this course. She wants to. "-

know all about los indios de Puerto Rico,
All (FS) ,Toditos de ellos? she # it's
interesting. Boring,. but interYsting.

2. Pedro: (laughter)

3. Zoraida.: I. go to her house and she gets me al; (FS)
Niiihe's got boOks. She's got.,,c4fs de
libros, But not just de Puerto Rico..
About all countries. 'Yea, she'll -sit

-0'perdown.1

te you

5

Pedro:

Zoraida:' , And tell her in two minutes.
its interesting but it's boring,
get upset.

6. Pedro:

7, Zoraida:

8. Pedro:

9. ZoraIda:

10. Pedro:

11. Zoraida:/'
.1'.

12. Pe#16:

13.X/Oraida:

-)

Where diti.she take that course?

She's taking it (FS) she's taking it now.

But where? What school?

Angie,
She'll

In Jersey somewhere,

Oh, at a school .in Jersey?

'Yeah

Rutgers? \

,I don't,kno . , I dorit know.

Mf.. Pedro: I know a pla
a course like

e in Jersey
that.

where t ey teach

/.. ;oraida: yeah?
i.

// 16: Pedro: Where does she live in Jersey?/
17. Zoraida: ..She lives in'North (F6) North Bergen.

18. Pedro.: . North Bergen?

19:4/Zoraida: Yeah.

20. Pedro: ...Is Newark far from her?

244s
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21; Zoraida: No.It's about fifteen minutes.

° 22. Pedr Really?

[21. Zoraid' UM, its (FS') It's about...twelire minufes.

t

24. .Pedroi. Twelve minutes?
,

25. Zoraida.: By car.

26. Pedro: _That means that it could be Rutgers then.
Because I know that's .where they're (FS)
I know a Puerto Rican Studies Department
there._

27. Zoraida:

28. Pedro:

29. Zoraida:

30. Pedro:.

31. Zoraida:

32.- Pedro:

33. Zoraida:

34. Pedro:

35. Zoraida:

36. Pedro:

Yeah?

Yeah, and if its not that far from her,
it's (FS)" she (FS) she can be taking (FS)
Tiielve minutes is nothing.

...yeah. .

0And she likes it?

used to work in Newark. Newark is #.

You used to work in Newark?

Yeah, I used to be ..a model (FS). abarmaid,

fA what?

tPues no .yo no pude trabajar without
this thing over (FS) likk over here to te
pones una bats a trabajar, you know that?
And they'll cqpider you y they'll try to take
passes at you,ond they (FS) If they don't
succeed, Ay, te llaman all kind of names.
Pero en*Jersey, there's.so much respect.
It's (FS) I believe that it's the person
que lo da anyway, 4verdadl

Yeah, J
.

7. Zoraida: Pero aqui they cloth care si to lo das..,
you know? They just not gonna stand for
this nonsense...pero alla its (FS) it's so.
nice. I really enjoy (FS) I enjoy talking
to peopie, I enjoy people, period.
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38..

39.

Pedro:

Zotaida:

.

Y aqui no to .respetan?
.

Si

[No aqui (FS)
No que no me respetan,

. I'haven't tried
but here. I ain't gonna try it...because
I don't want to go through.the changes, de
tener que meterle una espescozada alli.
And really, you know, go out of my way,
Because yo no. se lo voy a permitir. I
believe if I give you la confianza you .

got it. But if I don't give it to you,
don't take it. Because its not gonna last
last you very long.;.you know, they even
have dogs going para las barras. They,
(FS) I had this one; his name was Whiskey.
La cosa mAs.

.

" 6

40. -Pedro: .#

41. Zoraida:. He used to get stoned out of his #. .Whiskey,

'42. Pedro: Who?

43. Zoraida: Whiskey.

44, Pedro: The dog?

5. Zoraida: Yeah. He's like this.

46. Pedro:
. 'Who's

Is that the dog that Chocolate

47. Zoraida: [No, No.
This one is like this,` And he's a Chihuahua,
Yeah, Its. un fresco! And you know what
he did? He used to love to dance. Okay,
like where I worked there's go-go girls,
right? So there's nice music, Disco., Hey,
cuando empezabari a poner discos ese perrito
se levantaba el al bar. He used to dance.
Embanado.. We used to r#

48. Pedro: 14Como? He used to
drink liquor # el bar-?

49. Zoiaidaiy;e1 amo (FS) el senor (FS) el duefto de
-461, which was un viejito bien nice qua' lo
tenia. He used to carry con el platito de
el. Oh,.and he didn't drink in anybody's

24.6
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cup or nothing. Entonces when he came in
the bar # they could pour # double shot.
Se lo ponla al perrito. El perrito cojia
el #, (laughtr) He used tb come and taste
like (FS) He was like that toda la noche.

50, Pedro:* He (FS) He was a partygoer, Ihuh?

51, "Zoraida: Yeah,.
,He was beautiful.

52.Pedro.: It was a Chihuahua?

53. Zoraida: I believe that's what you call them. They're
very smaal...they'rebnot long.

54. Pedro:: Right,
a

`55: Zoraida: I don't believe that's what you call them
. at all, Because ,' Llos Chihuahuas no son

. los largos salchichas,esos?
.

i
)

)

O

56, Pedro:
11)

,57. .ftraidai

58, Pedro:

No.

]Oh, Well t4 ha's a Chihuahua. He was.
. .

brown and white, Y chiquitito. He had
such an adorable face. ,

No.

...What happened

59, Zoraida: I don't know. I
By that time

60, Pedro.: IARtpI thought he was] (FS I thought he
was yoursdog?

No,.He was this..,old man
I guess (FS) Este hombre
Saturday, and Sunday and-
for the rest of the week,

62, Pedro: So this was in a bar where you worked?

63, Zoraida: Yeah, this was in, Machito
'was Christopher Street
kniceplace,

to him

stopped working there,

61. 'Zoraida: 's dog que iba
iba like Friday,
you didn't see him

'is, place. This
Newark. .,.

64. 'Pedro: .How come you stopped working there?
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65, Zoraida: Because, I just (FS) like I bot4 todas
las cosas, , By that time I had just moved,
And I wanted a new bedroom set...which I.
knew was gonna take me. a Long, long time
to get, #1 only worked a month,

66, Pedro; ,.,Did you get it?

67, Zoraida: Yeah, I got it, I got it home,

68. Pedro: (laughoir # at home?

69, Zoraida: Yeah.'

*Ca
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2.2 ZOraida A-B MO

1. Pedro.: Erkt6rminos de...de los aflos que has
viVido aqui en este vecindario, en este
bloque, verdad

2. Zoraida: LAqui? Aha,

242

3. Pedro: LEste, cite (FS) Lcomo t6 dirias van las
cosas? LTu diri.(as) (FS) LTu dirias..,
que las cosas van peor?,..Lo que las cosas
se van mejorando? Porque hay.(FS) en eso ,

hay mucho...

4. Zoraida: Peor

5. 'Pedro: Aqui hay mucho de (FS) opiniones sobre eso.
\Alguna que es (FS)

P6. Zoraida: eOr.

7. Pedro: que es (FS) clue es mejor y otrosidicen que

8. Zoraida: LI don't. now,
yo digo que es peor,

9. Pedro: LPor secs.)

L10. ioraida:I don't know, Lpor qua? I don't know. I

really do...But (FS) But I'm not goin to say.
Aut I think it is; getting worse. Wh I

.came here in seventy-two it was (FS) hie was
nice..,that's when the cuar(tel) (FS) 1 s de
los boriberos y de lop (FS) El cuartel de olicia
estaba alli. But once they took that sh t out,
then everybody started partying. I don' like
this block like. I use, to before.

11. Pedro; What d4't you like about IV-

12. ZOraida: Peopl... 4(laughter).

13% Pedro: ' oh, yeah? What about the people?
4

14. Zoraida: Cth, they'r noi(sy) (FS) nosey,

15. Pedro: But they were nosey before when the police

16. Zoraida: No,

17. were hereipright?
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,18, Zoraida; No, not re(ally). (FS) Well,

19. Pedro: The police didn't stop them from being nosey.

20. Zoraida: yeah, yeah, that's true,
...yeah. Hay pero esan pa <FS) There's
a whole: lot of shit. There's killings,
They're giving .a whole lot of holdups, Okay,esto siempre se ha visto but not like before,
especially in my mother's building, you know...
you see all kind of weird' shits:- All kind of
nights. Todo a cualquier hors.... There's
lesg consideration but I feel it's because.there's moreteenagers over here,"you know?
Antes no # (FS) When I.first came to settld
aqui, lo que.yo veia eran viejitas. I think
they died cause I dortt see them no more, gente
de edad. There's'a lot of young kids over
here...Thiie's,no consideration. Notme,
I don't care...Pero no constderan a la gen(te)
(FS) a las personas de mayor) (FS) de edad,
a la gente (FS) a la gente mayor.

21. Pedro:

22. Zoraida:

23. Pedro:

24, Zoraida:

25. Pedro:

26. Zoraida:

27, Pedro

de

LLa.juventud o la gente en general?

La ju(ventud) (FS) la gente en general
But (FS) Pero hay muchos (FS) I believe queaqui son adolescents. What I mean by that
es que they're not even'eighteen.,,you know?.

Right.

And housing? Lasicasast.. Like, oh man,

testAJ (FS)Lse,he mejorado?
Lo se ha puesto peor?

No... se han puesto peor.
Because Um donde wive (FS) Where my mother
lives'before (FS) maybe I guess it's the personthat's taking care of the house now, but still,
se (FS) se ha puesto mal. Before you (FS)
Egos hallways, you could've eaten out of those
hallways and they smelled good, Man,-sametimesyo ni subo arrib4, I just call my mother from
outside...Y # peste4 And oh,...people smokingin the hallway...People coming down con las
Maps rotas, con un cuchillo pasado hasta por
aca abajo. (Begins excited rapid speech)

itSn, (surprised)

12.50 A
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28. ;ioraida: LAnd, just , yOu know (FS)....Yeah!J

29. Pedio: ITu mam4 ha visto eso?

244

30. Zoraida: Man, yeah, my mother's going (FS) my
mother alli va cojer un.ataque de nervios..,
she's telling me the last time 1

ILCuando? LCug.ndo fuel
que pas6 eso?

32. Zoraida:a I this was three weeks ago.
b She's telling me.,.
c I went home early,
d if was a Saturday,
e And she said que como a las once de. la

noche, \she heard a whole lot of commotion...
f y,cuandb ells abre la, puerta (FS.)
g Porque yo 1e digo, "Mami, to eres,.

presentA, you know"?
h And since if: pues ells dice que ella mir6 -

por el peephole.
i she saw everything nice and clear. 1*

j so abri6 la puerta...
k she (laughter) (FS) she said (laughter)

que (FS) i

1 la puerta del hall le queda aqui.
m las escaleras, is right here.
n so she sees everything that's 'going up

and down.
o Well, she opened the door.
p She said she,closed it (FS} closed it

faster than whenshe opened it,
-q*porque baj,6 un tipo c O n un cuchillo de

aqui a aca.
you see he had a fight with his old lady

s Arid his (FS) la tipa lo apufi(a16) (FS)
le apuffal6 la mano, you know, (excited)

t And he's coming like this.
u And all the bood is dripping.

He's yelling like una mujer.,.(end of rapid
spieech)

w Y9u know?,..
x raidt never seen that.,.
y Mami dice, "yo nunca he visto una cosa asi,"

33. Pedro: #, that's dangerous,

31. Pedro:

34. Zoraida: It's terrible...

35. Tedro: That's bad,
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3.0 Background of the speakers

3.1 Zoraida

z is a 28 year old woman, born in Puerto Rico, who

lived in the rural area of Cabo Rojo until she.came to

New York'City at the age of 8. She has lived in El Barrio

most of her life, although at the time of this recording

she resided in the Bronx. Z, however, frequented the

block under study on a weekly tasis maintaining her ties

with her mother (who still lives there) and with other

social networks on the block (Pedraza 1982).

A divorced motherof two, Z is a housewife who

supports herself and her family on the income she receives

from welfare. She attended up to the fourth year of

high school in the New York City public school system.

Z is a fluent bilingual and can speak, read, write, and

understand both Spanish and English.

According toher responses to the Language Attitude
2

Questionnaire , Z maintains that Spanish should remain

the language ip Puerto Rico, given its historical trhdi-

tion on the island. In dddition, she feels Spanish should

be kept alive within the Puerto Rican community in the

U.S. and plceS responsibility for this on all sectors of

air
the community, e.g. families, 'oohs, colleges, political

groups, etc.

P.52
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For Z language is important to group .solidarity,

To'speak Spanish or talk like a Puerto Rican are important

aspects of Puerto Rican identity; that we speak the same

way helps to hold the Puerto Rican community together

3.2 Pedr6

.A second generation Puerto Riean, P was born and

'raised in New York City, Educated in the New York City

public school system,. P graduated from high school and

pursued undergraduate and graduate studies in privatp

universities. Divorced, and a: father of two, P came

to live in El Barrio with his family. .after residing in

the Bronx for several years. At the time of'these

field recordings; P was 31 years. old.. He was employed
o

as researcher with the Language Policy Task Force of

the Center for Puerto Rican Studies, CUNY, and engaged

in a long-term ethnographic study pf social networks

and language use on a block in East Harlem. (Pedraza ms.)

Through participant observation'of community network

interaction, P-selectedkey f-or an

an individual and group basis AlthougLyare dominant in

English,'P used both Spanish and Eftglish in his inter-

actions with community members Using a language attitude

questionnaire (LPTF 1977), individuals were recorded in

formal interviews, as well as, informal interactions.
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These recordings, completed over.a 3 year period, served.

as.the corpus for the ethnographic, sociolinguistic, and

attitudinal studies of East Harlem performed by the

Language Policy Task Force (LPTF 1980). They also

constitute the data base for this study.

4.0" Analysis of data

4.1 Social ;interaction I /Zoraida .(1341) /

4.1.1 Social setting

At the time of this interaction, P had known Z for

2 years, and they had been friends for about a year. P

had already completed amore structured foimal'interview

with her based on the Language Attitude Survey question-

naire (LPTF 1977).

This particular interaction took place one morning
4

as P and Z were sitting on a local oarkibench,' Unlike
1,,

41wAitterview setting (where P maintained control over

.41.the direction of the disCusSion as interviewer), this

social situAtiori is defined principally. by Z. It may

be characterized as informal and. non-i terview'it style

Z defines its general development = d direction by

_introducing and developing the topics under discussion. .

The relationship be&een4eakers is a non-hierarchital.

one among peers, Both P and Z are'ingroup members'of

the Puerto Rican community and share some common background
vs-

254
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knowledge about schooling, community life in New York 4

City arid New JerSeysocializing in bars, as wells

traditionally defined norms of behavior, e.g., tespeto

and confianza--themes which are developed .in their

discussion.

Tht interaction begins with Z explaining'to P the

type of college course her sister is taking in New Jersly

and her general impressions of traditional literate forms

of sChdoling.

4.1.2 Negotiation of topic interaction ,

In this initial interchange .0.-5), Z establishes

that her sister is taking a course on the history of

Puerto Rico. In addition, Z makes note of the fact that

her sister's home is overflowing with books. it).1though she

finds the content of the material interesting, reading

and discussing her sister's books is a .boring task. .Her

impatience with reading books as a way of seeking out4

informationOeven on topics which are of particular in-
,

terest.to her, including Puerto Rican history) reflects

a negative attitude toward literate forms of learning.

This attitude in turn upsets hercister who ,given her

more extensive experience wih American higher earication,
'

I
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tries to share knOwledge.in this way with her.

P meanwhile is concerned.with clarifying where Z's

sister is taking what he assumes to be a Puerto Rican qk

studies course taught at 'a local college ( 6 - 29 ).

,

Having established that her sister resides in New Jersey

near Newark, P claims that she must be taking her course

'at Rutgers--a major university in New-Jersey with an

urban campus in Newark that:has a Puerto Ricah Studies

Dephrtment. He pauses briefly after providing reasons

to substantiate his Claim and inquires about her sister's
.

.

..general evaluation of the course 0)).

W

Z does not vldress his question, however, she

'continues the discussion along the thematic lines devel-z-

oped earlfer, e.., the topic of Newark having been

introduced into the Conversation by P earlier in the

interaction,( 22 ).' Z associates old information

(Newark) with new information (work expeiences) and

introduces the topic of having worked as a barmaid in

Newark ( 31- 34. ) into the discussion.

Z characterizes 'he'r Work experience by describing

detail. the kinds of verbal and sexual affronts she

was subjected to as a barmaid. She maintains that bars

in New York and New Jersey are differentiated by the way

their clientele treat barmaids. According to Z, men

in New Jersey bars (where she has worked) are more

r

47171,111.111,,r17
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respectful towards barmaids than in.New.York'City,

Consequently she minimizes any negative judgement of

.her self-respect,,or self-esteem as a Puerto Rican woman

for having worked in a bar by choosing to work only where

in fact she is given due ,respect ( 35 - 37), Z elaborates v

on the issue of self-respect, emphasizing the point that

irrespective of where on is situated (geographically

or socially), self-respect must fundamentally ejate

from oneself ( 35 ), She then reiterates how

conditions are much nicer for barmaids 'in New Jersey..

than in NeA York. Z c ncludesby'asserting in a mory

positive light the so ial aspect of the work which she

enjoyed, i.e., socializing an4alking with people

( 37 )..

P then inquires aboutthelaack of respe,ct-Z has

encountered in New York City bars given her negative

evaluation of them ( 33 ). She immediately responds

and interrupts him in her effort to clarify her point

fir *
( 39 She states that.althdugh in fact she has

never actually worked in New York Cfty as a barmaid, 'she
4 e

: el has no- intention of ever doing so given her expectation

1

of
working in a7 environment where her boundaries of

self-respect ai/e likely to be vicitated. She

\ . /
%,

aims she
.
wa4s to avoid being put in a position where

she would hav td slap someone'for stepping beyond the

, !
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Although her feelings about the lack of respect which she!

respected and, if they are not, consequences will ensue.

.define and surround her relationships with men' should be

oundaries of trust acid intimacy that she sets up between

hem. Z asserts that the boundaries of confienZa which

.

.

.

.4...--

\'

.

.

attributes to the men who frequent the bars Of New York

may not.be based on any actual experience as a barmaid,

they characterize, her attitude towards, the.men who fre-

quent those bars.

Z returns to the discussion of tbe.bars it New Jer-

sey and focuses on an additional fact that differentiates
3

them-from those in New York:

"You know, they even have doss going a las barras."

This statemAnt corroborates her earlier tie& that bars

in New Jersey 'are. much nicer and less threatehing than

.those in New York. Subsequently she gives a depiction of

a dog named Whiskey that frequented the bar where she

worked. 09-40. After clarifying a point about owner-

ship, Z describes the dog;. he is a 'cute' but 'fresh'

\ Chihauhua for whomckinking and dancing became a habitual

part_ of his bellamiarla_the-Iggr- (-42--49)-. _ _

4
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Z affirms that the dog in'fact was a partygoer

( 51 -51. ) and a Chihuahua (52 - 5' .). When 'asked about .

the dog's whereabouts, Z responds negatively ana',Asserts

that she is no longer employed at the bar ( 50 - 5(J ) .

Once again she clarifies for P the fact.thgrlhe dog di

not belong to her but. to an elderly man who would bring

him to the bar on weekends ( - 63 ).

Z's description of the bar is 'consonant with het

\attitude that the people and work environment in New

Jersey are "nicer" compared to New York, Itwas so. 'nice'

that she not only worked in a bdr there; but had'even
4

moved there to live. In fact, when P inquires about

her reasons for leavirit, the bar. ( ('4 ), Z provides

the following explanation.

At the time she had taken the job, Z had just moved

into a new apartment in New Jersey. Having thrown all

. her furniture away, she was in need of a new bedroom 'set

( 65 ). Given that her only source of income was

welfare, Z knew it would. take her a long time to make
5

this major purchase. She took the job in the

bar to meet her material objective needs at the time.

Consequently, she only' worked'there for a morith, i.e

as long as she needed to accrue the' money to buy the

bedroOm set (n 59 1.

,J1
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4.:13 Social consciousness and 3 ocial Practice

Within the context of the thematic development of

this interaction, several issues come to the fore which

bear. on Z's understanding of her sense of self and her

relatidnship to the Puerto Rican community, as well as

U.S. society:

The first is her relationship to the written word.

Early in the interaction ( .1 5 )", questions of

literacy are raised in Z's characterization of her inr-

action with her sister and her books. Z and her si er

are differentiated with respect to the attitudes. nd

practices "they' maintain toward literate forms of conveying

information. Her sister, who has continued with her

education beyond high school, appears to be much more open

to such farm of learning, .It is interesting to note,

however, that when Z wAs separately and expliciE1y asked

.within the context of -the formalinterview about her.

reading practices, she claimed to read magazines and

books (mainly in English). but not any 41Wspaper at all.

However, when this response is compared to her actual

practice (as she describes it in this interaction), we

find that it is an inaccurate and misleading self-

evaluation subject to further verification, i.e the

actual. observation of her literacy practices in context

e.g'. home, school, community, etc. The social bases
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for these:differences in attitude and practice between

Z and .her sister need:to be further explored, taking into

consideration.how each deals with both oral.and written -,

0
forms of communication.

,second issue, which surfaces in her'discuSsion

about, working as a barmaid, concerns the norms for be-

'fiavior .betle.c. men and women based on the traditional'

Puerto RicanaluOs of respeto and confianza. Respeto,
.

a quality .of self which must be present in any inter-_

A3serOnal encoUnter. refers to the respect and deference

individuals muStThave for- themselves and others. As Z4.,

and othersi maintain, self respect. must first emanate'

ft-DM -oneself belore..it can be given by others.. -
.

Cori4ana,'Yon'the other hand,. refers to 'a relationship
I.

s.

of trust and familiarity witheanoher person which must

be-given and never taken without consent (Lauria 1964).

.In,this interaction, Z sustains that she is a woman

who. comMands respect. Irresp4tive'of the

fa.6t. that she'is working in a profession Where women are

.4as--814e---illustra-t--e-4- by- her -ciesc'riptlon of`

the kincth'of verbal And sexual affronts women encounter

in bars ( 31 - 3T ) Z demandfi that she be accorded the.
self-respect due her and asserts that she would go so far

as to fight someone to maintain that respect ( 37 -39 ).

Z's attitude and behavior represent what is expec,ped of

261
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, her within the Puerto Rican community. For as Lauria

(1964) affirms: \

no Puerto Rican is considered properly
socialized unless he can comport himself
with respeto ...Conflict, or its threat,
folilows upon an abuse of4such trust, .,or when
one presumes to inject an element of confianza n.
in a relationship where there should be none. '4°

It is not unusual then, given the fact that Z

shares- these community 1Yalues, for her to want to make

.explicit that she will only work in a place where she

is accorded due respect. Her elaborate discussion of the

nice bar in New Jersey (35,36,37,62-63) serves to illustrate

this point.

it is interesting to note; however, that the behavior

(presence 'or absence of respect) upon which she bases her

negative and positive evaluations of men in New York and

New Jersey bars 'is presented or alluded to.only in the
.

most general of terms. When referring to these men,

Z uses very, impersonal and indefinite foi-ms of reference

(e.g. you, they) which do not refer to any specific per

son(s) (2,37). In'addition, she discusses in the-most

hypothetical of.terms .(rather than referring to any speci-

fic personal experience). what her actions might be if

confronted with a lack of respect or abuse of confianza

in a bar (39).
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Not even in Z's Most personal account of her work

experience in the bar in New Jersey (.39 -49) does she

talk about herself and her experiences with men. In-

256

stead, she focuses her attention on the tricks of a

'fresh, but harmless, little dog who frequented the bar

but posed no threat to her sense of well-being. The

only man, in fact, to whom she refers is the dog's owner

described as a 'nice old man' (49 At 61) .

Z's story is illustrative not.only of the 'nicer

image she wants to corroborate about New Jersey in general

' and, her pl'ace of w9rk in particular, gut also implicitly

.of the nice image of herself that she would like to

project. For in choosing to. work in a bar whose atmos-

phere is so congenial and respectful that even an old

man and his dog can be the center of attraction, Z pre--

sents herself as the 'nice' Puerto RiCan woman who selec-

tively chooses the kind of work place where her self-respect

will not be threatened. Her omission of any social en-
,

counter with men in which this respect might be infringed

upon, especially in a context (bar) in which one would expect

263
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this to occur, indicates that Z may not be telling it all,

but rather trying to give a good presentation of .self

which is coherent with her self-image of being a res-

tpectable Puerto. Rican woman. Finally, her story about

the dog may also be interpreted metaphorically, with the

socially acceptable behavior of the dog being contrasted

to the implicit unacceptable behavior of Men in the same

context. Only men who pose no soicial threat to her are

found acceptable..

A third and final issue to. which this interaction

alludes is Z's efforts of. outward social mobility from

the community in E1 Barrio to somewhere else.10 In this

interaction, she juxtaposes life in New York with that

of NeW Jdzcei. Z points: out how New. Jersey is a nicer

and safer place for ;a'wom#n to Work and live. In the

next interaction, Z more explicitly states her discontent

with life in El Barrio. Although she has chosen to live

outside of it, her familial and social ties keep her

connected to,,the community there.

264
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4.2 Social Interaction li /Zoraida A-B77(421)/

4.2.1 Social setting

This interaction consists of the latter endNof P's

formal interview with Z. At the time of this interview,

Z no longer resided in 'E1 parrio, She was living in

the Bronx, but woulcome to the block at least once a
11

seek to vi9it her iliother. This social situation is

initiated by P, who structures the interaction by eliciting

from Z responses to the Language. Attitude Survey Question-
.

naire (LPTF 1977). The nature of this questioning pro-

cedure establishes a more hierarchical (interviewer/ee)

and formal (impersonal) relationship between P and Z,
12

in which it is P who delimits: what will be discussed.

As interviewer,P initiates the discussion by asking

Z ( 1,3,5,7,9,11%13 ) her opinion about conditions on the

block. Z responds accordiway with direct answers to

his questions ( ). In fact, only once in

this initial interchange does she provide any elaboration

of her discontent with the block ( 19 ). Even

.1%

then; however,, Z explicitly denies wanting to disclose

her reasons.- .

Up to this point i ,the interaction, Z in her role

as intelNiewee (which efines her relationship with P)

limits the amount of evaluative information she will reveal

to P, As the interaction progresses,, however, the

'1
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relationship between P and Z evolves, It shifts from

being.a more formal, distantiated, hierarchical and(

imperson41 interviewerLee relationship to that df a more

informal, egalitarian and personal relationship among

peeis who share tackground knowledge about the co pnity
( 15,17,19 ) , This shift qualitatively affects how

Z subsequently responds to P in the interaction, i,e.,

how much of her personal experience she will share,

Z elaborates in much greater 'detail the bases for

her feelin's about theliolock (20 ).. In fact, a shift

occurs in ich it is Z rather than P who leads the

conversation by introducing new topics for discussion

This shift reelects the change in their
1

everevolving relationship to each other within the

interaction,
13

4

4.2.2 Negriatiol of topic in interaction

P initiates this interaction by asking Z directly

what she thinks dfi conditions on the block (1 , 3

Z provides an'imp rsonal,.cryptic, but direct answer

to his question ( , 4 ) and does not elaborate any

further. P ignor eher response (5 , 7- ) and makes a

general .claim abbo4t 'the diversity of opinion in the

community ar6und this issue, Twice (6 , P.) Z interjects

her opts ion and reaffi s her initiA. response . that
N

266
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things had ggtten worse on the block,

When P inquires about her reasons for feling,this

way ( 9 ), Z resists revealing them to him ( 1° ).

-, Subsequently, however, she goes on to provide her

reasons. She explains: -that the block was nice until the

'fire-station and police precinct-were removed from it,

It was then, according to Z, that chaos ensued and the

block began to deteriorate. Z perceives the presence

of the precinct on the block as a stabilizing force;

14
it is thereto maintain law and order in the community.

In its absence, the people have lost all sense of social

control anti Z is very .unhappy with life on

the block .

When P requests that Z.specifically describe what

She dislikes about the block (.11, 12 ), Z replies with

.a terse, unevaluated response 15
accompanied by:laughter.

,This response seems to indicate that Z is not-only being

very uncooperative with P(i.e, just merely answering.

the question but'not providing him with the explanation

he seeks)Ibut also getting pleasure out of behaving in .

this manner'. His initial request unfulfilled, P asks

Z once more for sreater'elaboration ( 13 ).. She

retorts with asuccinct but general evaluative comment

(

cha

14 ) which P, given his knowledge of the community.

lenges as an inadequate explaftajion ( 15, 17, 19Y.

qe67
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Subsequently, a qualitative change occurs in .P and

Z's relationship. Z concedes to the lAtations of her

argument (16, 18, 20) and goes on to discuss (in greater

detail and with greater personal involvement than at any

'other previous point in the discussion) what has happened

on the block to make it worse and to cause her to dislike

it (20) .

Z's initial evaluation of the situation is focused

on the general manifestation amdescaltion of violence

on the block. This characterization of violence is then

personalized as she describes its effects on her mother's

-,. building located on the block. Z blaMes the youth, who

have lost all'respect and consideration for the elders

of the community, for the problems'of the neighborhood

(20 -23)..

Z then introduces the issue of housing on'the block

and inserts in her statement evaluaeiVe commentary without

it yet having been requested. by P (24).- P, however,

.4asks explicitly for her opinion on the muter anyway.

(25). Z respends not only with a statement about howA

housing in the,neighborhood has in general deteriorafed,

but also readily presents her own personal experienCe with

the housing situation by evaluating once again conditions

in her mother's building (26).

The open, spontaneous, and personalized character. of
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her response (20, 24, 26) is in direct contrast to Z's

earlier responses to P's inquiries (4,6,8,10,12,14),

There she merely answered his questions directly and did

not;provide:any explanation for her positions unless pro-

yoked to do so. Personal involvement with the subject.

matter being discussed was also kept at a minimum. These

respionses, however, reflect a shift in the' relationship

'bet een P and Z in the degree of candor and personal

inv lvement which Z allowed herself to be engaged in with

him

vividly illustrates (26), for example, how the

super and landlord have let the'maintenance of the build-

ing trogressiVely deteriorate over the years. In addition,

she n tes how people have taken to congregating- and

smokih in the hallways. Last of all, Z graphically

describest,the injuries incurred by individuals in the

building ( he outcome of violent acts),as. witnessed in

the hallway by others.

P respo ds to Z's statements in an incredulous manner

and requeits that shei'verify her claims (27, 29). Z

affirms the lidity of her statements (28,30) and

elaborates on how this violence has affected her mother.

-She beings to urther illustrate her point 31 ) when

P interjects anti elicits further more detailed informa-

tion regarding the extremely violent scehe alluded to

2.69
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earlier (26) . Ii so doing, P opens the. floor for Z

to provide a narrative account of the pvent.

Z, in fact, responds with a narrative of vicarious

experience in which she provides an evaluative account

of the events which led up to that scene (32), She pre-

sents the following scenario:

a) the setting of the event including who, what,

when, and where (a-d, 1-n);

b) the social circumstances surrounding the event

including a description of the type of behavfor

which generally characterized her mother and

others (g); aFwell as, the presumed behavior

(preceding the subsequent event)-of other par-

ticipants (r;s);
, .

c) the event itsell, that is, what in fact her

mother saw (e, f, h-k, o-q, 0-17);,

a) aid finally, the evaluation of her mother (g)

the event'(w-y), and ultimately, the block

itself (34).

Z initially presents her mother's experience from the

perspective of the bird person, i.e., from her mother's

viewpoint (a-s). Yet a shift occurs when she describes

whallther mother actually saw (t -x) Z dramatizes this by
"'"" "."*. , -
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characterizing what occurs as her own personal experience.

She does this by:

a) shifting from 3rd to 1st person perspective,'

'rather thar(using indirect speech to. introduce

.events; \
i .

b) shifting from the past to the present tense,

using progressive aspect to indicate not

only the co-occurrence of events; but .also
17

continuous iterative action ;

.c) and finally, by hastening her rate' of speech _

from a slower to faster pace.

The culmination of her dramatic performance
13 is there-

.

fore based on her personalization and evaluation of, a

vicarious expertence.

Within the context of the overall interaction, this

narrative serves as the final and most personally engaging

response to P's initial inquiry ( 1, 3 ) abou4 the.

block. Once her relationship with .P is iyo longer

constained, nor merely defined by the limitations of

the interview situation (that is -Pis-backgrouud knnwl-
i

edge of the community becomes sdlf - evident 0.5,1749) 'and

they interact On the solidary bases of their ingroup

membership rather than on their insider/outsider roles

as interviowee/ei), Z progressively discloses more

about herself (1543,20,24,26 ) , e .g. , what she 'perceives
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to have contributed to the degeneration of the block;

how this 'has affected her life, in particular through

the reality of her mother 1iiing there, etc,

Throughout these turns at speaking,Z alludes to

an event ( 20 , 26

265

). which epitomizes the violence

she claims has permeated not onlyher mother's building

but the entire block. When P asks that she disclose the

details of this event (27,29,31 she vividly and

elaborately does,so in her narration (32 ), The awesome

nature of the violence captured by thisevent'is evident

in the repetition and juxtaposition of her explicit

evaluative commentary 02w,}: ) with that of her mother

(
32j 19) within the narrative. 19 That this story

.illustrates her initial point, i.e, that life has.gotten
r n

uworse on the block (-, 9, ), is made explicit in the

,coda of the narrative ( 34 ) where Z affirms her

initial evaluation.

P, in turn, shares her general evaluation (33 , 35).

His shared background knowledge and shared evaluation

satisfy the conditions defined by Wolfson (1976, 1978)

for the performance of a narrative.

The relationship between P and Z has been dynamic,

and not static, evolving as the speakers interacted

throughout. Although P remains the interviewer and Z

the interviewee)a change in 'footing'.(Goffman 1981)
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has occurred in wh,tch their relationship is no longer

merely defined on that.basis, but rather overshadowed

by other.social ties (ingroup membership; shared

background knowledge shared evaluation),
20

This

qualitative change in the basis of their relationship

culminates in the performance of narrative of personal

experience in response tq.P.

/

.
1 .

4.2.3 Spcial consciousness and social practice
i

The thematic developmvnt of this interaction is

primarily structured by tEe questioning procedure used

by P to elicit explicit information regarding the

existing quality of life in El Barrio 1,3):

The result is a discussion between P and Z of the impact

of social change on the community. It is Z's contention

that life op the block has deteriorated significantly

over the years ( ,6,,6, 0 ). She provide's the following

explanation to substantiate her position.

First'of.all, she maintains that social chaos

.(loss of social control/violence) has permeated the

community as a result of the removal of the local police

precinct ( 10 ) -Once the police department wds-no

longerthere to maintain law and order, "then everybody

started partying". This event marked a significant

) turning point for the .community with regard to its

273 /
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'perception about safety on the block.

For Z, authoritarian rulli deriving from external

social controlt such as the police are necessary to

regulate social behavior on the block. The community

is unable to practice self-control nor to hold its

members responsible for the harmful and violent acts

imposed on others, Consequently, individually, as well.

as collectively, the community is perceived as powerless

in containing the growing violence emerging within it.
:114

'Z maintains'that the traditional values of mutual

respect and consideration have beguil.to degenerate.

These.are-the values which in the Past helped,tO define.

a sense of community and collective resporisibility
,

among the Puerto. Rican community. She' accuses the youth

. -

for being the culprits of this disintegration of

community bonds as well as contributors,to the growing.

violence in the neighborhood (20,22, 26 ), .

This has had>a tremendous impact on the lives of

ti

the elders of .the community, and'in particular, on 'her.

mother ( 20,-26,.,30, 32
) . Mothers and elders play key

roles in_Fulto Rican family life and are accorded the

utmost respect. Without this respect for one another)

the path is left open for elders and women in the

community to be victims of violence, Her story, there-
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fore exemplifies this violence and its effect on her

mother's life.
% .

.
. AgAin lack Of respetO comes-to the fore as

p'artkicularly significant in Z's negative evaluation of
at .: . .ie

, .

0

Cbmmunity'l±fe in New York. Ea drlier she empha-size the

4

1.
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. ,

presence/absence of respeto in relationships among, men .

1 -
. .

. ..

''.... e
.

. .

an4 women. In that_contextE. men posed a
.

threat to the
.:.

.- .;
: reqoect due women in interactixiil. In this discussion,

he focus of 'comparison is between Ihe'youth and elders.

.

softfle community. According to Z,. the elder's (whether
1.

.
. 4401e/female) ye the preservers of the-community's.

,brAdttional values. fThey arexespectful,and mindful
.

of others, safe toibe;around, and pose no threat to

her sense of well- eing as.a woman (e.g. as illustrated

1

-iearli-er by:tfie nice old mAn in the bar and here by her ide-
,;.

:Alization of the black 44ring her earlier ye- when

que-fd vela eran-vielitos" (20). The yo

men of the tommutlity, howeveralte perCeived a pot n-
.

.

49

6

'tiAi threats to those community vales.of respeto/confianza.

4 /

Teihich pvotect thexights of w men and elders to exist-un-

Vrmed. Z conclude!-that it-i -this luck of respect or

onemi1 'oehers which. leads kto the general

of living conditions in El Barrio (10,26,26;30,3i).

*(°

.
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5.0 Conclusions

-269

fn ;he preceding discussion, an effort was made to

examindfhow two speakers,.P and 'Z, .negotiated their

relationphip to two distinct. social encounters. -Although

these segments of speech were part of a recorded inter-

-1,,

view, we were able to explore how the structural constraints

on speaking imposed by the interview framework (e.g.,

question and"answer format; impersonal characterization

of interaction; topic development initiated b.), .interviewer

etc.(Wolfson 1976), were weakened in interaction.' Rather

than being determinant, these constraints were relaxed .

in P and Z's discussions as they mediated towards a more

open-ended (i.e with Z helping to direct the conversations

as well as P) and Personal stance.

11:4

.. ,

-Wolfson (1976,1978) has stated' at 'social factors
...

, . ..

such as phaied ethnrc' group membershii;contribtute to. the0.

, . , .developm6nt of more.tneimate (shared#backgrowd/evaluation)
" k

relationships within the interview, setting which contribute

'
. context

.

to narAtive performance in
. . I maintain,%

^
. -!

5 t: -thatythe develdpmentinf a solitary peer relationship
A 0 v

within' an 4interview is not based on such 'external social
- 4.

1,.. ..

! . ..' 4- .

xactass ,aline, What I. have.tried to illuatrate in this
r . .- t .

,./.,.ptudy is how at. the level, of social interaction, indiii-
.

1

, :'!?1,Au'ale; (.vcrilPthose wlio^share irigroup 'Membership) fiego-
P 4/ fl
tiate:thel'Aitt,;of their relationship in every social

'
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The nature of the social relationship between

speakers is never static or categorical and consequently,

should not be assumed merely on the 'basis- of the social

roles (e.g. interviewer/ee, class, ethnic groups, sex,

etc.) ascribed to individual speakers or on th6 charac-

terization of a particulat social situation (e.g.

interview/non-interview; formal/ informal), as has been

the case within the tradition quantitative sod_ n-I
*;

guistic paradigm (Labov 1972a, 1972b, Wolfson 1976, 1978).

The social theoretical approach from which these studies

depart views

societies a : "essentially static, moral
corporations whose members' behavior is
explicable in terms ofs, if not determined
by, jural rules: The behavior of persons
is explained. in terms of their rOles, that
is, the rights and duties devolving upon them
as a result of the formal positions they

- occupy in various institutions." ,21

Consequently, tilt* role of human agency inVR1ved (Coffman

0

1959, 1974) in the mutual creation by speakers of a social

context] which to'share experience and itb effect on lan-_

guage (in_his case oral narration) needs to be further

explored in sociolinguistic research, a field concerned with

the study of language use .in social context. From this **

perspective, I maintain that the social roles 22
a sumed

by4pdividuals in interaction, whether formal or informal,

A
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can be multiple in number and contradictory in purpose

within the same context. As a result, the relationships

establi,shed in any social context need to be discovered,

'rather than merely assumed on the basis of external

social categories.

This study has been an initial attempt to introduce

a social interadtionist perspective (Coffman 1959, 1974, 1981

GuTperz 1982) to the study of oral narration in conversa-
23

tion. My concern has been to "reintroduce the concept

jof man as an interacting social being capable of manipu-
24lating others as well as being manipulated by them" into

an analysis of the social function narrative in interaction.

An effort has been made to situate in the "fqreground of

social (linguistic) analysis the notion of internar pro-

cesses and.the inherent dynamics in relations between in-
25

terdependent human beings." In this view, social struc-

hire is conceived of as dynamic:

Relationships are continually subject to
negotiation between members (Suttles 1970;
Fine 1980z). These negotiations, central
to symbolic interactionalist analyses of

. social life, produce changes in.the social
.

structure of a group, or its negotiated
order (Strauss et al. 1963; see also Strauss
1978)...Relationships, then, change over time
in the meanings people assign them...26
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Of particular concern was the examination of

how the evolving social relationship negotiated be-
1 27

Ltween speakers in each interaction affected 1) the

thematic development ,of. the ensuing discussion and

the degree of personal disclbsure through the

sharing of personal experience narratives. In both

situations examined, a qualitative change occurred

' in the overriding interviewer/ee role relationship. As

a result, Z assumed a 'definitive role in determining the

general' thematic development of each interaction. In

addition, in both instances the thematic progression

moved from beilofenetalized without. explicit detail

Nor.:.explanatl.on towards a more person41. account. exem-

plifidd by Z's introduction of narratives of personal
N 29.

eleperidnce.info'each ihterhction.
-.

AIthou0\eaCh.barrative. has a-4,1tinct structural
!*'\ .

...,4.111.,ir,acterist,i...ctelletrst being 'an.account of past 'habi-
'

.

.A.1.-ittiOn'.an0)6-e::setond of.a.spckfic event in the p.ast--
0-

,

thiiiY.bothleidt*jto dfsclosif,her..-fperceptiOns of herself; and

-

P

'f'thissaeilto Rican community at Urge. The basis for

,IttmtjyatS.:L.:therefore,ly no so much in the validity.of
-

:,tEtt1tX0T1,0ding relatio*.h).p between the structure .of
11.;1/4-,-

'thelif4trative and a past sequence of events (Labov 1972b),

but rather irV.' llating their evaluative content and

effect in interaction. My concern has been with examining
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what these stories have to say about the way Z experi-

ences reality through her presentation of self in inter-

action and how, they help to erroborate her perceived

positioning in society.

I have focused upon the analysis of social (rather

than structural or referential) function of narrative

performance in interaction. This has been of particu-

lar importance since "(a)s a comparative, cross-cultural

approach, performance theory is less concerned with

the hiS.torical and contemporary goals and meanings of
, 3

a performance ,in a particular situation..." than

with the characterization of the structural features

and relations appropriate to each. In an effort to

understand this broader social function of narrative in

interaction, I asked myself the following questions about

the data:

....what are the human purposes and needs
served by these performances? In addition,
to the aesthetic satisfaction of performanCe
itself--of an expressive job. .don well- -
what are-the other culture--an situation--
'spetific desirable ends of performance.? 31

. An effort was made to examine and interpret the develOp-

ment and social significance of each narration within

the context of each social interaction. These narra-

tives, enveloped and situated as they are in the evolving
4

thematic development of each interaction, reflect Z'g

ide6logical understanding of herself and her cultural"

reality. According to Jameson (1981):

2 8 ()
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...ideology is not something which informs
4Por invests symbolic production; rather the
aesthetic act is itself ideological, and
the production of aesthetic or narrative forM
is tote seen as an ideological act in its.own
right; with the functioning of inventing
imaginary or formpl "solions" to unresolvable
social contradictions." j4

Each narrative, therefore, situated in context pro-

vidts an interpretive frame (Goffman 1974, Gumperz 1982)

within which to comprehend Z's social world. Upon closer

exmination of both interactions, it appears that Z,'s

primary concern is with the bteakdown of two traditional

Puerto Rican values (respeto/confianza) within the community.

This is discerned from her characterizations' of the men
ft

and youth of the community to whom she attributes this

change. From her perspective, there has been a general de-
.

teTioration of a cohesive sense of community in which mutual

reppect and high regard for women and elders is the norm.

To account for this change, Z provides the following"so-

lutions" (in Jameson's terms) for,the unresolvable social
.

contradictions in her life.

She interprets the social changes occurring within

the Puerto Rican community . from a static, a-historical,

and homogenous conceptualization of Puerto Rican society

an0 culture. 2 romanticiZes conditions .and behavioral

norms of the past (e.g. in the past, conditions were

better in the community because it consisted primari134'
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of elders who sustained a traditional value system).
04:1

At the same time, she disregards the social and

h

3,3

torical factors (e.g. migration, political and eco-

nomic relationship of,guerto Ricans to the larger U.S.

society, unemployment, discrimination, etc.) which.

have affected the cultural and social,life'(e.g. value

system, family structure, community, structure arid

relationship to other-ethnic groups, language use, eta..)

of the community over time.

Consequently, for Z, the locus of social and cultural

change is the individual: Individuals becoe the focus

of cultural continuity or discontinuity of the 'community.

She dichotomizes the actions and behavior of men and

youth of the community (the instigatod of social change)

with that of the women and elders (the bearers of tradition).

Z makes efforts to live up.to.a traditional ideal;

(e.g. promote an image of a 'nice', 'respectable' Plib?tto

Rican woman'' despite the contradictions which arise in

her personal life to make this difficult (e.g. ttie need to

have to support herself economically and to find work out

of the mainstream of society, given. the limitations of

welfare\and the fact that she does not have the traditionally

expected 1114;le provider in her household). Z exclude's from

her presentation the role of women as active agents of social

change in the community despite her role as a single mother,

"head of.hoUsehold, and occasional worker. She projects an
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image of:women as victims of. the community who,no longer

respected and protected by their youth or men, are sub-

jected to.acts-of violence'and indignity. Finally,' given
\

a community which she perceives as being out of social

control and as powerlesS in regulating itself, 'a finds

solace- in leaving El Bairio to liye and work ye sustains

her's ties with-the neghborhood'given her mottler's pre'sence

there.

Through this interpretive analysis of the thematic

and narrative development of these two interactions, it

has been Ay aim to illuminate those social/cultural.

issues which, from dip perspective of a particular Puerto'

Rican woman, are meaningful in her life, The complex

and contradictory manner in which she presents herself

and her life experiences to others paints to the need to

juxtapose what people:say with what they do so that thi

contradictions in their lives are illuminated and con-.

sidered in one's interpretation of their social behavior.

This analysis illustrates the discrepancies which can

exist between individual social consciousness and actual

behavior. This is of'particular itiporAnce when examining

stories in social interaction, for it shows' the need to ;

contextualize narrative performance in order to under-

stand .the social significatice conveyed. When analyzed.
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in interaction, narrative's can h
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to uncover the social

frathe of understanding which characterizes community

consciousness among individual members*

This study has attempted to situate narrative ana-

lysis within social interaction and to begin to explore

its social function and meaning within a broader social

framework than that, provided in traditional quantitative

sociolinguistics studies' of narrative. My hope is that

the material presented here hasprovided food for thought

and will stimulate further ,research developments in this area.
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1 The author is currently working on a dissertation in
lingUistics.at the University of Pennsylvania entitled
Narrative Performance in Conversational Interaction:
Social Function and Social Meaning.

2
,See Z's responses to the following questions of the

Language Attitude Survey Questionnaire (LPTF 1977) :

58.b
59.a
72,1,
82,88
90.1,
112,

, 58.e

72.2, 74

90.2, 96,
113, 115,

97,
116

.98

3The adverbial even in this sentence notes the contri-
bution of addiENe: information to what is already known
about bars. See Quirk and Greenbaum (1978:211, 212)
for further discussion of additive adjuncts in sentences.

4

5

6

According to Pedraza (personal communication),.Z had
moved to New Jersey during that time following her
break up with the father of her children.

One's monthly aitotment on welfare is minimftl, This
does not allow for one to have enough money left over
to save for any major purchase, Welfare,even if they
wanted to in act, does not allow recipients to save
theit money no to hold a job, Consequently, Z took
a job temporarily off the books to, take care Qf buying
her furniture.

Using the Language Attitude Survey Quesionnaire (1.4PTF

1977), each sister was asked the following questions:

#10. Do you .get a chance to read the
newspaper? Which?

#11. Do you ever read anything else?
What?

It is freqUently, said,.'Hay que darse a
respetar.antes de ser respetado', alternatively,
'El que no se da a respetar, no lorespetan' -
one must evidence proper demeanor,show-
oneself worthy,of being respected before
anotheT will defer to him; he who shows no

.
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respect will not it:

(Lauria 1964:3)

8

Lauria (1964: 2

9 -;

The definition of story (referring to personal narrative)
used in this context includes more than abov's 1972b
characterization of narrative. In Labov's definition
oral narratives of personal experience refer to the
recapitulation of a past (punctual) sequence of events.
According to Labov (1972b:360):

Narrative, then, is only one way of
recapitulating this past experience:
the clauses are characteristically
ordered in temporal sequence; if
narrative clauses are reversed, the
inferred temporal sequence of the
original semantic interpretation is
altered...

In .this study we include narratives of personal experience
which, structured from the point of view of the speaker,
recapitulate .a sequence 'of past events which may be
both of a habitual or punctual nature and considered to
be of social significance (have evaluative import) to the
speaker.

The st ry7 referred to here alludes to the retelling
of a series of .habitual actions in the past which' Z
recounti in discussing her work experience. Since she
raises and introduces the story herself (without P's
elicitation),it may be considered to be-from her perspective
a reportable ('i.e. worth re-telling) sequence of events
of social significance to her.

, For further discussion of the structural, tempbral:\
.and evaluatiye characteristics of oral nartatives,see Labov
1972b; Goffman 1974; Wolfson 1976, 1978; Schiffren, 1978;
Polaol 1979;'

10

Rosaldo 1982.

Z hap moved several times in the period that Pedro has
known her. She has moved. from El Barrio 4 New Jersey. ,

4 El Barrio 4 Bronx 4 New jersey.
Y.11

11

' The block being liferied.to is licated in' East Harlem.

286
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12
see Wolfson (1976) for a discusSion of the interview as
a speech event with rules for comportment which sustain
a limited, hierarchical relationship between interviewer/ee.

*. 13
This shift in the .relationship between Pedro and Zor.aida
may be characterized as a change in 'footing'. According
to Goffman (1981:128):

14

A change in footing implies a change
in the alignment we take up to ourselves
and the others present as expressed in the
way we manage the production or receptlon
of an utterance. A change in footing is
pother way of talking about 'a change in our
Trame for events. ...participants over
the course ,of their speaking constantly changec
their footing, these .changes being a persizentIr
feature of natural talk.

.Z was not the only person who saw,the.reMoval of the
precinct as a general turning point for-the worse on
the block. Many other resider)tg shared her feelings,
(Personal communication with Pedro Pedraza and Alicia
Pousada),

15
By 'unevaluated' we are referring to the fact that Z
fails to provide an explicit explanation of the basis
of her dislike-of the people on the block.

16

Narratives of vicarious experience refer to the re-
telling of non-first person (third person) accounts
by a speaker, Labov (1972b: 367) States that vicarious
experience narratives:.

...begin in the middle of things without
any orientation section; pronominal reference
ivin, many ways ambiguous and obscure
ehroughout "and"... none of the remarkable
events that occur is evaluated.

17

Thy continuous iterative action is meant the occurrence
of a series of consecutive events, rather than of a
singular event,. over an extended period of time, The e
nature of the events (coming down the stairs, the

287
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dripping of blood, sustained yelling) is such thatthey would terminatenp4ntually rather than continue
on continuously as h itual acts, See Labov(1972b:
387) for further discusSion.

According to Wolfson (1978:216):.

"The function Of narrative performance
is to structure the experience from the
point of view of the speaker and to dramatize
it. We can give an operational definition
of performed stories based on certain structural
features wIliCh are ,ounTion to all. The number
of performance featawes present in any one
story and the amount with which each is
used will determine the degree to which
the story ma$ be said to be performed.
We do not expect to find everyone of these
features present in any one story, but
rather we find that at least some of them
are present in all: (1) Direct Speech,
(2) Asides, (3) Repetition, (4) Expressive.
sounds, (5) Sound Effectg, (6). Motions and
gestures.'

This discussion makes teference to the structural
components characterized by Labov & Waletsky (1967) andLabov(1972b)for extended narratiVes which include:
1) Abstract: A general'statement of the proposition

the narrative will exemplify located at.khe beginningof the narrative,
2) Orientation: Those descriptive clauses which refer

to time, place, persons, and behavior and
contextualize the narrative sequence.

3) Complicating action: A verbal sequence of clauses
(narrative) which correspond to a past-sequence
of events.

4).Evaluation: Non narrative clauses which indicate
the point of view of the narrator.

5) Resolution: Narrative clauses Which conclude a
sequence of.events.

6) Coda: non-narrative clauses which bridge the endof the narrative withthe moment of speaking.

20

See Wolfson'(1978),for a discussion of the relationship
between interviewer/ee with shared ethnic identity/
background knowledge and narrative performanCe in the
interview setting.
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21

Boigsevain(1973:vii)
/

,22 . /
.

,

By rokes we refer to ruularly macted modes of
behavior associatedkwifn a social position and defined
through shared expectations.

282

L

23
We*.define conversation as "the everyday situation-in
whidh two or more people address each other for a period
of time, communicating'something about themselves and
their experience in the process." (Labov and Fanshel
1977:1)

'24

141 Boissevain (1973::

25

11 Soissevain (1973:viit

26

, ' Fine and Kleinman (1981:100).

27

"Relitionships,provide individuals with opportunities
for exercising power'or control over their environment...
py looking At relationships as areas for the achievemen
of social ends, interactionists can etamine the inter-
actional components of power and the mobilization of
resources." (Fine and Kleinman 1983:106),

4
28

In the first interaction, given the non-hieraEchical
relationship established, Z was more freely able to re-
direct. P's questioning procedur's by introducing and
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developing a new topic for discussion (work as a
barmaid in Newark). In the second, Z's recognition
of P's shared background knowledge about the comiihmity
and consequent solidary relationship to it (i,e. his
challenge to her statements about the community re-
fleceed that his.observations were from the perspective
of an insider*vs a temporary outside observer e.g.
research'investigator) contribute to the development
of a more personal relationship between them even
within a more structured (question-answer fromat)
interview setting.

29
In the first interaction, Z.intrOduces (without
elicitation). the story about the dog in the bar as
illustrative of the contrast between New York And
New Jersey bars., . In th'e second, she- lays the -ground-
work for discussion of violence in her mother's building:
This functions as a reface (Sacks 1974) i,e. an offer
or request to tell a story to whin P responds with
an elicitation for greater elabora4on. According
to GoOdwin (1978:373);

These xespongses to the preface' request
. that the events described in the prior
utterance be elaborated upon and thus-
indicate or grant permission for.talk
about the topic raised. They ask "Why?"
"What happened?" and "F"or what?"

Z.responds to P's request with a narrative char'acterizin
her mother'p experience.

30

LimOn (1983:205),

31

Limbn <1983:206)

32

Jameson (1981 : 79)
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o
33 .

From tb,is perspective, a traditional, value system (e.g.
Puerto Rican) is juxtaposed to a nqn-tradtional value
system e.g, U.S.) inl which each is assumed to be in a.state

5.11
of homeost& s. ontradictions in expected 'norms'of beha-
vior' get re)' ed by being categorically associated with
particular subgroups:of the community. Consequently, the
conflicting heterogeneous behavior qf individual members:7
the result of their material social, historical, and eco-
nomic reality-Sbecome subsuthed within'a conglomerate of
normative and homogeneous ideals which no longer have a
'material base in contemporary social relations (e.g. tra-
ditional 'norms of behavior', Spanish=Puerto Rican identity;
English=U.S.) and may be used:to exclude people from authen-
tic in -group membership (e.g. Puerto Rican vs. American).

\
1

,
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POLITICAL DIMENSIONS OF .DISCOURSE: CONSCIOUSNESS AND LITERACY

IN A PUERTO RICAN NEIGOORHOOD IN EAST HARLEM

Adrian T. Bennett and Pedro Pedraza

Infa recent report on the Americarkhigh school, Ernest Boyer

(1583) suggests that :

. Clear writing leada"to clear thinking; clear thinking
is the basis oficlear writing. Perhaps more than any.
ottefrform of communication, writing holds us responsi-.
ble for our words and ultimately makes Us more thought-
ful human beirigs.

1

rt is not uncommon' for such general surveys of education to

,present the connectIon)between literacy and thinking as relatively

direct, even to the point

critical awareness (e.g.,

of. assuming that good writing produces

Adler 1982, Illich 1971, National"'

Commission 183).. This view might be considered part of ,a
4 .

prevalent'ideology in U.S society, c7 that began to take shape

in the.last three- decades Of the nineteenth century, as Heath's

(1981) survey of graithar and composition texts of the period

indicates:

The strong implication was that those who wrote and criti-
cized well hhd more intelligence, morality, and industry
than did .their fellow students. A claha'consciousness was
developing on the basis of the language used and the stand-
ards of Writing perpetuated 'in the clhssroom.

Nevertheless, recent research on literacy ln anthropology,

linguistics, cognitive psychology,' history and other fields seems

to validate the claim that writing and thinking are causally

related. Many scholars have argued that literacy in western

3 .J3

. I I
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industrial societies hasplayed'an important role'in facilitating
,

the development of.modern" forms of consciousness, social be-

havibr, and cultural life which contrast with those found in

oral traditions and in most other literate traditions (Havelock

1963, Goody and Watt 1968, Ong 1977). In wFstern literate .

societies, so the argument goes, knowledge can be treated as if
lir it were independent of those who prodgce and use it. Because

A knowledge can be rather precisely recorded in written form, it

can be treated as sets* of self-contained incepts. or propositiortS

which can be examined critically according ko value-free principles

of logic which operate independently of specific social contexts.

Statements judged valid according to such criteria can then pass

into the growing stock of recoraed knowledge.

The technologies of writing and print (and now of computer

"literacies"), according to this view, have produced societies

vastly different from more "traditional" societies, such as the

tribal and agrarian societies which were on the peripheries of

expanding western empires. For example, education moved away

from such personally involving relationships as master and
4

neophyte, or equally powerful ritual experiences such as puberty

rites where what is learned isi&refully,integrated with the

very being of the learner, This is replaced with a "separationO
f//-"11the knower from the known," and an "autonomous, self-governing

personality" is constructed, bolized as the power to think,

to calculate, to cogitate, and to know,' in tAtal distinction from

the capacity to see, to hear, and to feel" (Havelock 1963). The
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lob of education,' certainly in modern times, becomes the trans-

4
mission of albody of objective knowledge by first teaching the

young the "basics" of literaCy, then' guiding them through the
S

appropiiate written texts which contain that knowledge, and

finally--for an elite few at .east -- encouraging' the development

of critical (text- analytical) skills.

As literacy spreadlin western sTcietles,.new-forms of oral

communication influench'by l'iteracy evolved which also affected

education. As Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz (1981). suggest:,
.

. .

With the grOwth of mass communication and the increasing
need for communicating with individuals who differ in
culture and home background, culturally }neutral styles
of speaking have evolved for use in instruction-giving,
public lectures, broadcasting and classroom lectures
and similar instrumental tasks. These oral styles have
takep on many-of the characteristics of...modern written
descriptive prose and have thus' become distinct from the
home languages.

Formal education in western societies thus involves a gradual

inculcation of such "culturally neutral styles" along with the

criteria bf truth, clarity and impersonal social relations which

go with developing skills in what Scribner and Cole (1978) have

dubbed "essayidt literacy." Much of the social science research

on literacy, which has grown(prodigiously in.the last ten years,

rI

I

ha& concerned itself with describing differences between "home"

and "school" cultures. Recognizing that learning to read and
o ;

write involve acquiring new communicative skills, Cook-Gumperz

and Gumperz (1981) suggest that.

The transition fiom the child's culture at home...where the
child has learnt.to make sense and achieve social actions
within his/her own communicative system,:requires a change

. of communicative understanding-for all children...
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Anthropo1ogical research has shown that oral styles, aswell
as the uses; forms and functions of literacy, can vary socially

and culturally% (v. for example, Gumper encl. Hymes.1972, Bauman

and Sherzer 1974, Blount and Sanches 1975, Goody 1968, Whiteman
1981).

It has been argued that for certain social\groups.such

differences can clash with the demands of schooling: FOr example,

"Heath (1985) found considerable-variation in the forms and uses
of literacy in a ten-year study of three Carolina Piedmont

communities. YMaintowners," consisting largely of middle class

`white professionals, had high skills in essayist literacy. The

working- class whits of "Roadville" valued literacy-skills highly,

yet they did not use the written word very much for communicative

purposes more complicated than shopping lists, telephone messaget,

or reading storyboWks to very young children. The working-class

Blacks of Tracton did not place the same high value oci essayist

literacy skills as their white 'counterparts in the other two

communities, and' they disapproved of those who consumed print in

isolation from others. On the other hand, they often used

written materialsletter's, recipes, directions for, operating and
#

repairing appliances, etc. -as a basis for interpersonal, oral

interaction.

Heath suggests that these diffeences help account for

differential school success of children from the three communities.

Mdintown children are comparatively successful. Roadville children

start Out well, but begin to lag in the intermediate grades, and

. o
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Traction BlacAlchildren.tend to.do poorly from the beginning.

Heath argues that these differences are. accounted for by diff-

erent communicative patterns revolv g around the Uses of

literacy. In partitular, Roadville children have been carefully

instructed by parents in skills that are emphasized in the first

few grade.--naming things, and'providing f actal information in

response to questions. Tractop children,on the other hand,

have fairly weld - developed skills in comparing, analyzing, and

making inferences from limited sources of information., but 4ar.e

ISnot given a chance to use these skills until' the middle grades.

The emphasis on minutiae, and on p.rovidkng factual responss in

early literacy training in the early grimes iurn them off from'

formal instruction, On the-other han,.Roadville children find.

it difficult to make the transition from these "basic" skills

to the more, sophistictted" inferential skills called upon in

the laterkrades.-

Heath, and others- who halle focused o of

cultural and communicative differences between the school and

home communities (e.g.,'Scollon and Scollon 1981, Michaels
*a_

1982) suggest that educators need to be aware of such differ- A

ence's in designing curricula and in developing. classroom
1

practices that can mediate between the'expectations children

form at home and the demands of schooling,

In carrying out research on the discourse of Puerto Ricans

in East Harlem, New York, we expected to uncover communicative

patterns that might be sources of conflict in schooling and that
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could help account for a dropout rate of 8070 by grade 12 (Asnira

1983). Our previous work in this community, known as "El Barrio"

among residents, involved several years -of study andjincluded

ethnographic observations, attitude surveys and sociolingtistid'
1

studies ( LPTF 1983). 'Communicative networks of the

residents in a one-block,area were delineated; members' inter-

actions in a variety of formal and informal situations .were

observed and tape4; attitudes towaOlanguage, ethnicity,) school-.

.ing and Other Concerns were surveyed; and tociolinguistic studies

of c?4esv2tchint and other linguistic variables were conducted.

community dates back to the 1920s and extends over, a

thirty-block,arei oh tiptupper east side of Manhattan, The.re .

about 180,000' residents, of which over half are Hispanic (mostly

,Puerto Rican), while most of the remainder are Black. El Barrio

is an important cultural and political center for the 1,400,000

-Hispdnics in the city. It is a viable community, both culturally

e and linguistically, despite extensive poverty and a consistently

'high unemployment rate of about 257. Puerto Ricans value their

'ethnic identity highly and have high aspirations for their child-
.

ren's education.

Language use.,is highly variable, involving Spanish, English

and codeswitching, but there is no evidence that Spariish is

dying out or being "taken over" or "corlted" by English.

It has been maintained, notably by Fishman (1971), that bilingual

situations are 'unstable when sgparation of the two languages

Pnto separate domains of usage--such as home vs. public settings--

1

-

4

I
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is.not maintained:
1

Without -separate though complementary norms and values
to establish and maintain functional separ*t1pn of the
speech varieties, that language or variety Orich is

'fortunate enough to be associated with the predominant
drift of social forces tends to displace the other
(Fishman 1971)

.

Yet we found'that many speakers use both languages for all

types of com, mUnication: 1

It is even the case that ler many the simultaneous use
of both languages.in.the pame'discourse petting, sonver-
'sation, and utterance is not unusual. In fact, it play, Alp
the.zost appropriate type of speech behavior a member b
the community can exhibit in very informal public settings...
If is obvious to us, therefore, that the' lack of functional
'compartmentalization of the languages of a bilingual
comkunity can coexist with language maintenance. In fact,
rAnguageithift (in terms of changing relative proficiency)

..and language maintenance are found together in this Puertl
Rican neighborhood...but no diglossia. (Pedraza and
Attinasi 1980).

Thus, it was evident 'from our studies that language, and other-

A.-

culturai
t.

practices could not be explained' either in terms4of

individual psychology1 but rather must be "understood as a

.retlection?of the so lal history and conditions of the community"

(LPTF 1980),vand as the community's response to that histoi..y.and

those conditions,

This 'work has given direction to our current research on

the communicative patterns of Puerto Ricans in El Barrio. But

in addition to communicative patterns we have become increasingly

-interested in the relationship etween these.patterns and con-
,

sciousness. -We,are exploring ways of understanding- language

use as communicative practices which Puerto Ricans have evolved

. in response: to changing social, political and economic conditions.
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-Puerto Rican ways of speaking may well pattern diffitrently than

"school language," yet viewing them as practices constructed

in response to historical forces might provide better Insight

into such chronic and pervasive social problems as school

failure. From this perspective, an understanding' of Puerto'

Ricans' own.understdndings of- historical conditions might well

be critical.

We did in fact find interesting features of Rican

communicative patterns which seem to reflect different standards

of reasoning end truth and which reflect other forms of socal

relationships than those fostered by the pedagogy of essayist

literacy in the schools. But having found such differences, we
.

i .

were not sure of how to interpret*them. We were unconvinced

of,. the adequacy of the cultural and communicative differences.

(theory of school failure and of Other forms of social oppression.

To illustrate why we drew these conclusions, and at the same

time to exemplify our approach to discourse analysis as it has

evolved to this point, we discuss a brief segment of tap.'e

recdtdedconversation.inVolving three male resident's, one a

researcher, engaged in casual talk as they sit on a stoop

watching the street scene. The appended-transcript (translated.

from Spanish into English) contains certain interesting diff-

erences in the talk Of two of the Men, "Edmundo" and "Carlos,"

relating to essayist literacy. We will indicate. some differenees

in their communicative patterns as reveald'd by preliminary

analysis, then discuss the liiklitsof that analysis, and finally7

310
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attempt a rellialysis that raises questions about the conscious-

2 ness of Edmundo and Carlos by considering their discourse as

practices that respond to historical conditions.

lb
We focus first on ,Edmundo's and Carlos' argpment styles.

They can be seen countering..one anothers viewpoints in turns

7-19 and 35-44,ovet two focal issues: (1) What makes a. person

worth something, 'and (/) Holbk are mothers tv() be defined or

categorized.
'

Their methods of argument diffee. 'Carlos repeatedly uses

dichos. ("sayings") which .have symbolic implications. With .

Raymond Williams (1977) .we mighA call this strategy a "Cultural

residue as it makes reference to a bygone ra when Puerto.

Rico was primarily an agrarian so and uses a communicative(

strategy associated with that society. An example is turn 36,

where he says, "Even theautia plant loves her childjen," to

support his point that mothers have a special relationship to

their children grounded in nature. Therefore, it can be taken

for granted that when he says "Damn all women," (T.28) he does

not intend to include mothers. Again, Carlos often identifies'

himself with aspects.of the natural world. Fo4.example, in #

turn 1,9,41e clmpares himself to the morivivi plant of Puerto

Rico which, when touched droops and seems to die, but gradually

revives itself: "I alwaysaive like the morivivi." Carlos uses

symbolic expressions like this to make points, to bolster

arguments', and to evoke a pcirsonal identification with tradition-,

al aspects of Puerto Rican society.

311
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In each of these examples, the'speakeerelies on the

lisfener to make the right connections to shared cultural

_knowledge in order to draw the correct inferences. These

'inferencea are steps in an argument, but their propositional
U

content.is left unplicit, while the dicho is used to fore-

ground art image, a metaphor:or a story.

Edmundo also sometimes evokes,the authority of tradition.

through the use of dichos, as when he saygi "Even Christ said,

-'Why do you cry woman?'" (T. 42)., io support his content ion

that mothers are women too, That is, even Christ called his own

-archetypal mother aImman. -Therefore, ifs you say "Damn all

women," you are saying "Damn mothers" too. (It.is incidentally,

at suoh points that the tongue -in- cheek, almost facetious
. .

quality of the argument becomes evident.) But Edmulgib exhibits

another mode of argument in his response to Carlos' reference

to the yautia plant: "Well then, if a mother- can, be like that,

how can you say 'Damn all women'?" (T. 38). Here his approach

is to quote Carlos' earlier statement iii order to foreground

a logical inconsihtency with a later proposition that Edmundo

makes-explicit in Turn 40: "Lobk what an avocado you-are, they

loved you, watched over you, when you were little." This ub
of logical analysis; supported by the rule that two contradictory

statements cannot both be true, is a'featureof Edmundo's argu.

went repertoire that Carlos does not resort to in this inter-
.

action.
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The "extent 'to which these -diffprences represent diffe:rtnces

in the communicative repertoires of Edmundo anaNCarlos cannot

be adequately determined from one-stall segment of talk such as

this. However, Pedra;a's interact, on over i long period of

3 time with Edmundo a0- Carlos suggests that such-differences

L 0
persist over many kinds of interactional situations.

I-
How can we interpret and understand these differences?

We can note 'that Edmundo has,*somd command of thesame criteria

Of logic and impersonal. evaluation of .assettions.that researchers

have reported as characteristic of essayist literacy. When we
4

compare" his background with Carlos' we are not surprised to

find,important,differences: Edmundo has lived'in New York since-,..
drVI'"

he was a young child, attended school up to 12th grade, is .

bilingual, and is employed in a skillecijob in a hospital.

Carlos came to New York 1.14 his teens, has had several kinds_ of

unskilled labor jobs, and had been unemployed for over a year.

His education was limited to primary school and he'is Spanish

dominant. This type of inf4pormation, if suppleukrited by more

ethnography and analysis, ean be very useful to teachers.

Several specific insights that emerge from our research could

assist teachers irunderstanding communicative and other cultural

differences between Puerto Ricans and, mainstream" or middle-

class Anglos.:

(1) We could show teachers that some Puerto 'Ricans use meta-
'

phoric, personal dnd symbolid styles of expressing ideas and

supporting points of viesi. We could add, from our other work,

-;
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. -thAt personal narratives (a. form Carlos uses later On in the
0

t Ntape) are also .an Important resource because they imply-access

to the authenticity of having "been. there.".

/ .t (2) We could also show teachers that there is imFortant

variation in the community, there' is got one 'Puerto Rican,"

as the differences betwedh Edmundo and Carlos demon'stra'ie,and

teachers sflould be aware .of the d4ngers of stereotyping.' //,
\.f.

A
v)(3.) Ne.could demonstrate too thit literacy. can influence oral

styles, and.that Puetto Ricans show differential access, or at
. least reliance on, essayist literacy styles in their spoken

discoutse.

(4) And finally, we could inform -teachers that these are not

so much phenomena'of cade--.e.g., Spanish versus English-- but
-

of discourse% and of communicative practices that can occur in

either language.

We feel it is valuable for,teachers to have such information.

We. also feel such is not enough..

There aretwo" main 'problems with the cultural differences

approach to the explanatiton and correction of school failure

and social inequality. First, there are theoretical problemS

in the absence of explanato4 theories. If literacy has taken

Afferent forms in differentsOcial groups--many of .which have

(1- been'in direct and frequent contact--how did this come about?

Ise Kaw are particular relations between written and oral modes.

,developed? flow are certain confiwations of form, function,
.

,

,

meana of.transmisslon and reproduction, and social uses of

*
4
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literacy produced .'in different societies over die? How is

this process of production related to other social and historical

308

Oocesses, such as the p4pOduction'and maintenance of particular

''divisions of power, labor, economic resources, knowledge,

ideology and interests?

Second, there is a practical problem. regarding the applica--

tion of research on cultrual and communicative differences to

specific social problems such-as educational inequities. In a'

society in whi h certain _social groups exert power over and

exploit cert ih other sqciar groups, hoW, can the awar'epess of
2

.4

cultural differences result in changes in power relations between

exploiters and exploited' "Those who have treated the cultural

.114.

contexts of literacy have tended to, portray societies as -homo-

geneous, self maintaining and, independent systems, and they

have portrayed Culturesto quote Eric Wolf--"As
1

totalities in which each part cohtributes to the

of an organized, autonomous, and enduring whole"

integrated

maintenance

(Wolf 1982).

This cultural relativism has it counterpart in a political

practice that fosters pluralistic idealism. The ba4i-o-4-aocial

atru6ture dividitig haves and have nots can remait-untouche4,1

although a few individuals of h'igh1skill will" be able to move

up the social scale.

There is however,; an alternatfve.view of.' culture as an

\\ongoing social process of constructing, dismantling, and re-
,

constructing meanings in response to developing social, politiCal

.and economic conditions. The ability to bestow meanings-- to

.

p
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construct the'categories through which we perceive, understand,

and evaluate 'social reality-71.s itself a source of power.
.

Patterns of culture and the communicative symbolic practices

by Means of which culture'As reproduced, can only be explained

if we see them in their connections to economic and political

processes. Cultural, practices are in fact potential weapons

in,the clash of social interests in societies where diffe

tiations of power between classes are sustained and embedded

in institutions.
a

If we take this view of culture and communication, the

description of cultural and commurlicative,practices needs to

be supplemented by asking such questibns as:
f

To what extent are these practices part of processes of
accommodation or resstanca to structural inequalities?N

To what extent do they reveal illembers' critical awareness
of social contradictions that members themselves live

.

out in their daily-i,i'ves?

What possibilities might there be for concerted politial
action among community members?

, How can the community address social problems as a community?

To, answer such questions we need to know more than that certain

patterns of expression and reasoning reflect._ essayist 'literacy

traditions' while others reflect.dral traditions. We use the

discourse data in the transcript to illustrate how such data,can

help answer qUestions like these.

We*will consider now some aspects of content. Edmundo

argues that mothers are like dii women. For example, in

Tiirn 34 he says, "No, she is the same woman, she has the
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(irlaudible), she has the same, no more or no less than any

other womanp". Edmundo's classification of mothers is. based

on a modern, secular view of.naturs, and supercedes categori-

zations based on tradition, family, or ?communityvalues., By

contrast, Carlos argues ,that mother S dre a .special category

by virtue of a special relationship through love to their

children. Carlos portrays this special relationship as a natural

one, characteristically using an agrarian metaphor to make his

_point: "Listen, even, the yautia plant loves her children"

..(T. 37).

The views that Edmundo and Carlos. express about mothers

and their relationship to the superordinate.catory of womten

thus reflect different views of the natural world. Edmundo's

argument depends on separating the natural from the social
lb

realms, excluding,'for the purposes of his argument, the

special relationship bf mothers to children, or subsuming this

relationship under the more general c egory of woMan,as the
0

female of the human species:Carlos, on the other hand, builds,

an argument that.depends on seeing nature, not independent

of the social ant family realms but rather as their foundation.

Even the yautia loves her children. The biological relationship

gives a.special meaning to the social-familial one,

These alternative views of.4the Social and natural worlds

are expressed in other parts of the conversation. For example,

E4mundo andCarlos also express different perspectives on the

0
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basis of human worth., Edmundo expresses, again, a more

urbanized, modern view-in Turns 11-13: "As for me, I'm worth

a lot, my life' has no price." This presupposes that one's

value can be asserted on the basis of individual. autonomy.

Carlos, on'the other hand, expresses a more complex view.

First he maintains that he is worth nothing. For example,

In Turn 16 he says, "If I were worth anything I would have

sold myself; nobody wants to buy me," That is, in American

society one's value is as'a commodity that can be exhanged

for money. But a few momentsllater, IJarios expr/sses a rather

different viewpoint, more si-dilar to his view of motherhood,

when he says, .that, although he has not been able to "do business"

in selling himself, his wife, or his son, he always comes back

to life amid survives, like the morivivi plant which, when .

tauched seems to collapse and die, yet springs back to life

again later: "I always live like -the morivivi" (T. 19): Just

as motherhood is grounded in the natural world; so too is his

own identity as a-resilient survivor. Here again we find

. differences between Edmundo and Carlo's, which is more information

that we could pass on to teachers and other professionals who

deal withTuerto Ricans as clients of institutions of vdrious

kinds.

However, Carlos is not simply expressing values, but is

talking about his own social and economic positioning as a'

person without value. He is also providing a response that

;despite being positioned as powerless to'earn a ltying,.he has
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a resilience grounded in the close association of personal,

social and natural world4. The social positioning to which

Carlos is responding is expressed in his ironic characterization

of himself-as valueless yet capable.of surviving. This is :.a

contradiction he lives out in his daily life. His awareness

of this contradiction reflects a critical view of the commodity

system in which'even one's wife and children are potential

commodities. Yet he also expresses his resistance through the

image of the moriviviiplant in his symbolic identification

with nature.

Edmundo, on t4e other hand, asserts his individual auto-

nomy, implying an indePendence from the social. Yet Edmundo is

not critical of society, and in fact his individualism has

certain parallels in the individualism of what many have

Characterized as bourgeous ideology (e.g., Gould 1978; Oilman

1971).

At this point, we might ask whether ,Edmundo or Carlos

exhibits more critical awareness and potential for resistance.

The answer is certainly not olWious, From our own point of

view Edmundo appears to buy into the dominant ideology more

than Carlos but he has also been.more successful that Carlos

in 'participating in the market economy by selling his labor.

By contrast, Carlos shows critical awareness, and evenresistance.

But.even in his resistance there are contradictions. His iden-

tification with nature may not be adequate to cope with his

- peripheral position in.a market economy, anymore thaq(the

f

.
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,

agr'arian .idealism exemplififtd by Tolstoy, William Moiris or

Zeno-Gandia, tPuerto Rican author of the novel LaCharca,

Stopped caRitalism from spreading all over the world in the

last 100 years.. It is even possible that Carlos's recourse to a

mpre-capitalist agrartan ide6logy while providing a refuge from

the modern world, mayrlimit his ability to participate as an

active agent in that world and thereby het!) to sustain his

perlherality, politically and economically. Edmundo may,

in fact,- be better ,equipped to deal with the dominant ideology

in that his'readiness.to use logical criteria of truth and

validity could, at leat theoretically, be as easily applied

to a critical analysis of dominant ideologies--as they encroach

on.i)uerto Ricans through mass.media, schooling, the job market,

etc.--as to the values Carlos expresses.

As for potential resistancl we should note that Edmundo's
a

and Carlos' abilityto engaie in this kind of dialogue, mixing

humor and seriousness in an ega itprian relationship governed

by respeto ("respect")
, and. called bromavera ("jok4 truth")

by some Puert'o Ricans, could it-self be seen as a form of resist-

ance, at least potentially. It certainly provides an alterna-
v-

tive to relati(ns based on negocios ( "business ")' and commodity

exchanges. Their skillful and thoughtfu dialogue encompass-, 010,

s

ing complex issues certain1T-goes. far beyond what most middle
4

class people would be likely to credit them with.,

These speculati6ns.can return usq.0 the relationship of

literacy to consciousness and critical thinking. Clearly,

320.
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it would be difficult to say the relationship is simple and

direct or that a certain technological base simply results in

a particular kind of awareness,' Rather, we suggest that there '

is a. relationship betWeen literacy and thinking, and that this

relationship is socially constituted. It is produced through

historical processes involving struggles of ideology, power

and interest. This.means that human beings.decide how literacy

and thinking are to be related. If the relationship between

essayist literacy. and. modern consciousness is today'as research-

ers have reported, it-is because tie way we conceptualize liter-

acy in the sohools and other public institutions is part of

bourgeois capitalist society. We belkeve there should be

workable alternatives.
*

4

What we have aigued touches upon issues concerning the

literacy inst4Qction of Puerto Rican children within ogr schools.

Our understanding of what literacy entails needs to be altered

from that of a set of mechanical skills to that of a social/ 4

cultural phenomenon related to other.political and economic

processes. Literacy always occurs within, a social contest.

It is neither ahistorical nor static, and more than likely,

it is variable. Whenever literacy activity occurs, in learning

6r as performance, it Must be comprehended as an accompli$hment

embedded in other cultural processes.

Therefore we must ask our selves not only if the way we
4

.teach'literacy contradicts, or ignores., community practice0

but whether we are furthering the development of .critical think-

321
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ing, self awareness and community needs. The liberal model of

pluralist education which the linguistic relativism of socio-

linguistic theor)5,s4ports has some very progressive featur s

that distinguish it from conventional 'American pedagogy.

Sociolinguists and anthropologists haye significantly

improved public awareness of social and cultural differences

and provided. an empirical basis for demanding--sometimes
4

through litigation--greater accountability from public,

institutions such as the schools for provision of equitable

services to minority and other disadvantaged populations

(Labov 1982).. The equal treatment of all students in terms

of resources, curriculum, testing and social relitions is

a laudable ideal that social scientists should continue to

support. 'However, from the point of view of Puerto Ricans

living' in El Barrio, and in similar communities both on he U.S.

mainland and in Puerto Rico, some problems still remain,

Just one example: A repot recently.released by the

National, Center for Educational Statistics (NCES 1983)

indicated that PuertoVcan high sari_ dropouts are just as

likely, or may ha-SEeven bAter chance, at getting jobs

than Nerto Rican /high school graduates. How are schools

preparingistudents for a situation of increased competition

for fewer jobs? A better understanding of communicative

sources of crosscultural misunderstanding in all public

sectors is certainly needed (Gumperz 1982), yetimproving

322
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communication_ will not automatically lead to dissolution of

the kinds of social, political and economic inequities that

Puerto Ricans have suffered since their island was invaded

by U.S: marine's _in 1898 (Bonilla and Campos 1981). Such

inequities .have been a constant in Puerto Rican life despite

rows economic programs and attempts at social, educational

and 91itical reform,(HTF 1979).

We suggest that sociolifiguists-should expand theC concern

with communicative patterns to explore the hypoth,e4sithat

the phenomena of unequal distribution of societal resOprCes.

and cultural and communicative misunderstanding are part of

the same g eral political and economic processes. However

an undecstan ing of these processes and of how they impinge

on communicative practices cannot be adequately develdped

withdut attention to how access to society's resources is

controlled through the deployment of power and the legitimation

of 'that deployment through subtle ideologicae processes. It

is interesting that those who advocate Making teachers and

other professionals more sensitive to cultural differences,

and to providing minority students with opportunitj_es to expand

their communicative repertoires: rarely address the question of

how power is distributed within educational institutions, or

bow these institutions are themselves caught in a tissue off0

power relions that'extends throughout U.S society (Apple

1982;, Giroux 1981)..

(
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To include a consideration of power as it is structured
0

,into.institutions and into the interpersonal relations within

317

those institutions' domains would be to expand considerably

the: notion of cantext as it has been developdd in sociolinguistic

and anthropological, studies of communication so far. We consider

the analysis provided above to be only a beginning step in this

4irection. We need to look more closetY at how community

members construct particular forms of consciousness through

'their ongoing-daily communications with each other. We, need to

understand better how that consciousness, in its variability,

provides members with responses to particular sociohistorical

conditions as '-they experience them. But more than that, we

need to find ways as Labov (1982) advocates, to build commit-a

ment into "all stages of...research." We suggest that the

best way to do this is to devdlop better ways to work coopera=

tively with those who .participate 'in institutional processes

such as schooling. Anthropologists have recently m9de'con7

siderable-efforts to work cooperative1y with professionals

.(Gilmore and Smith 1982; Heath 1983). We' believe that, if
ti

the interests of 'the community are to be served, we must'in

addition find ways to 'work within the community, basing our

conceptions of education and literacy in the needsand interests

of the. communiVr as defined through cooperative efforts between

researcher& and community members. searchers engage in

such a proceksrthrough th' r research itself, they. may-weir

find themselves committed to using their knowledge to help

chage'lexisting structures of power.

Off
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Appendix

7

Transcript.Tape B14

(ExampleAdiscussed in th6
text are italicized)

41.

1. Pablo: and, and, and of
(how much dpi you

/3 secs./

0
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Key

overlapping= overlapOing speech

) = not transcribable

1 (words) = unclear, transcribdr's
guess

and those five feet three'inchet
think its worth

2. Edmuridal (three) P.. (laughs)

3. .Carlos: To myself, to myself I'm not worth anything. The
purpose 'is that after I die- they bring me back to
life. .

/2 secs./

Live in-the eyes, in the, eyes of another person

And

in i kidney...a heart.

But.I'll live

7. P: But how much of this guy do you think is even worth
the trouble

8. E:

, 9.

1/0..

11.

12. E:

13.

.14. E:

[--

About that I don't know

not worth anything not worth anything
nci't worth anything

I don't tease
anyone so that they don't tease me 441/

The truth is that its not worth anything, the head

for.(
for me, I'm worth a lot

)

(of a

No, I'm not worth an thing because if .I were valuable
I would hive sold 'myself

a my life `.has no price

ti
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15. E: Eh?

,
.16. C: If I were worth something I would have sold myself,nobody wants. to (buy me)

...

[I

17. P: (laughs)
- .

0 ,18. E: '' Not even ,

, ,Th
19... I 'I was selling my wife and child and no one

....wanted to buy. 'I sell myemlf and even less are they
...willing to buy... so .what a4I to do if 1 cant sell.If I can't sell I can't dq blisiness but even though'I ralways.,live like thg-44moriviyi."

20. ?:

21. E: Oh Damn

22. P: He's hurt, he's hurt

23. E: Oh, he hit his chest when he fell. .

1

124. C: Well check him to make sure he hasn't broken his chest'
..or heart.

,?: No, his heart he didn't break because...

25. E: No, he needs a Woman.
1

26. C: Eh?
4

.27. E: When the heart is broken it has to be a woman.

28. C: 'Damn all women', man.

29. E: Man, what do you mean, if it wasn't for a womanoI wouldn'tbe ,here.

30. P: That's true,

C: Yes, but that's a different type of woman....

32. E: She's a woman f.ike any other. No, she's the same type
of woman, s e has

...from the type of woman I'm referring to ( )

a"

[1.-

She has the.same, she has.no more or no less than any other
woman

,C: ( )
t s not its not its not

e same because a a, .a mother
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36.
.

a title tells you smother
.

37. C: Ilistenl even the "yautia" loves her
children

4

320

only, only, A. label

4
38: .E: Well then, if 'a mother can be like that haw can you sdy

damn all women.'

39. C:' Because. when you t ikk 0-
, .e .

40. E: Look what 'ari,'"a.vacado you -are they loved you,
watched= over you

?-- 'when you were little (right)

9

41. listdn' liten to me listen yes but,

that that is a different type of woman, une.' s1 mother

42. E : ( ) J she's a woman
4

even, even, Christ said to his mother:, "Why do you cry woman'.'

43. C: compared to the others

/3 secs./ 9

44. C: ( ) she had to cry, right, it was her son.
41,.

Now

45. E.-. But -she was a woman

46. C : OW now f`f it were 'a lover.

47. E: Perhaps she'll'still,cry

/ 4S. C: or if it were JI.

49. E: Mayb she'd cry anyway'

50. Or if it were a' husband she didn't love,
she'd cry out of hypocrisy

51.. E: Ahhh
If it's a husband' she would be hg941y because she would-
get the pension

52. C: Haven't 'you ever been.in a situation where a woman who has
lost a husband has her lover' next to her and the guy tells
her but let me submit the name and those papers and she
crying tells him (mimics gryinghirty three, fourty four,
fifty six."

53. E: No I've never been in such a situation.

1'
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V. Concluding remarks 4
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It is difficult to ynclude a project just when you

are beginning to get somewhere with the problems at hand.

In this sense, these remarks are more a short summary, zt

'stock-taking, than a final statement 'closing an investiga-

tion. The issues involved are at bottom both'practical

(aimed at allevia4ng the social inequality suffered by,.

Puerto Ricans) and theoretical (focused upon developing

new understandings that can serve this objective).

Particularly in education, where sysAmic failure ,is

an overwhelming, blatant, and oppressive reality, there is

a great need for new perspectives on schooling. Devising

an approach to language and education that can produce

-knowledge to address such a need demands a new theoretical

framework which can function as.a foundation for critical

inquiry. The project reported here was not originally con-

ceptualized in this mane; rather, the idea emerged in
.r

the interim period between the submission of 'the proposal

and its initiation, and throughout the first year as we

struggled with the issue of language and its relation.to so-
,

cial dominaaon..

Fundamentally, we saw the necessity of a new orienta-

tion to language studies that more fully integrated language4

in societal, economic, polititfl, and cultural processes and

viewed communication as a historical pwcess. While some
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of the research presented in the report refledte# these

concerns almost from the onset, others attempted to in-

'corporated them mid-stream with varying degrees of success,

reflecting the difficulties of such an endeavor' at per-

sonal, professional, and ideoLgical levels. In fact,
411)'

these comments themselves would best be understood as a

reflection of a chanOngsocial science practice that will, ,

we hope, eventually prove effective in supporting social

change.

Wh'at do we know now that we did not know before which

4,7 could be helpful to anyone cdncerned with school failure

or societal injustice? In the past, we were involved in a

sort of matching game. The match-up was between the school

,and community, the bilingualism of each compared in terms

of form (linguistic characteristics), function (social use

of language in daily interactions), and attitudes (ideology

or thinking about language). The game taught us much about

the mismatch between school and community, though there was

still more matching to be,done--in form (the study of Puerto

Rican English), function (the analysis of discourse patterns),

and ideology (the investigation of differences An under-

standing, interests, and conaciousness).

In our previous work, we were not

that the gap between the school.and co

naive as to think

ity would be self-

explanatory in terms of cause and therefore remedy. The

332 /
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historichl conditions that gave rise to the language dif-

.ferences in the first plae had to be brought forward to

give a perspective on the problem of school failure that

went beyond the clCssroom. Ironically, certain conditions,

like the relative, powerlessness of the community, still

hinder attempts' fo come to grips fully with the mismatch

in leaguage practices as defined love, but that is not

the whole story. The real issue .is how language serves

to maintain the powerlessness of a community. What pro-

c sses.are at work that contribute to the power. relations in

whi h language is embedded? To answer these questions

adequately, the "historical" could no longer siftiply'serve
4

as a backdrop to our language studies, thus limiting our

understanding to mechanical cause and effect or correlation-

al types of explanations.

Thimipsmatch approach often times reveals blatant dis-

crepancies between the school and community, as well as

more subtle differences resulting from ignorance or.preju-

dice. In the project. reported here, Our attempt to refine

the mismatch approach focused
#

on' certain structural "levels"

of language (for example, the English vowel system or the

Spanish and English prosbdic systems). This was only par-

tially true for our discourse analysis, where we-were not

merely seeking differences in interactional patterns; again

a structural mismatch, but also differences' in terms' of con-

333
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tent, i.e. values, interests, and orientation to.life,

raising in the process the problematic of the inter-relation--

ships between language, culture, ideology, and consciousness.

However, even at the level Of what we have come to call,.

"language code", -there are complications in the Matching

game which reveal the weaknesses of the approach;-

All of ,the essays included here point out the variation

that exists in language. regardless of level. The beginning

essay treats the issue of variation and its dIgnificance at

length. The vowel system study reveals (agaih) the lin-

guistic heterogeneity we have seen in the Puerto Rican com-

munity, and the failure. to isolate any systematic patterning

of prosodic features documents once more the c mplex

ship between form, function, and meaning. *

By some standards,. such results.would be considered at

worst to be no findings at all, or at best to:be' of no utility.

What. is pertinent here is that in a match-up game, inform:-

tion of this sort may be interpreted as:revealing4.ittle

about the problem of school failure, given the lack Of' a

Puerto Rican standard (orAon-standard) form On which to

base a comparison. However, the work in this report not only

calls into question (or perhaps lays to rest) the assump-

tions about the monolithic I ture of Puerto 1p.can language

and culture; it also bares the essential weakness of treat-

ing language outside:of socio-economic; political, and cultural

334
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The, existencp of such diversity can signify. that

Puerto can studenti are not all equally disadvantaged

. in to orlifiguisfic forms or repertoires Els measured

by str ctural characteristics. The 807.4i-apdtout rate for

all P rto Rican students reported in A recent study

(Aspi a 1983) indicates that other faitois sotnehow related

to la guage may be the real culprits. 'CAn it b.e that the

process'es which can account for the dixitorefty may also ex-

plain ,,school `failure?

it '

Iow could one begin to explore the possible inter-

connection between language,'cultural diversity and school
.

. failure that linguistic differences in and of themselves can-

not explain? (The public schools in Puerto Rico are also no-.

toriously unsuccessful even though they teach in'Spanish).

The first essay in the'discourse section of the report

kttempts t.delineate a clear phil9sophical/methodological

base from which to approach this prblem. The two papers

actually analyzing samples of discourse draw out the impor-

tance of contextualizing, for'purposes\of interpretation and

analysis, the conversation of community members within spe-

cific historical, social, and cultural parameters. In this

work, as we begin to teruch upon the cultural and i0eologi-

cal.iinderpinnings of consciousness, we are again reminded

of the complexity of the community. The cultural variation
400-

,\?
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reflected in linguistic featuies is also appatent,in the

discourse practices of.community m#embers and, by implication,

their consoiousness.

In the matching game, the reasons for the erencesi

between school and tommunity in either'languag are us lly

not given, nor is there an explanation for whyl the difYerences

persist, nor more importantly, why.they function to the 'de-

) triment of certain students. Since the situation is the,

re sult of factors beyond the control of arty! individual,

the schools do not address them. 'he stratIgy is usually to.

rememdy the individual by adding something to his "cultural .

. 'capital" in terms of linguistic" repertoire,' i.e. standard-

forms of Efiglish or Spanish, language skil s such as,literacy

or cognitive .abilitieb, like "Clear". think ng.

The .liberal' pluralistic ideology upon,which this match-
(

ing model Is based-definitely has some progressive features.

The sensitivity to ringuistic and cultUral norms that demand

respect and knowledge of minority s,tudentsi, backgrO*s

fits well with thd,child-centered pedagogy of progressive

education. However, this approach treats the product-:7

marginalizedrindividualsana not the process. Individuals.

outside of. a socio-historical context are the focus, not

community needs :. This inhibits inquiry on the institution

of schooling itself and ends up blaming the victim if. fail-

ure persists, precisely the conclusion which the. cultural

differences approach set out to avoid.

1 1. 336
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An approach to .the community and to language that oe

views' these as phenomena produced'and continuously repro-

, axed by human agents in concert raises questions about

the socio-hist4cal nature of coAmunity. Any conceptua-

lization of .community. will' to a large extent, either explicitly

or implicitly, influence-hoW the inters is of .that community

are viewed. The concept 'community' is .not a neutral cat -1..

gory and discerning the interests of any particular one is

(1114

problematical for at least two reasons: 1) interests y vary

within a. community and 2) those interests are.not st tic

but change over time. Given that,pre-conceptions.will

always influence any interaction with a community, be it

by educators or investigators, a clear statement of purpose
4

or goals can function asi.the basis for debate attput interests.

This has implications for education policy and pedagogy.

A school that.purports to deal with the sociocultural

and language differences that students bring to classrooms

by treating students as isolated individuals is contradicting.

its purpose if it does not examine why differences work.as

'a diOadvantage.

BeSides idefitifying mismdtches between school and com-

munity in linguistic form and function, viewing language as

a Nul,.o-cultural practice embedded in daily discOurse can

lead to insights' concerning these contradictions. Certainly

the interests of the, community are not served en pedago-
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gical practice treats the language issue only on an indivi-
Co

dual level. Tying language to cultural and Ideological-pro-

cesses not only reveals ways in which institutions like' schools.

contribute to.the domination of a community, but also, how

ariation within the community may.. be hin4ering advancement.

The discoufse. papers certainly demonstrate some significant

differences-in what we might call the consciousness of mem-

bers of the community.

Any understanding of the variation in consciousness

found within the community, e.g. why ii exists, will oon-
...

tribute to overcoming obstacles in organizing efforts.

Schoolc can play an important role, in a process of community

empowerment, but they cannot make a contribution if they do

not consciously articulate and accept this goal or if they

ignore the problems/issues it reaises. LangUage and educa-

tion policy at present do not reflect such, a concern mainly

because they do not consider piportant the socio,-historical

processes that interconnect with and tie language and educa-

tion together.

These remarks may seem to many to have little to do

with language and education per se and much to do with 'ex-

traneoui' factors like history, society, culture, and ideo-
*

logy. But thistis precisely the point--a new theoretical

framework means viewing these not as 'extraneous', factors

but. as &fining the nature of our problem and therefOre the

338
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sblution. It 'is worth stating once more that even this

(does not solve anything. It.is only a beginning. New fofms

of research and pedagogical practice are required.

A new social science practicI would involve an alter-'

-native model of researcp,that would incorporate within any

study design participation of the actors involved, some form

of intervention and evaluation of practice, and some connec-

tion to community organizations or movements/addressing the

issues, or some form of accountability.' These .are not ne-,

cessaYily new items on the agenda. for the Centro or even many

individual researchers, nor is it a question of priorities,

but one of process. 'Rather than viewing these as separate

tasks, isolated or interconnected, the best approach is per-

haps. to view thipm as different aspects of an integrated

process.

We seem to have a tremendous amdunt of difficulty even

conceptualizing what this would mean on an everyday level.

. In order to change the investigative process, we first have

to re- construct the research community. Research with and for

communities /rather than on them(no matter how well-intentioned)

should be the aita.

Among other things, such an effort means engaging per-

son& in debate who come with different outlooks, agendas, .

practices, and connections to social policy but who share the

same goals of equality and justice. However, in order for

meaningful dialogue to occiir, trusting,relationships_have to

1
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exist between -at various participants in the discussion as,

well as a sense of commitment to purposeful activity aimed

at social change. Social scientists'Cboth individually and

collectively) have to work at developing these relation-.

.liships and commitmeigts, as an integral part of thelpinvestiga-

. tive process.

\.\ This presumes that researchers have themselves engaged

in dialogues about the shortcomings of Locial science vis-a-
.

vis the g4Als of equality and jUstice, and are in fact orga-

nized to function as a collective in collaboration wi other

organizations. This is far from the case.

As noted in the first paper on discourse analysis, one

obtatacle to developing such practices is the academic insti-
.

tutions and 'professional asssociations with which .researchers

work.Variousso,llitionvtothe problem exist, including

creating altyfiative inst4utions or transforming existing

ones so that thei; advantage us position as legitimators

of kngdiledge can be utilized legitimate working-class
7.

an51/minarity group understandings and concerns.
/ .

If social scientists are to play a role tri the kind of

/ shift in social policy debate we are envisioning here, the

first step, it appears, should be.a itical appraisal of

the ways in which our thinking and di4cussion of issues,

both theoretical and concrete, are constrained Issues

such,as how our reserach findings relate toithe problems

340
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I

of the community "n to be discussed and evaluated. 'As

we explained earlier, in this report; this is not necessarily

acall for 'relevant' or 'applied' research, but for an

assessment of the relation of 'our Studies to the struggles

ofthe disenfranchised in our society.
..

e need to know: 1) what assumptions' are inherent in

the type of questions-we are posing, 2) how the concepts we.

utilize have evolved over time, 3) how they position us with

respect.to the c unity, and 4) what the ideological

foundations of our theoreticaa'approaches are, and whether
e

we can defend them. These.are the sorts Of.issues we have

to telve into if we are to change our practice. And only

with a drastic change in our practice can.we hope to find

the clarity we now lack.

`N.

O

1
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Review of literature on prosody

41

The following is a review of the work 'done in prosody
6

which relates directli to thd different language varieties

involved in the speech of New York Puerto Ricans, in 'particu-.

11#1. Puerto Rican Spanish and Black English.

1.0 General description6 of Spanish prosody

The.most thorough survey of Spanish prosodic studies
1,7

is that of Kyavik and Olsen. (1974) These` authors are prin-

cipally concerned-with melody or pitch .variables, leaving
o

aside questions about timing or rhythmic organization in Spa-
,

nigh. They fotus on three aspects of intonational studies:
/

dialectology, methods, and notational systems. Very few
4
studies of bea speaker's are mentioned, with most re-

search concentrated on Spanish of Spain, Nexi.co, or the

ocono sir -- Argentina and Cpile. Methods have primarily been

observationia, altgha4 early as 1918, soine acoustic

measures were made. Among the notational systems, a wide _

varie5,GLtechnique's were observed, from musical notes to

holistic contours. However, many analysts since the

1.910's have tended to rely in their' prosodic investigations
.

. 343
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(at least in part) on the ntmericai pitchnlevels of Pike

(1945) or Trager and Smith.-(1951), which were developed

in structural analyses of American English.

Navarro Tomas (1918, 1944, 1948),wrote the classical

treatments of Swish intonation, to which nearly all

later analysts refer. The speech described was usually

the careful, andante style of Peninsular speakers, often

in performante of literacy texts. Navarro developed a

typology of five basic contours, two falling, two rising,

and one level. Although these contours are in some ways

similar to the tunes ascribed to. British English, Navat;ro

pointed out an imporrt difference (translation mine)

"the English falling-rising toneme is one of the traces

of intonation which is most easily detected in those...
.

who are learning Sp.anish" (1966 edition of Navarro 1944,
4.

70-71). In his intonation manual, Navarro devoted, a-

1

substantial section to the 'emotive' content of intonation,

in addition to ,its phonological function.

Stockwell, Bowen, and Silvg-Fuenzalida (1956) as

well as Stockwell°& Bowen (1965) are probably the second

most-cited works on Spanish progody. Their theoretical

orientation was the structuralist SmithrTrager model;

thUs, they discovered in Spanish three pitch phonemes,

three levels-of stress, and three distinctive terminal
st

contours (rise, fall, level). Besides their treatment

of phonemic contrasts in Spanish suprasegmentals, they

344 .
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described several shades of 'nearing or emotion which

could be convey by particular (mis-) uses of intonation.

A principal cla m was that Spanish uses (in general) a

more restricted intonational (pitch) range than does

English. Emphasis may be conveyed either by expanding

the difference in pitch between adjacent syllables or

by contracting it (1956:664).

There are 'a number of other studies. utilizing

Smith-Trager or Pike models which cannot be discussed

here. These include Cardenas (1983), Matluck (1965),

and Quilis (1975). We would also like to refer the

reader to the recent analyses of Kvavik (1978, 1979,

4980) and F hanella de 'Weinberg (1981) dealing with

Mexican and Argentinian Spanish respectively.

The precedin3 discussion of some geheral, descriptive

studies of Spanish prctsody.has served to delineate the

'territory covered by such analyses. As noted-JP

earliersurveys, descriptions differ not only in their

underlying theoretical bases, but also in methods and

in the geographic regions studi.0.. lit the nextfew,

paragraphs, the focus will be on treatments of Puerto

'Rican Spanish, arn from the vantage point of general

survey material.
.

.

1.1 Overview of Puerto,-.Rican Spanish
. ...

. .

Xhere has been relatiely little work done on the

prosody of Puerto, -Rican Spanish. .Navarro Tomas (1948)

treated Puer, Rican Spanish intonation in a scant

345
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three pages, evidently believing that his earlier

typOlogy of intonational contours was generally adequate

to describe this region as well.

Kvavik (1978) analyzed 49 seconds of speech from

a sdngle male Puerto Rican informant and compared acoustic

displays and transcriber'impressions of pitch patterns

in these utterances to those of Mexican speakers. The

focus of her investigation was use of fundamental frequency,

or 'tonal differences. In comparison to the fOur Mexicai

speak0s, her Puerto Rican informant used more level

contours, semifalls and semirises. Also, this speaker

occasionally shifted pitch-obtrusion to a position before

or after the expected 'tonic syllable.' Such a sh*
I

Kvavik belie d, marked emphasis. Given the briev

sampling, int national meanings remain hypotheses and

potential geographic differences are only hinted'at.

Nevertheless, Kvavik's is the only available acoustic

analysis of fundamental frequency in Puerto Rican

Spanish.

Jones (1962) prepared an analysis of Puerto Rican

Spanish prosody as part of.a dissertation on the English

"dialect" spoken by upper middle-class Puerto Rican

bilinguals on the island. This analysis uses the

structural descriptidns common.to the Smith & Trager

(1951) and Pike (1945). Thus Jones states that "there

are three intonation pitches i.e., levels in Puerto

1
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RicanIpanish..., there are threedegrees of stress
,

and follitr of pause i.e., junCture . Length and repetition

seem to be more important...than in American' Englishs'

(187)..

Specific differences in intonational patterning"

concerned the tonal contours of questions as well as

statements; by and large, Jones believed that "gliding

contours" on final syllables are rare in Puerto Rican

Spanish (182). In -contrast to English, in which pitch

obtrusion coincides with sentence "stress," Jones

observed that in Puerto Rican Spanish".,.stress is

frequently followed by a tone peak" (185). MOreover,

he found that, "the last stress in Puerto Rican Spatii.sh .

utterances, exclusive pf zero, is primary" (261).

Although the descriptive system obscures potential

contrasts somewhat, Jones' statements could be interpreted

as: (1) Puerto Rican Spanish has more pitch patterns

which strike 'English ears' as tonal irtep -ups or down-

steps, rather than 'glides', (2) final contours of

Spanish utterances may; sometimes sound (to an English

listener) as if they were "stressed" or accented.

.Jones alseobterved that this 'dialect of- Sparris-h

has shorter rhythm groups than English'and uses

syllablez.timing in its rhythmic schema.
.

At .present, only a very general sketch of prosody

is available for Puerto Rican Spanish. The most

extensive of. the three studies is based on linguistic

. 1 .
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methods of analysis which have been superseded; moreover,

it is unclear whe;her the view of Puerto Rican prosody

in that study might not"have been influenced by the

'native language of the author (cf. Pointon 1980; Ladd

1980: 167). r
These limited data may be supplemented toa certain

low

extent by using more general studies which have been

concerned with contrasting Spanish and English for

'iptdagogical purposes. Among these are,investigations

of the English spoken'by Spanisk speakers, which were

aimed at specifying the components of a "Spanish accent."

1.2 Contrastive analysis and accent

The most well-known of
1

Tedagogical works is Stockwell

and. Bowen (1965). They present a -detailed-contrastive

analysis of English and a composite of Spanish dialects.

Their analytical frame is similar to their 1956 study,

i.e:, a structuralist account in which pitch, stress,
.

and juncture were treated separately. Like Johes, they

interpreted "the last strong stress of the phrase (as)

the most prominent..."(28). One of the di'fficulties.

they observed for English speakers acquiring Spanish was
,

to narrow the pitch range sufficiently.

Stockwell and Bowen also give impressionistic

cilervatiohs on Spanish r hythm; Spanish syllables are
O

said not be lengthened when they e stressed, which

M69 be disconcerting to an English listener (33). "The

ear of an English-speaking student, accustomed to

4
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correlating weaker stresses'with shorter syllables

will receive the impression of machine-like rapidity

from hearing Spanishi..he misses the rather long

stressed syllables that give him a chance...to Catcla

up" (34).'

Bolinger (1961) briefly.corkprasted Spanish .and

English tonal contours .in a paper called "Three

Afialogies." Bolinger states that in a Spanish

utterance with two prominent syllables, the shape of

the tonal contour for the sentence looks like a

suspension bridge in which the first 'pole' is usually

higher than the second. In English, the second 'pole'

34.2

would be iigher: e.g. wa di

English: I told him to it. VS. 'Spanish: Le je clue espera
ra.

Bolinger also says that English speakers can use the

intonation contour which _is common for commands in English

in order to approximate the Spanish declarative, "InIn
Is

Spanish, make your statements sound' the way commands

sound in English" (136).

Prosodic aspects of Chicano and Puerto Rican

speakers' English have been the focus of a few studies.

The most reent, Penfield (1981), made several

generalizations about Chicano speech, based on

transcription's in the southwest USA. Most of these

general statements had to do with the range or shape

of particular final intonational contours in Chicanos'
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English. In.particular, the tendency toward rising

glides at the"ends of sentences and on unstressed

syllables has btcome a stereotyped Chicano intonational

pattern. Penfield points out that sinQp final sentence

contours do not ,fall enough for Anglo list,pners'to get

a sense of sentence completion, the rising glides are

a source of misunderstanding. The glides are perceived

by Anglos as indicating uncertaj.nty while Chicano

speakers use these contours for emphasis: "the more

emphatic a Chicano speaker becols, the more 'uncertain'

he is perceived."

Jones (1962) used a structural 'levels' analysis

to contrast Puerto Rican adults', accented English with

the English of native speakers and with earlier.-described

Puerto Rican Spanish. The accepted. varirty, which Jones

put together from the individual data of 27 adult
4
tnformants' picture descriptions, contained prosodic

features- of both languages. However, he stated that

speakers varied in their use of prosody and that the

ldt.stributfbn' of progodic features in their speech

was what set the composite 'dialect apart (279).

Gliding contours, like those of tive English, occurred,

as did pitch contours,with fatrtiliar Englis,i final shapes.

However, some contours reflected .a Spanish pattern in

which the most prominent syllable is closer to the

beginning of the sentence; this was especially strik44

350
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in questions

. WHAT

n which a speaker might say

`TH
instead of: What's

e' IS?

Stress 'errors' also were found in a few. words 'and

.344

full. (unreOced) vowels sometimes appeared in unstressed

syllables.

Nevertheless in tonal contour as well as in

rhythmic characteristics, Jones believed that. this

,'dialect' was more like American English than like

LTuerto Rican Spanish. He pointed out that "accent" seldom

caused a speitIter to be communicatively at a loss, =and

advocated a less atomistic approach to teaching of

English on the basis of his findings. wt.'

A second study of Puerto Rican speakers/ is that

of Anisman (1975), who analyzed segmental and suprasegme t 1

,features in the English of 29 teenagers in East Harlem.

The principal suprasegmental variable was "syllable-

timing.!" (Syllable -timed utterances were those in which

syllables "...were at least impressionistically (0.c]

exhibiting les's durational variability..." than they

would in the speech of Otker, liative-Englisti-speaking

New Yorkers (61).
. .

Anisman divided the informants into three groups

bored on the extent of Black contacts: (1) Black

influenced group (extensive Black contacts) (2) limited.

or sporadic' Black contacts, and (3) lames. The second

*
I
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group used syllab;0-timed utterances almost twice as much

as the Black influenced group in half-hour interviews,

according to transcriber impressions. This usage, .

Anisman states,."is a distinctly non-English prosodic

phenomenon and as such would be decidedly Hispano-

stigmatizing" (81). However, the first two subjeCc

grpups were very small in comparison to the number of.

'lames' '(N=20) . These speakers also used few ,syllaicile-

timed utterances, and it is not clear to what extent

transcriber impressions about timing might liave been

based on segmental variation in the recordings rather

than actual rhythmic patterns.

Most of the.contrastive studies have-been based

on listenerg' impressions,af prosody, and speakers'

familiarity with'English differed considerably among

them. Nevertheless, there are certain interesting

common trends. Most of 'the studies note that it is the

distribution of prosodic material (i.e. the use o

familiar variables in unexpected locations or combina ions)

which marks an 'accent.' In-addition, the studie; show.

that acquisition of L2 prosody is not a monolTic

prOcess and 'composite' destriptions.(e.g. those of

Jones and Penfield) obseure the manner in which new

distributions'of prosodic variables are tried out and

used. Finally, given the different methods of analysis

across these studies, it may be well to maintain a
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a certain skepticism about whether the various authors

are describing &e same phenomena when they us =e terms

such as 'prominence' and 'stress' or 'syllable-timing'.

While common trends across the studies point to some

subtle distributional differences which'could affect

interactiong, the actual contribution of these to meaning

in context is largely, unknown.

1.3Prosodyasrelatedtosyntax and pragmatics of Spanish

At this point, the general lack of studies relating

Spanish prosody to other structures of the language and

to pragmatic function should be mentioned as a problematical

area for both" single language and Ontrastive studies.

In Spanish as in Engli (cf. Ladd 980), prosody has often

been treated as "around the edg of langudge -.not within

the structural core to be described.

Pike (1945, paraphrased bysJones 1962: 151) sums up

this view, "Intonation is the musical rise and fall of the

voice which indicates or carries the attitude (my emphasis)

of the speaker. Thuor s, it is independent of lexical

meaning, topic of discUssion...and...g4ammatical facts...

have no innate'participation in the meaning of the

contours themselves." However, recent studies of English

-intonation belie this view.:. Ladd points out *that attitude
/

may be.ponvexed just as surely by choice.of lexiCon as,

by intonation and that-prosodicariablesare integral
1

.components of utterance meaning.
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For Spanish, when prosodic patterns haVe'been

co sidered in relation to sentence.meaning, this has

ge erally been in terms of contrasting utterance

nction or alternative bi.acketings of constituents.

ockwell & Bowen (19.65) present the same. utterance

'Aqui .v.iene flaria",noting the different pros dic

patterns which would be present if Maria were the subject

347

versus if this item were a vocative, or if the utterance

reptesentqd a question or exclamation Versus a statement,

Quills (1965) also investigated alternative phonological

bracketing in a comparison of vowel co&scense in

everyday, .colloquial speech with that of slow, careful,

speech. Items cited by Quilis are those which would

have been differentiated by the stiucturalis notion

of juncture, e.g., 110,subas vs.. las uvas or to culto vs.

to oculto..

Contreras (1981) argues that "...boCh. sentential

stress and 'word order depend...on the informational

structure of the sentence" 1,n Chilean Spanigh (45). He
1

uses prosodic evidence .(apparently from introspection

\ and observation)" to refute syntactic analyses which

plaee- the be seep

structure position and use transformations to relocate.

it. . His basic rule for placement is a hierarchy of

rominence.in which "...the more informative elements

6 I

rheme) normally go at the end of the qentence and carry

3 5 4 ,



the mainstiess whereas, less informative elements (theme)

...occur at the beginning of.the sentence and do not

carry the main stress" (50).

HoweVer, there are several difficulties with

Contreras' treatmentAs he acknowledges,Puerto Rican

Spanish would not fit his rules for sUbjeCt placement.
,

In addition, the validity of .his reference to theme and ."..<

rheme would 'depend.on how 'informative' is defined

situationarly and on an unambiguous,definition of

'min stress'.
a

.Silva-Corvalan (in press) presents informaiion.

on noun phrases in Chilean.Spanish. According to her

analysks, there are two basic ways to highlight the fact '

that an object noun-Thrillse is the-focus of discourse

or new information: (1) Place it before the verb and

give it high tone, e.g, Effortil me dieron a mi.

(2) Place it after the verb, but use an unusual,

contrastive intonation pattern: abrupt rise, then fall.

Apparently, the first way is much more common (p. 7-8).
4

Depending on the information content and intonation,

the same syntactic structure can have two different

functions.'

1. If (1) the object noun phrase is first and

(2) it represents more known information and (3) it

receives the greatest intonational prominence, then this

is because it is a point of contrast of discourse. If

355
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condition (3) is not met, it is merely .a cohesive link: .

2. If the first two conditions are met and (3)

the object noun phrase has the abrupt rise-fall intonation,
I

the' conti.adiction or unexpectedness Of the information
-f

in it may be inferred. If condition (3) is instead a

high tone, but less than the "unexpectedness" intonation,

then it may be inferred that the inforMation in this

noun-phrase is new.

Silva7-Corvalan concludes that Spanish word order

is not free, but determined by pragmatics; intonation

is also determined by pragmatic factors.

From these studies it seems clear that much more

information on discourse functions of Spanish intonation

is necessary. However, frameworks for description along

these lines (Coulthard & Brazil 1981; Scollon 1982)

are still in the process'of refinemen t, which will be

necessary in order to specify the contribution Of

intonation to overall discourse.

2.0 Prosody in Black Englioh

A

In studies of Black speakers, proeody..has, if anything,

been treated even more impressionistically than in Spanish.

The data collection methods range from laboratory

experiments with acoustic analysis (Hudson & Holbrpok 1982)

to-listeners' perceptual impressions (Key et al 1977;

Tarone 1973) and transcriptions (Pitts 1982) or -close

analysis of videotaped interactions (Erickson 1979).
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4 .Erickson showed that in inter-racial interviews,

white counselors tended" to over-explain to Black listeners.

This tendyncy was at least partially explained by different

expectations created by prosodic contour about the listener's

contribution to a -conversation. Fo! listening responses,

the rule in the Black commuoity wa6 something like the

following (p. 117):

"As the speaker is making a point, if you hear'a

steep fall at the send of a phrase, or if you hear a steep

fall before the phrase is ending and thenee tag before the

speaker becomes 'silent, At you should do now is some

kind ef listening response. ".. (Unless these conditibns are

met, you need not provide a listening response). A

sustained contour in itself does Aot necessitate a_
e7A

response. In contrast, the white listeners believed

that,a response was required in the case of either sharp

falling contour or sustained contour at end of a phrase.

Different interpretations of,these.intondtional "cues"

meant that the speaker and listener had Oposite ideas
' e

about how the interview was proceeding.

While Ericson noted differences between Blacks

and whites in interpreting Intonation patterns, most

studies have focussed on distinctivb aspects of prosody

in Black.' produced speech. A special style' often

mentioned is what Pitts (1982) called 'speech song'

preaching style used by Black ministers. In this

357
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style, he noticed not only a call and response pattern,

c

but also specific rhythmic.and melodic contours which

'changed in frequsncyaccording to the sequence and

351

I"

structure of the. sermon. Some of these features included

tonal parallels accompanying lexical repetition,-extra

duration% and "phatics".

Key et al (1977) and Key (1975) observed what they

4,thought were elements of Black preaching style in

recorded cooperative narratives of Black children (19'77:

193).' Key described Black English, as spoken by these

children, as 'syllable -timed with a fairly even beat"

(1977: 187). However, durational differences can also

be used to make syntactic distinctions; in sentences

in which morphological inflections are found, Key

claimed "a silent pulse-beat" disambiguates potentially

homophonous sentences. Key (1975: 87) cies these

examples: "He'll stop it." he (0) Stop it .

"He stopped it." he stop ($) it.

in which the zero is manifested on the surface by

timing-difference. 'Rhythmic patterns of such sentences

shouldprobably be examined more closely, since'it is

unclear what the actual phonetic correlates of a "silent

'pulse-beat" (like those of the structuralists' juncture)

could be.

Tarone (1973) compared the intonation of Black

addlescents and white adolescents in group conversations
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Iwith a white woman to7the recorded formal speech of a6

Black adult in an interview. In transcriptional'

analyses, one of the most interesting findings was .a

contradiction of earlier work by Bengt Loman (1967).

d)Loman had reporte that Black speakers used.falLing

contours fAr. yes-no questions, but in her informal

sessions, Tarone found that level or rising contours

were the rule in such questions. She attributes these

intonational differences to differences Ili formality

of the recording context. Apparently children do

use falling contour for yes-no questions in formal

contexts and white listeners interp'et this as rudeness.

Other differences had to do with upper bound and

.range of pitch: the Black adolescents' group discussion

had the widest pitch range as well as more falsetto or

very high .pitch.

With regard to direction of pitch change, the Black

teenagers used more level' or rising contours than the

other speakers, whose tone patterns included mostly

falling contours. Parallel pitch contours (such as those

Pitts described) were used in the_ construction of if -then

statements rather than lexical markers ht the beginning

of the respective 'clauses.

. The range of pitch used by young Black adults .

a.

and effects of contextual style were also investigated

in_d laboratory study (Hudson and Holbiook 1982). There'
'CY
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.were many more speakers than in. any of the other studies.

in this section (100 men and 100 .women). Although

individuals differed, the mean values of Ditch were

16Wer for Blacks than for whites as describedby.

previous studies. however, for reading style:the Ap

Black speakers used a larger range than that reported

for white speakers. The Blacks, reading range was,

in turn, less than that of their spontaneous conversation.

These laboratory' measures lend support to the idea that

Black speakers are likely to usefa wider pitch-range than

whites. But this is only a measure bf central tendency

with which many individual factors including the

context and content of speech doubtless interact.

The contribution of the various studies on Black

English suakers is difficult to assess since they are
P ti

a

distinctfrom initial conception of the pfoblem up to

the final conclusions. Although some specific contours

have been mentioned which are associated with particular

syntactic or ritualistic structures, a unified set of

hypotheses about what "Black English influenCe" might

be has* not been forthcoming from these studies. At most,

these studies suggest that further explorations of

prosodi'c repertoiresho ld be conducted in the Black

community. Of special va ue would be studies which

focus on -contextual effects,..such as those *dined ,

in Tarone (1973), but through recordings of 'the same



speakers in different speec events (cf. Labov, Cohen

And Robbins 1968), Additional studies might bring

forth more potentially.misinterpretable pitirings of

prosody and syntactic form'(like the yes/no.quds#ons i

,

Tarone's study) which ,could vary according to setting.

From the preceding review,-one apparent difference

between Black speakeriland Spanish speakers would seem

to be,in the range of pitch in casual conversation:

descriptions of Spanish speakers point to.a narrow

range, while both transcription and acoustic analysis
.

-suggest that. Blacks may use a wider range. However,

Hudson & Holbrook'(1982), whose recording conditions

seem likely to have produced very closely monitored

(if 'spontaneous) speech, report mean F
o range values lot

the }Auk speakers which are very similar to those

cited as "the alerage range" in speech science'
4

textbooks about an octave. Although pitch-range

differences between Spanish. speakers and Blacks could

be tested in a laboratory experiment, .in the many,

speech situations of daily life it may well be-that what

differs is not. the actual pitch range, but the uses to

which the same material.ie put, i.e., the distribution

of. tonal or fundamental frqquency differences. Only
, 401

hints of such distributional differences are currently

available. *
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Prosodic analysts of English spoken by Puerto Ricans:

A pilot exploration of acoustic methods

1.0 'Introduction

From the review'of the literature presented in Sections

2-4 of this paper; two parateters of interest for acoustic

measurement were_ identified in the prosody of speakers. in

the C ntrois taped bilingual corvus:,

.(1) Timing differences

(2) Differential use of fundamental frequency, or

plxch.

iAlthough the attempt to examine these in this project was

unsuccessful, I include it here as illustration of the

problems which present themselves .in acoustic analysis of

natural data.

Descriptions of Spanish speech rhythm usually state
Aj

that.it is syllable - tuned; 'however, attempts to get at

syllable-isochrony through acoustic measurements have

yielded conflicting results, and the basic typology of

stress- versus syllable-timing has been.Challenged (Cf.

Allen & Hawkins 1980). Nevertheless, on two particular

points about speech-timing, most textbook descriptions

continue to say that Spanish and English have differiint

pat erns. These points concern: (a) durational differences .

/ .

betw eh stressed and unstressed syllbles, and (b) prepAusal

lengthening of syllables.

363
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Most often cited with regard to.the first point--.

differences due to :stress -are the extensive Measurements
fi 4pf

of Delattre (1966),in which a ratio of:stressed-to unstressed

of 1.3 to 1 was reported for Spanish. Gili Gaya (1940)

foundthat stressed syllables were about 40% longer than

unstressed syllables, using like Delattre, a recorded Spanish

corpus in which the segmental content varied considerably.

In English recorded texts, Klatt (1976:1209) found that

the average (median) duration for a,,stressed vowel is about

,130 msec in connected discourse ,.,but the average duration

for unstressed vowels, including schwa is about 70 msec."

Oiler (1971) reported a English ratio of stressed/unstresSed

of 1.6 and Smith (1978:45) concluded that the effect of

stress on vowel duration in English appears to be substantial

but somewhat variable, Estimates of increases in duration

range from about 50-90%." Regardless of.the exact estimate,.
most of these figures would gauge the effect of .stress to

be measurably larger on English ,syllables than on the.

,corresponding Spanish ones, on the avera4e.

In regard to the second specific difference--- repusal,

lengthening---Dellattrd (1966; CitedbyPinkerton 19 1) found

that vowels in syllables before pause in Spanish were only

about 30 msec longer then vowels in syllables in other

phrase positions. For English, Oiler (1971) found that --

this effect could add 100msec to a pre-pausal vowel,
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Summing up, 'Smith (1978:44) observed, this constitutes

50-60% increments Of .final over non-final vowels'."

358.

The status of pre-pausal lengthening in English

as a perceptual cue to boundaries or utterance termination

has often been speculated upon.. Although many 'languages

show a very shall increase in pre-pausal syllables (like

Spaillish), this small increment is believed by some

phoilleticians to be caused by universal constraints of the

voc 1 mechanism; 'the large increments in English, it is

cla med, represent a grammaticalization of a universal

pho etic tendency (Pinkerton 1981), If it is true that

thi large increment is used by English listeners as a

perceptualpcue totterance termination, then the failure

of a\ second-language speaker to produce it-could tonceivably

be cd strued as a feature of "foreign aCcent:"

..frevious studies of Spanish ESL students do appear
1,

to show less pre-pausal lengthening than in native English

speakers inkerton 1981), Also, impressionistic reports

of syllabi -timing in Puerto Rican speakers (Anisman 1975)

may rely to a certain extent on both sorts of timing
1 4

1

I

characteris ics;,perhaps, this group of English speakers

is simply mo e variable .in both stressed/unstressed dif-

ferences and n the extent of pre-pausal lengthening..
A'

,

It is methodologically a very thorny problem to get
)

at either ofthese.timing differences through use of a

spontaneous speech corpUb teorded in the field. In part,
A -
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this has to do with intervening noise or overlapping speech;

it also stems from the difficulty of finding the same

syllable in different positions. Given these difficulties,

the focus of timing measures was set at differences between

stressed and-unstressed syllables; at the outset, such

measurements seemed the relatively more feasible ones.

However, one problem with such comparative measurements

is that the duration of syllable-nuclei in both-SPanish and

English may be influenced by a number of factors, Among'

these are:

. (1) Intrinsid vowel quality, Tense vowels may
by longer than lax,ones, everything else
being equal (Lehiste 1970).

(2). Effects of consonantal environment, In
English, vowels are quite a bit longer
before eautosyllabic voiced obstruents
than they tare before the corresponding
voiceless bnes, English listeners use
such differences in periception of speech
(Greenlee 1978),

(3) Number of syllables in the word, In polysyllabic
wordt in English, -the duration of syllables
may be less the_ tiore of them there are (Cf.
Klatt 1976) ,.

(4) Rate of speech. Lehiste & Peterson (1960) found
that io.English, an increase in speech rate

OPP was generally manifested by shortening the
unstressed.syllables, with the stressed ones
staying relatively the same. Thus measurements
on fast speech, all else being equal, would
be, likely to show more stressed/unstressed
differences than in slow speech. The.manner
in Which such rate increases are perceived.
in Spanish versus English is also a problematical
issue (Cf. Pointon 1980),

. ,
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Unfortunately, the i1agnitude of these difficulties was I

not fully apparent until some speech had already been

/serected and digitized and some preliminary measures carried

out (see Method Section).

In describing ehe actual acoustic measurements, the

timing measures will be discussed before those concerned

with fundamental frequency differences. However, at this

-point, it is appropriate to givg a. preliminary description

of the releviant contrasts between Spanish and English in

use of this parameter,

In reviewing the literature, some very spetific

questions about the use of fundamental frequency turned up,

-------- --particularly-as related to the syntax or semantics of

particular sorts of sentences (e.g., lists, contrastive

"stress"). The only available acoustic study of Puerto

Rican Spanish (Kvavik 1978:193ff).offered just suggestions

about potential dialect differences between thiellvariety

and Mexican Spanish, finding that "the Pueto Rican (speaker)

142

appears to use...semi±ises and falls.,.more than do the
1

Mexicans and has more 'level - sounding' intonatiops than

they do." As mentioned above, this'study was based on

only 49 seconds of recorded speech from a single individual.

Pedagogical works (such as Stockwell & Bowen 1965)

and other destriptive. treatments (e.g the various works

36?
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of Navarro Tomas) suggested that Spanish speakers, by and

large (obviOusly a lot of variability is hiding here)).

tend to use a narrower range of fundamental frequency

variation than do English speakers. With regard to the

shape of the fundamental frequency contour, contrastive

analysis studies (such as that of Jones 1962) suggested

that the major point of pitch-obtrusion in Spanish sentences

mky be more near the beginning of the sentence than in

English sentences, although-individual utterances, doubtless.

vary considerably. For example, some research has suggested*

that yes /ono questions occasion a higher fundamental frequency

. over the entire phrase fromthat in comparable declaratives

(Massone 1982). Given that little is knbwn .about what

semantic and digcourse factors' might affect such general

contours or how they might differ across dialects or

individuals,any potential statement's are, at the moment,

speculation.

Nevertheless, it seemed that from the generalizations

made about the narrow F
o range in Spanish and the sparse

literature on Black .English use of pitch, potential contrasts'

were worth exploring, Specifically, Black English casual
a

speech has been. described:as containing a wide range of

pitch .(F0 maximum versus minimum) at least from listener-

transcriber impressions (Tarone 1973), .This range has beet

reported as subjectively greater than that of whites,
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Given that all ,.of these basic statements are subject

to unknown variation, one might expect.a person ose

English is Spanish-influenced to show less pitch ra

than a speaker whose English was perceived -as.more similar

to that of a Black English speaker, This was the original

hypothesis explored in acoustic analysis of two speakerg,

To recap, sf5edific hypotheses explored concerning
I.

acoustic differenqes in the English of Puerto Rican speakers

were:

(1) A speaker who appears to be more Black English-

1.;

sounding may show a greater range of Fo than a'speaker

whose English appears,,td have a heavy Spanish accent,

(2) A Spanish-accented speaker will show less

difference between stressed and unstressed syllable-vowels

than will a speaker whose English appears to be more like

that of a native New Yorker,

2.0 Methods

After listening to several tapes, it was decided to

select for analysis those portions recorded as part of

the interview, not because this situation is ideal socio-
%

tinguistically, but because it was generally the least

oisy and the one which all speakers shared. Since prosodic

characteristics are somewhat easier to measure in male

speakers,-only men's speech was analyzed from the Centro's .

corpus.
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At first, the focus was on the four speakers whose

splech is analyzed transcriptionally. in Section 5 of the

paper Passages in English and Spanish were examined
A

with'the following criteria in mind: the passage should

come from relatively continuous talk, should be as noise-

free as possible, and should be more or less representative

of the speech of the person during the interview, Given

the difficulties-in meeting all these criteria with the

datanaturally-occuring data and.the complexity of the acot4tic

analysis which was to be perforMed, IdecIded to focus On.
.

theetwo speakers whose demographic and speech characteristics

seemed the most different, Franco and Capitgn. A contralt

. between .these speakers would constitute a.comparison of.

extremes, and if- the acoustic analysis failed to show"?'

relevant differences between these two speakers, 'it
s.

probably.was not worth pursuing, at least not along the

same lines.
.

4111,

2.1 Procedures Through the generous cooperation of

William Labov, director of the Universityof,Pennsylvnia

Linguistics Laboratory and with extensive help from David

Graff, a graduate student and programmer in'the Lab., I

was able to use ILS programs to digitize segments of English

speech to be used for duration, and Fo measures. ILS

routines were used to record, play back, analyze speech
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4b...

v.

1

:files and to record the reNOting data on floppy disks.-N 0.-J

Although in the beginning, such a computer conversion

364

seemed advantagedu"§, since the same, rather long files

coUldtbe analyed-along.seviLyal parameters and the data

disk, 'segmentation from wave-forms and extraction

.of F information it conjunction with segmenti informationo
st- e

pi.plelf to be fairly arduous.--For some types of segments,
: 4.

wave-forms simply do not presefit enough visual information.

.for .reliable segmentation (e.g., drstinguishing between

vowels and sonorant consonants, Cf. Ladefoged 1982), During

tlfe summer, the program for playing back recorded files

was -modified so 'that segmentation could be accomplished

L.while hearing, Lc, marked, portions .of the recorded

its

.

. . ,

4.

p,-form.,4om stening to those portions'of the wave-
,

.orm:in whieh a spectral' change seemed to occur, using a

-'llittrow.time- window,. it joas possible to faci segmentatione -

.somewhat,,alphough difficulties remained due4

-

the signal and td the low sampling frequency,

),
overall,ipectr'al information:

,1

In tecOveliqg 'speech for a alYsis,..the sampling frequency
.

, r - 'haf-4e00;/et low in..-o;der:toega n more length in thepgrtiOns

-'.whidh.cotild-be 'Analyzed at once. At the time the files 7..

se in
ch reduced

V

were recoked;i:telhe sampling.fre,quency'and iength,offiles
rn

,
,

were connected-Jr(suche Way thil*threi seconds of speedh
. 6 PrW

cou1,4 be sampled using a-frequency of 11404ertz,'whch

-

.1
-,.

'?

'! r
4

4
4)

/
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effectively cuts ou'information about the high.frequency ;-!.,

0

sounds (fricatives) .but allows for analysis of ro contour.'

F extraction of fundamental frequency from the

4
lk

digit i ed_speech'files, one of
A
the algorithms in the ILS

package, from the SIF routine was (Cf. Graff 1982).

A separate program was written by David Graff to print

out F
o values.for files verticalry on. an oversize computer

page. Fundamental.. frequency was sampled every lo msece,

and printed out. ,From these readouts, pitcl. contours- were

°hand-plotted. . After segmentation of the wave-fOrms, the

pitch data were matched with the.consonant, vowel, and-
a

syllable durations. Again, the matching was .done by

hand, making it quite tedious.

A total of 70 files were dig' %zed on the ILS system

Atand.pitch data were printed out i d vertical pattern

destribed above,
>

3.0:Results ,6-,

;In! Timing measuresea IV . .

,

. .
.

.

... .
.4,,, . .

. Impressionistically, Franco and Capitan's. _

.0 .

e speech" rote: differg;considerablyand. this was bomb
a.

.0 --.. .

. but -1.1*" thy difficulty in 7opepturing 3 becondi of Franco's-.

a-

./ `speech wielibut breaking:the.utteraftce in the middlip.of

%Ftanco.seems to be orating, with longer,
. -

-

4,- contInoul«spee41 than CapitAn, whose utterances in the
I

« Ar

:choien pas,sateAwpretlenerally Iluite short. Among-those
- 4- 4

SN1

4P3 7 2
a

#

of a
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variables whose effect can not be fully gauged in this

exploration, then, we would have to include those connected

with speech rate differences.

Before any quantification of. vowel durations in the

two speaker's passages are presented, it should be emphasized

that the two sets of data were not equally #nalyzable.

Injparticular, Capitdn'.6 tape was quite noisy, which

introduced some unresolvable problems of segmentation,

as well as considerable difficVties in determitng Fo

(see below). Given this factor as well as those mentioned

above, durations are likely to include quite a large and

unknown margin of error, Preliminary durational data .

is presented in the interests of breadth', but this MUST

not be considered Without taking along with it the

limit-at-ions of then analytic techniques..

'Table 1 presents some Very tentative values for

stressed and uactressed syllable vowel' urations for
X

the two, speakers.

Table 1 '

Tentative duration data on vowels in stressed and un-
stressed syllables for two speakers

.

Capitan
Unstressed Stressed

Franco
Unstressed Stress id.

N* 27 13 19 27

Mean**
:s....

103.3 129.2
_ .

85.8 129.3

Standard 40.3 43. 45.9 55.6
Deviation

41-f1hiii represents a prelimary- computation
**Vowels in pre-pausal syllables were not included
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As Table 1 shows, the two speakers have somewhat

similar values for the stressed vowels, but differ on the

shortening of unstressed ones. However, given the tentative

nature of these data, the large standard deviations and

the extremely small N's, especially for vowels which

themselves. vary in intrinsic duration, the validity of

data in Table 1 may be limited indeed.

There are several ways the generalizability or

validity of timing data could be, improved. One way was

suggested by David Graff and was discussed briefly with

W. Labov: selection of trisyllabic sequences t4 which the

pattern was S-W-W (strong-weak:weak) in terms of sentence

accent, e.g. bit of the or within a lexical item: u-ni-`y.
.S W W S W W

Taking such sequences could help in reducing variation

due to .position (with respect to stress), and such patterns

represent _instances of extreme duration reduction in most

studies of native English speakers (e.g. Umeda 1974;

Klatt 1976),. In exploring the feasibility of this suggestion,

all of the potential candidates of this pattern were searched

in Franco and Capitali's data. Although Capitan's dati is

not ideal, he produces. more English of a cOntinoul nature:.

than any of the otherspeakers judged to be Spanish "dominant"

in the corpus. In fact, the number of non-notsy, pre-

patiSal sequences of this pattern was so small that it

seemed very likely to be beset by the same problems of
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variability as the tentative-measures reported in Table 1.

Although the objective of this pilot study was"riot

to collect more data, but to pursue'questions of interest

in the corpus already collec)6d, the relevant acouiirc

questions, in this writer's opinion, merit systematic,data

collection for the purpose of phonological analysis.

Several phoneticians consulted informally urged such
I

collection because of the potential interest of timing

as a typological as well as a sociolinguistic phenomenon.

The ideal situation for such 'analysis would be a

combination of speech. production and speech perception

00
techniques_ Fore example, Puerto Rican speakers of

English could be recorded, as well as Slack speakers,

andswIte New Yotkees.reading the same text. If the

phonetic:-Ontent.of-the;text were controlled for its

ki.ael.of-6.40hAtionthefe are a number of questions- -
. .

-c1Ccol4d':be lokosed. of the datai:..for example, if stress
1,m. -...

4 , .. IP*

-d1140.1rIstre,sse.d.yowekdUrtitionS,And pre '-pausal lengthening.
_ ,

.., -,- -.,,, ..

--,- .:,* ,
.

Weiettleaalred,, the enact dimensions of differences in
....

-;.:-3:413o,a.tory spe66 could be determined, It-would
raj; : Z-,-. ...

C11440i764ve, having 't4ese measurements in hand, to ask'

'triii4d listeners to deStei-Mille whiel (of selected passages).
../ V\ ,

were syllable-,41M6d. or which stress-timed, to determine

if there is any relationship in fact between the impression

of stress or syllable-timing and the acoustic data.
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IA also possible to filter such...t/Och so as to remove

the segmental material while leavin F
0.

and timing data

intact. It would be interesting tbo see if a trained

listener could reliably pick out the different varieties,

of speech based solely on the suprasegmental, data and not

on hints provided by pronunciation of individual segments.

Another potential Way to approach such differences

would be to engineer casual speech recorded under ideal

conditions and compare speech-timing variables of the

three types of speakers in their casual speech in comparison

to that ,recorded while reading.

In the course of reviewing work on Spanish and English

timing and of carrying out the preliminary analyses

reported here, the paradoxical nature of timing in speech

production and in speech pprception was brought put.

It seems likely that this is not _only a phonetic/phonological

effect, but also one which has sociolinguistic consequences,

As Householder pointed out (l957-:244),listeners listen

with a bias which makes them "hear things that aren't

there",but acoustic analysis can only measure "all those

factors which induce us to hear what isn't there." In

further work on timing variation, a combination of

production and perception data would significantly enhance

the knowledge about how the illusion is created and persists.

'S 376
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3.2 Fundamental frequency measures

The main question considered in analysis of F
0

concerned the range of pitch variation compared across

the t.wQ speakers. A$ described in the Procedures section,.

F
o
values were-printed vertically as extracted through at

program and later these values .were plotted by hand.

It was during this latter stage that it' became obvious that

values, for CapitAn were spurious, The plots contained

some very odd jumps up and down in pitch, including some

printed for sections in which Capitan was not soeaking

at all.' It turned out that Capitan's tape not only contained

noise, but the noise had harmonic components, so that

the pitch extraction algorithm was ,considering the noise

along with the speech in picking out fundamental frequency.

This problem meant that English pitch data was available

for only one of the two speakers, Franco.

Franco's fundamental frequency on non-stressed .

Syllables was usually between 100 and 120. The values

recorded for range of pitch over a sentence are parallel

to those Hudspn &Holbrook-(1982:25) 'recorded in

spontaneous. (laboratory) speech of Black-adults. Their

male talkers showed a 'mean range of 80-166Hz, with a

mean fundamental frequency of 108Hz, Franco's fundamental-

.- ftequency VS within the area they outlined and over the

course of a phrase, the m6an difference Franco used
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.(about 80 Hz,4iNrith a standard deviatfbn of 32,9 Hz) is

402. similar to the rangethey foun.d with many more speakers.

Figure 1 shows some representative contours from

Oanco's files, (Note that these are not drawn to scale,
( 4

but only-free-hand; plotted contours are extremely

large and would need to be scaled down,) .The rAain utility

of these contours would be as confirmation for the

impressionistic transcriptional data reported in Section

5 of the paper.C4Z6 in the discuSsion of timing variables,
1

it' is valuable to haje ulirt only the data from speakers'i,

produced acoustic trace, but also to know how the actual

acoustic differences match or disagree wiLh those. that

listeners perceive. As Ladd explains X1980:134),

4 "Linguistic phenomena,... are both physical and cognitive,

An intonation contour leavinia sReaker's vocal tract

is a physical event, fair gam6 for a machine. But:he

perception of the contour by alistener is a cognitive

event..," which is not measurable by the same means,

LA

et;
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Figure 1

RepreSentatiire.fundamenal frequency .contours in Franco's
English sample

Apprbximate contour for one summary statement` in Franc 's data:

sy

lotta Pi.,EctoR.ioars are brain

100

washed.

2 The large rise on pwn f6llowed by the fall is 'quite striking
to the listener and seems to indicate emphasis:

126

169

we could h a ve
--124

o u r o w n govern,men t,

An example of what Liberman & Sag (1974) have called the
'contradiction contour'

163

we're no dum m i e s

138

*Numbers represent fundamental frequency in Hertz.
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4.0 Summary ant conclusiOns'.-from acoustic analyses

Although the original questions posed by this

exploratory study would. be relevant :6psociolinguistic

. as well as purely phonetic descriptions of Puerto Ricn

English, the results were not .sufficiently clear to say

what distinctive fundamental frequency and timing

characteristics in demographiCally different speakers

might t .

In part, this was due to a mismatch between the type

and amount of data available, and to the analytic techniques.

which were very sensitiVe to variation, both from noise in

the signal and other linguistic factors which were

uncontrolled.

Although the planned comparisons were in fact not

fully completed for fundamental frequency, the match or

mismatch between the acoustic and transcriptional analysis

for Franco would make for a woithWhile meta-analytic

study,- i.e., does intonation from the spehket's point of

view match that of the hearer's (or linguist..$)?

Finally, to investigate the relevant proSodic variables

from an acoustic point of view, further data collection

would be-inescapable, Since timing in particular is

affected by so many variables, uhlessAh4 recording context

Is carefully engineered, the phonetic basis for impressions

like, syllable-timing versus stress-timing may remain as

. obscure, as they are at present.
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